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PREFACE
On February 17th and 18th, 1976, the Na-

tional Institute of Education convened an In-
ternational Symposium--to-expliire-the dincn-
sions and implications of the increasing role of
the .courts..in the form ulation of educational
policy. We believe there is a pressing need for
the examination of the present judicial ap-
proach to educatiimal problem solving and
policy formulation. The use of legal pro-
cedures and requirements may have untold im-
plications in solving educational problems,
because of--the _inability of the legal system to
take into accountiill the 'requirements .o.f a
sound pedagogical decisiOn: This is only to be
anticipated given the analytic framework with-
in which the courts must operate.

Concurrent with, and perhaps an outcome
of, the increasingly greater role of the courts in
educational matters has been an increase in the
role of social scientists and social science data
and teemiques in the legal process. Providing
expert testimony on such issues as school
desegregation and school financing has
brought to the forefront the need for analysis
of broad social and cultural trends. Such
analyses are needed and used in every stage of
the judicial process from describing -the -fact
situation accurately, to provi4 injury to crea-
tion of adequate remedies.

The use of social science evidence in courts
raises many corollary issues. What is the
usefulness of such information to the court
when the evidence in question is not agreed to
by thescientific community as a whole? This is
clearly a question of proof for the judge or jury
to,decide, but what are the implications when
social s'cientists testify, with equal conviction,
to opposing conclusions about the same fact
situation? Should social scientists be involved
in educational litigation at an and is the adver-
sary process ihe proper forum for the-airing of
controversial and contradictory social science
issues? Not only is there a question as to the ap-
propriateness of the forum for the presentation

of differences between social scientists, but the
very real danger exists that lawyers and judges
will -nbt -understand the critical differenees1n1
interpretation which lead to differing conclu-
sions. There is, indeed, a great burden upon
lawyers and judges to sift through the conflict-
ing social science data to find the heart of the
matter, a task often extremely difficult even for
one trained in a particular discipline. Failure
to properly educate an the actors in the
judicial pi-ocess leads to improper use of social
science evidence or simple rejection of the evi-
.dence. Perhaps the view of many legally
trained observers (judges and lawyers) is best
summed up by U.S. Court of Appeak Judge J.
Skelly Wright in Hobson v. Hansen:

The unfortunate if inevitable tendency has
been to lose sight of :he disadvantaged
young students on whose behalf this suit was
first brought in an overgrown garden of
numbers and charts and jargon like "Stan-
dard deviation of the variable," "statistical
significance," and "Pearson product mo-
ment correlations."
The reports by the expertsone noted
economist plus assistants for each sideare
less helpful than they might have been for
the simple reasOn 'that- they do not begin
from a common data base, they disagree
over crucial statistical,,assuniptions,_ and
they reach different conclusions. Having
hired their respective experts, the lawyers in
this case have a basic responsibility, which
they have not completely met, to put the
hard core statistical demonstrations into
language which-serious and, concerned lay-
men could, with effort", understand.
Moreover, the studies by both sets of experts
are tainted by a vice wen known in the
statistical tradedata shopping and scan-
ning to reach a preconceived resuR, and the
court had to reject parts of both reports as
unreliable because they were biased.
The court has been forced back to its own
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common sense approach to a problem
which, though admittedly complex, has cer-
tainly been made more obscure than was
necessary. The conclusion I reach is based
upon burden of proof, and upon straightfor-
ward moral and constitutional arithmetic.
Given, the reality of the incursion of the

courts into policy making in education and the
obvious need for information about some very
complex questions, the failure of social science
to effectively communicate what it knows, as
well as to inform when something is not known,
will result in a dilution of the effectiveness of
judicial decisions in this area. But the inability
of actors in education, social science and the

Ray C. Rist,
Head, Desegregation Studies
Educational Equity Group

judicial process to understand the needs and
limitations of the others will just as surely
diminish the effectiveness of their concerted
action.

It is with this in mind that the papers con-
tained herein were presented. Over five
hundred persons from a wide variety of fields
attended the symposium. They came from
throughout the United States and from several
foreign countries. The papers and discussion
they generate will, hopefully, create an at-
mosphere and a basis for bettering the relation-
ship among social science,.education and the
judicial process.

Ronald J. Anson
Basic Skills Group



SOCIAL SCIENCE, CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
AND THE COURTS
Kenneth B. Clark
Distinguished Professor

of Psychology Emeritus
City University of New York

In a recently published book, Affirntative
Discrimination, Nathan Glazer, Professor of'
Education and Social Structure at Harvard
University and co-editor of The Public Interest
magazine, concluded his discussion of the issue
of busing with the Olympian decision:

... the judges have gone far beyond what
the Constitution can reasonably be thought
to allow or require in the operation of this
complex process. The judges should now
stand back and allow the forces of political
democracy in a pluralist society to do their
proper work.]
This statement is startling. When analyzed it

becomes clear that in the calm and balanced
tone acceptable to academia, Professor Glazer
is proposing a radical repudiation of a major
contribution of the American democratic Con-
stitutional system. For two hundred years a
system of checks and balances has protected
America from the more flagrant abuses of
power concentrationsand has protected the
minorities from the tyranny of the majority.

One can only conclude that the shocking im-
plications of Glazer's proposal are obscured
only by the fact that it is so compatible with the
current fashionable "neoliberal revisionism"
which dominates the thoughts and utterances
of a well publicized group of social scientists.
In trying to understand the argument presented
by Professor Glazer's provocatively entitled
book,, one initially associates it with the con-
troversial "benign neglect" memorandum of
Daniel P. Moynihan. It is not surprising as one
recalls that Moynihan and Glazer collabor-
ated in the writing of Beyond the A/felting Pot
and subsequent articles wherein the concept of

the validity and the virtue of ethnic pluralism
was elaborated. The thesis that American
democracy required that various ethnic groups
wait their turn in the process of eventually en-
joying the benefits and protection of our
democratic system was presented as a matter of
historical practicality if not of morality and
justice.

As one speculates about the meaning of
Glazer's proposal, that the rights of minorities
should be determined by the will of tite ma-
jority which historically has restricted these
rights, one is tempted to become fascinated
with such abstraL. academic seminar questions
as the reiationship 'between the Glazer-
Moynihan pragmatic concept of constitutional
rightsthe complex problem of remedying
long standing racial injusticesand the
fashionable notions of moral relativism which
were so dominant in social science thinking of
the 1930's and 1940's. Indeed, if one suc-
cumbed to this temptation to deal with this
problem within the framework of academic
abstractions, one would be reminded of the
fact that Ernest van den Haag was the first
social scientist to criticize publicly the role and
findings of those social scientists who were in-
volved as expert witnesses in the public school
desegregation cases which led to the Brown
decision of 1954. Without waiting for it to
become fashionable among his social science
colleagues, van den Haag insisted that the
social science evidence collected and analyzed
in regard to these cases was weak, flimsy and
certainly did not support the contention that
racial segregation in the society and racially
segregated schools damaged the personalities
of American children. He stated:

Whether humiliation leaves deep and last-
ing traces and whether it increases the inci-
dence of personality disorders among
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Negroes, we d-o not know (nor do we know
whether congregation would obviate them).
The 'scientific' evidence for the injury is,no
more 'scientific' than the evidence presented
in favor c t-acial prejudice

Looking back upon my own written and oral
debates with Professor van den Haag 20 years
ago, and comparing my attitudes and impres-
sions at that time with my feelings and reac-
tions to the current group of social science
racial and ethnic revisionists, I am compelled
to confess that I had a more positive profes-
sional reaction to the more direct, candid,
forthright, negative reaction to the Brown deci-
sion as expressed by Professor van den Haag at
that time than I now have to the rather cir-
cuitous and seemingly more solihisticated posi-
tion of the contemporary revisionist social
scientists. Today those social scientists who are
opposed to the spirit and the implementation
of the BrOWIT decision tend to deny that they are
opposed to racial discrimination and segrega-
tion but, at the same time, they insist that at-
tempts to remedy these inequities are un-
democratic or will make matters worse. They
assert that attempts to remedy racial segrega-

_tion in housing will encourage white flight and
thereby increase segregation. They argue that
attempts to enforce the Brown decision and to
protect the constitutional rights of minority
children against being damaged in racially
segregated schools in northern urban centers
are unrealistic, will increase racial polariza-
tion, will encourage white flight and will even-
tually result in the abandonment of America's
major cities to poor, unstable and crime-prone
minorities. Their arguments have been widely
publicized. In fact. it appears as if a large per-
centatze. if not the majority, of the American
media has accepted these arguments as realistic
and practical. Probably a majority of the well
informed American public has been made to
believe that these opinions are given validity
by systematic social science findings.

The most widely publicized recent example of
social science racial and ethnic revisionism and
ncoliberalism is to be found in the statements
and discussions of Professor James Coleman's
alleged change in his opinions. attitudes and
conclusions concerning the advisability of

desegregating American public schools
through the reassignment of pupils and, if
necessary, providing transportation for the
reassigned pupils. It is generally believed that
in his original report, Equality of Educational
Opportunity, publiShed in 1966, Professor
Coleman advocafed -the ,desegregat,ion of the
schools and favored busing.3 In a series of
public interviews concerning the findings and
implications of his most recent study, Professor
Coleman is presented as having changed his
position on this issue. He has stated, among
other things, the following:

I . That he has conducted research and ob-
tained data which showed that court-or-
dered busing for the purpose of public
school desegregation resulted in the
flight of the white middle class from
American cities.4

2. That federal courts by ordering
desegregation of public schools in op-
position to the will of the majority of
whites are contributing to racial ten-
sions.5

3. He has stated more specifically that the
federal courts are "the worse of all possi-
ble instruments for carrying out a very
sensitive-activity like integration of the
schooIs."6

In one of the most important of these inter-
views, Professor Coleman admitted to a

reporter of the New York Times (July II,
1975) "that his public comments went beyond
the scientific data he had gathered ... he said
that his study did not deal with housing, and
that his argdments applied to trends in only
two or three southern cities."7

What Professor Coleman did not state in
this partial concession of scientific default was
the equally important fact that hiS recent
research provided him with absolutely no data
in support of his contention that the federal
courts and judges are "the worse of all possible
instruments for carrying out a very sensitive
activity like integration of the schools."8

There are many similarities between the
present positions of Professor Coleman and
Professor Glazer. There are also some impor-
tant differences. Probably the most significant
difference is that, for the most part, Nathan
Glazer, Daniel P. Moynihan, Daniel Bell and
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other social scientist who have been published misled the American public and has used his
in such magazines as 77w Public Interest and status and his prestige as a publicized social
Omtnentary and who have written books on scientist as a basis from which he now projects
racial and social policy issues, have written his personal. biases. This is violative of the most
what are essentially essays. They have exer- fundamental principle which governs that un-
cised their constitutional right of freedom to questioned sense of trust essential in the ongo-
express their personal opinions, biases, theo- ing and challenging struggle for scientific
ries and analyses but generally have not truth. Certainly any physical scientist in his
deliberately sought to tie their personal ()pin- biochemical research who made public state-
ions and impressions either directly or in- ments which transcend reasonable interpreta-
directly to objective research and systematic tion of his findings would be censured by his
empirical findings. For example, Professor colleagues and professional associations..
Glazer's latest book, Affirmative Discrimitta- If this opinion is cOrrect, then an equally
ti(m, is essentially a collection of essays consis- serious problem is posed by the fact that
tent with the articles which he has published in Professor Coleman's colleagues in the social
Comtnentary magazine. H is allies or his critics sciences have not publicly raised questions
are free to agree or disagree with his opinions concerning the propriety of his recent public
and conclusions. Professor Coleman, on the utterances and, as far as I know, have not yet
other hand, clearly asserted initially that his called Professor Coleman to account for or ex-
conclusions concerning the detrimental conse- plain his position on this matter. Of course, this
quences of busing emerged directly out of his issue must be explored responsibly with all the
empirical research. This, without question, is necessary safeguards essential for academic
misleading to the general public and to his and scientific freedom of inquiry and the rights
professional colleagues. of American citizens to think.and speak freely.

One could argue that in his eventual admis- Until Professor Coleman'5 colleagues in the
sion that he had gone beyond his findings in his social sciences decide to explore this matter t--:.-

anti-busing statements, that Professor Coleman with the seriousness and objectivity which it
had erased any reasonable basis by which his deserves, one is forced to speculate on the'
critics could charge him with a willful viola- possibility that the extensive publicizing of .a
tion of a fundamental principle of scientific in- social scientistthe granting of interviews to
tegrity. Personally I do not accept this. My cri- newspapers, magazines, radio and television
ticism of Professor Coleman may seem to some talk showswill automatically give immunity
reasonable observers as being unnecessarily from questioning the scientific propriety and
harsh. It is possible that my severity of judg- integrity of any social scientist who has
ment of Professor Coleman on this critical achieved such celebrity status. Given the
issue of racial justice and social policy may be realities of social and political power as it
attributed to the fact that 1, as a social scientist, operates in a dynamic social system, one could
have been aligned on the side of those social state the related hypothesis that such unques-
scientists and.. American citizens who have in- tioned immunity is more likely to be granted to
sisted that racial justice in Ameliea isirrevoca- those social science celebrities who expound a
bly tied to the desegregation of our Schools:and point of view which is supportive.of the_stat us
that racial integration in all aspects of quo and who are not clearly aligned with those-
American society must be an unqualified goal
if American democracy is to be worthy of citizens and government officials who are seek-

respect rather than of mere rhetoric. It is also a ing racial and social justice.

fact that I am a social-Vsychologist who hap- On the other hand, those social scientists
pens to be black, Inonetheless contend, with- whose values require them to be openly aligned, ,
out apology, that Professor James C6Iernany'rrr-----with- those who are part of the ongoing struggle
his recent public utterances, has deliberately for racial and social justice are more likely to
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be required to meet the most severe tests of
scientific integrity and personal probity.

Aside from these important specific
problems raised by the recent activities and ut-
terances of the neoliberal social science revi-
sionists, a most important question emerges
with complex starkness:

What is the present role of social scientists
in the general area of social policy and,
more specifically, in the immediate social
policy problem of seeking to implement the
adjudicated constitutional rights of
minorities in the United States?
In the optimism of the early 1950'san op-

timism which I not only shared but partici-
pated in with enthusiasmsocial scientists,
with a few exceptions, tended to accept
uncritically the belief that they not only had a
role but the obligation to organize, interpret
and make available to policymakers the
legislative, executive and judicial branches of
state and federal governmentssocial science
findings which bore directly or indirectly on
social issues. In the area of race relations in
America, the optimism of the late 40's and 50's
seemed based upon the fact that social scien-
tists were generally developing methods and
perspectives which were making significant
research-based contributions to the under-
standing of American race relations. The con-
tributions of such distinguished social scientists
as Louis Worth, Howard Odum, Franz Boaz,
E. Franklin Frazier, Charles Johnson, Otto
Klineberg, Gordon Allport and many others
marked the highpoint of a positive collabora-
tion of social science and social policy toward
the goals of racial justice. Gunnar Myrdal's
and his associates' classic study of the
American race problem published in the early
1940's under the title An American Dilemma
can be seen as the inevitable culmination of
this positive ferment and natural collaboration
of social science with the forces of social justice
in America.9 Footnote 11 in the Brown deci-
sion of 1954 could then be viewed as the ulti-
mate demonstration. of this joint enterprise.
Upon the basis of these indications, one could
argue that social science was as necessary for
the development of stable and rational social
policy and racial justice as the biological

sciences were essential for the development of
an effective medical technology.

I made this argument 20 years ago in my
response to the criticism of the late Professor
Edmond Cahn, Distinguished Professor of
Jurisprudence at the New York University Law
School. Professor Cahn was highly critical of
the role of social scientists in public school
desegregation cases. The most important criti-
cal point made by Professor Cahn in his discus-
sion of the role of social scientists in the Brown
decision was his contention that the United
States Supreme Court should not base the pro-
tection of the constitutional rights of American
citizens upon what he considered the flimsy
evidence of social scientists. At that time I
stated "one must take seriously his (Professor
Cahn's) argument that the constitutional rights
of Negroes or other Americans should not rest
on social scientists' testimony alone. If he had
concentrated and elaborated on this issue on a
high level of academic discourse, he might
have made an important contribution to
thought in a field in which he is competent."
This prophetic statement was followed by my
recognition of the fact, even in the period of
optimism 20 years ago, that:

Social scientists, like other knowledgable
individuals in our society, must be sensitive
to the problems of power and the techniques
of social control which are operative in the
society in which they work. In spite of the
demand for objectivity and integrity in the
search for truth, the important determinant
of serious scientific work, social scientists
are influenced indirectly and sometimes
directly, subtly and sometimes crudely, by
the prevailing social biases and uncritically
accepted frames of reference of their
society.10

I concluded that essay as follows:
Those who attempt to use the methods of
social science in dealing with problems
which threaten the status quo must
realistically expect retaliatory attacks,
direct or oblique, and must be prepared to
accept the risks which this role inevitably in-
volves. Attacks motivated by understanda-
ble political opposition or the criticisms



which reflect the vested interest or limita-
tions of other disciplines must be expected.
Differences of opinion and interpretation
concerning the relative weight to be given to
the available evidence must, of course, be
expected among conscientious social scien-
tists. In this latter instance, however, certain
fundamental rules of social scholarship,
consistency and logic must prevail if the
controversy is to be intellectually construc-
tive and socially beneficial.
It is a fact that the collaboration between
psychologists and other social scientists
which culminated in the Brown decision will
continue in spite of criticisms. Those who
question the propriety of this collaboration
will probably increase the intensity of their
criticismparticularly as social controver-
sy and conflict increase. Nevertheless, some
social scientists will continue to play a role
in this aspect of the legal and judicial pro-
cess because as scientists they cannot do
otherwise. They are obligated by tempera-
ment, moral commitment and their concept
of the role and demands of science. They
will do so because they see the valid goals of
the law, government, social institutions,
religion and science as identical; namely to
secure for man personal fulfillment in a just,
stable and viable society)!
Recent facts have put my earlier debate with

Professor Cahn ,in a different context of con-
temporary reality. Today we are confronted
with the anomaly that a distinguished
Professor at H a r v ard Law School. Derrick Bell,
who happens to be black, has gone beyond the
serious questions raised by Professor Cahn 20
years ago and is now publicly insisting that at-
tempts to desegregate public schools in
American cities are wrong and that in fact the
repeal of Plessy v. Ferguson by Brown is a
serious practical, if nOt judicial, mistake. My
analysis of Professor Bell's position is that it is
the legal form of what I call the social science
revisionism personified by Glazer. Coleman
and those who share their point of view.

The climate within which the school
,...desegregation controversy now exists is with-

out a question observably different from the
1950's and the 10 year period immediately
following the Brown decision. The center of
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gravity of the civil rights movement and the
public school desegregation tensions have
moved from the southern states to northern ur-
ban communities. With this movement, north-
ern whites have developed more sophisticated
forms of evasion of the Brown decision. Among
their most powerful allies are social scientists
and some formerly liberal lawyers. In the
North, realistic politicians are not required to
make flamboyant statements of resistance
which characterized the political postures of
white southern political officials 15 or 20 years
ago. Educators who had always played a

minor, if not negative, role in the struggle for
school desegregation in the South are at best
silent, if not equivocating or negative, when
confronted with the problem in northern cities.
Nor are the churches and religious leaders par-
ticularly inclined to assume public and asser-
tive leadership in seeking to help American
education move from the anachronism and
human damage associated with racially segreg-
ated schools. "Realistic" elected political
officials, school boards, city councils, state
legislators and -congressmen understandably
became responsive to the major white opposi-
tion to any serious attempt to implement the
Brown decision in northern cities. Sophisti-
cated, semantic forms of evasion and inaction
supplanted the southern_forms of histrionic de-
fiance. The northern approach to a functional
repeal of Brown relied upon such semantic
strategies as the claim for being in favor of the
'desegregation of schools provided one did not
make any serious attempt to desegregate the
schools. Those who insisted that the Brown

decision applied as much to New York,
Chicago, Boston and Los Angeles as it did to
Little Rock, Birmingham and Charleston were
dismissed as unrealistic if not racial agitators.

The spurious anti-busing issue became and
remains a major and, so far, successful politi-
cal device for blocking effective desegregation.
Recently, a Congressman from New York State
visited my office and sought to enlist my sup-
port as a Member of the New York Board of
Regents in getting the Commissioner of Educa-
tion in the State of New York to rescind a high
school desegregation order in New York City.
It was clear, even to this Congressman, that
there was absolutely no busing issue involved

1 1
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here. Instead he raised the argument that at-
tempts to desegregate the high schools in New
York City would precipitate white flight. He
prefaced his attempt to persuade me to join
him in rejecting the orders of the Commis-
sioner by stating with intensity that he Was a
liberal and that he was in favor of integration.
What he did not state but what was implied in
his presentation was that he was in favor of in-
tegration of the public schools as long as it did
not irritate and inconvenience middle class
whites.

Within this present context, therefore, it is

clear that only the federal courts can be
charged with the responsibility of protecting
the constitutional rights of minorities and en-
forcing the clear and explicit mandate of the
Brown decision. Present American Watergate
realities have made it clear to even the most
optimistic social seientists that the roots of
American racism go deep and involve all
areasNorth, South. East and Westof this
natibn. The majority of American whites, par-:
ticularly.northerners, now oppose all attempts
to complYwith the letter and the spirit of the
Brown decision. If the issue of the desegrega-
tion'of the public schook were put to a referen-
dum now, twenty years after that historic deci-
Sion, the chances are that it would be defeated.
But this should not be surprising. If this were
not so, there would have been no need to take
these cases before the federal courts. The pre-
sent controversies centering around the imple-
mentation of the Brown decision in northern
cities make even more clear the keystone fact
of the American democratic system namely,
that a critical function of the federal courts is
to protect the constitutional rights of American
minorities, particularly when those rights are
being opposed or in any way *qualified (.,ei

threatened by the majority. The' key message,
the innovating rationale of the American Con-
stitution is that a stable democracy cannot per-
mit tyranny of the majority. If there were no
need for effective checks and balances on the
power of the majority, there would be no need

ra,federal judicial system.
It is difficult to believe that the present

group of social scientists, the neoliberal revi-
sionists, are not aware of the fact that in coun-

seling that the constitutional rights of Negro
children be determined by the attitudes of the
white majority rather than by the courts, they
are in fact arguing that these constitutional
rights be denied. They know and they assert
that these rights are opposed by the majority.
Theirs is the realism of anarchy which is in-
distinguishable from racial immorality.

In the earlier struggles for social and racial
justice, when social scientists joined with con-
cerned citizens in the attempt to strengthen
American democracy, there was hope and
identification with the eventual fulfillment of
the American ideals for all. In the partnership
with lawyers and policymakers toward these
goals, social scientists were proud of their role.
Their values and compatible roles gave sub-
stance to their belief that in seeking justice for
minorities they were strengthening the
American democracy for the benefit of all
human beings.

The perspective of the nepliberal:rxvisionist
social scientists has made it clear that now in
matters of social equity and in the. ongoing
struggle for racial justice, concerned citiiens
must put their faith and trust in our federal
cotirts. Professor Edmond Cahn's critical
prophecy 20 years ago now seems confirnied.
The business of social justice is too important
to be left in the hands of those "social scien-
tists- who are primarily responsive to majority
fashion, prejudices and power.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE EVIDENCE IN COURT CASES
Honorable William E. Doyle
United States Circuit Judge
United States Court of Appeal
Tenth Circuit
Denver, Colorado

I. COMMENTS RE PERSPECTIVE
AND CONTEXT

My ex.act topic is, "Can Social Science Data
Be Used in Judicial Decisionmakingr

The answer to the topic question is that
social science data or other evidence is less im-
portant in judicial decision-making in the field
of constitutional law than most of you think.
Also, it is even less controversial than you
might think. The more controversial issue is
whether courts should be considering cases
which might require or produce social science
evidence. The foes of so-called judicial activ-
ism would say they ought to get out, but even
where the decision is against this participation
it is a social science decision. Courts do int, of
course, have a roving commission to hear and
decide controverted issues of social policy, nor
do they relish such efforts. Most judges would
prefer the more traditional case which calls on
his legal skills. But just as the judge is unable to
select the cases he prefers, neither can he
eschew the cases which he does not prefer.

Congress is the main cu'orit. It has required
the federal courts to hear policy cases having
social science aspects in numerous instances.
Claims of citizens raising what might be called
social policy disputes have been delegated to
the courts for at least a century. The Civil
Rights Act of 1871,1 for example gave access
to a federal court for a citizen seeking "to
redress the deprivation, under color of any
state law of any right, privilege, or im-
munity secured by the Constitution , or any
Act of Congress providing for equal rights ..".

1 I

In the 1960s, in the form of Title VII a the
Civil Rights Act of 1964,2 Congress required
the courts to shoulder part of the burden of
policing private employment practices against
racial discrimination. So the problem of
judicial involvement in social policy is a mat-
ter of long standing.

Given that federal courts must hear disputes
involving issues of social policy, it is not
surprising that the parties trying the cases offer
so-called "social science" evidence. Judges
must receive and hear all relevant and compe-
tent evidence presented by the parties to a law-
suit. As Justice Brandeis once wrote, judicial
decision "should bebased upon a considera-
tion of relevant facts, actual or possibleEx
facto jus oritur. That ancient rule must prevail
in order that we may have a system of living
law."3

The weighing and shifting of social science
data is not then a new task which judges of this
generation have taken upon themselves. The
task has resulted from congressional
authorization. Also, the cases in the first third
of this century considering the power of the
states to pass economic and social welfare
legislation commonly involved social science
data.4 In fact, it was only after courts began
taking such data seriously that the kind of
socially-protective legislation that we today
take for granted was able to withstand judicial
scrutiny.5 A famous brief in one of these cases
in 1908, one of the first instances in which the
Supreme Court upheld laws prescribing max-
imum working hours, consisted of two pages of
legal argument and 1 1 1 pages of surveys,
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government statistics. factory reports, medical
discussion, and employer/employee opinion
samples.h From this a whole jurisprudential
school has taken form from the turn of the cen-
tury as a result of which there has developed
judicial recognition of social science factors.
This school was dubbed -Sociological
Jurisprudence" in a classic 1911 article in the
Harvard Law Review by Roscoe Pound.7

Let us consider another example: The Sher-
man Act. That major piece of antitrust leglisla
tion, passed in 1890,8 made unlawful '

"unreasonable" restraints of trade. It has tat,
to the courts ever since to try to, fashion a
workable defilition of "reasonableness" in
various business settings.9 The courts hay..
quite freely employed economic and other
social science data and analysis in deciding
such cases.10 In more recent times. the
Supreme Court has expressly considered social
science data in cases considering the choice be-
tween six person and 12 person juries,Il the
deterrent effectiveness and popular acceptance
of the death penalty,12 whether alcoholismI3
or narcotics addiction14 should be regarded as
diseases, whether. financing schools through
property taxesAecessarily leads to disparity in
education resourecF.15 and what, under con-
temporary standards, counts as obscenity,H,
And, as said above, Congress put the courts
directly in a social science area. that .of con-
sidering various kinds of social datathe
utility of certain employment tests, and statisti-
cal inferences of discrimination in employ-
mentwhen it passed Title VI1,17

So, when people raise a hue and cry in enm-
tional cases such as school desegregation litiga-
tion against courts considering social science
data. they commonly have in mind an objec-
tion to courts using social science data in the
context of particular cases, and this is
especially so it the decisions are contrary to
their personal views. A popular view is that the
studies of a few psychologists and sociologists
are the source of all the social woes, and worse,
other sociologists and psychologists say those
studies are misleading and inaccurate. Of
course, this group is not necessarily consistent
in its criticism: having complained about the
ei tuns' use of social science as a basis for un-
popular decisions, some urge on the court

other, allegedly contrary social science data,
so as to persuade a retreat.

These objections, I think, nre,based on a mis-
understanding of the very limited considera-

givea to social science evidence, in court
deliberation and the limited role such evidence
plays in the outcom-.

Far more important than social science evi-
dence in policy cases, e.g., a school desegrega-
tion case, is the basic law which has been re-

red to. The decisive factor is the Constitu-
the United States which protects all

as from violation of their rights by state
,i..latures or other policy-making agencies of

the state. The elements wi,ich are considered in
making this decision are the wording of the
Constitution, sometimes history, precedent in
the form of court decisions, reason and moral
law or natural law. But contrary to popular
thinking the desire of the court to engage in
social engineering is not a factor.

II. SOCIAL SCIENCE EVIDENCE
IN DETERMINING LIABILITY IN
A CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CASE

A good illustration pf the workings of the
judicial process in the public policy type of case
is found in the Supreme Court's decision in
Brom/ v, lloard Ethwationlm, which is a funda-
mental authority, as this ease_among other
things changed the old doctrinwhich had pre-
vailed for almost 60 years thtiNchools which
were separate but equal satisfied the Constitu-
tion, This rule, which was first expounded in
Plessy v, FergusonlY was repudiated in Brown
v, Board of Education. The Brown case emm-
demned as unconstitutional the segregation of
races as a result oc state action. This basic legal
principle was not founded upon social science
data nor is it open to being refuted by social
science evidence and, therefore, this kind of
evidence has little value in determining
whether the segregation is actionable,20 Con-
ceivably social science data could come into
play in connectidn with the intent with which a
school board acted. Thus, the official actions
of the school board can be and frequently are
scrutinized carefully so as to determine
whether it acted with an intent to isolate
minority students front Anglo students, If the
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school board has jockeyed boundaries with the
apparent purpose to concentrate minorities
within a school attendance area, it would
follow that such gerrymandering is de jure.2I
This kind of data is entirdy unrchited to social
science theory or social science ophlion such as
the notion that school desegregation improves
achievement scores. But the lesson ot' Brown
has little to do with achievement. scores.
Rather, the key it, that the isolation of an entire
people is constitutionally wrongis repugnant
also to our most fundamental beliof; tit
fundamental notion of dem

tuld argue that any race o, . ink
to another; that it is to be considered unworthy
to associate with the excluding group. I submit
then that this is the actual key to the Brown
decision. This viewpoint no doubt evolved and
finally emerged long after the date of the adop-
tion of the Fourteenth Amendment which con-
tains the guarantee of equality under the laws.

The reader is apt to object to the foregoing
analysis by saying. "Didn't the Supreme Court
base its holding in Mown that separate educa-
tional facilities are inherently unequal' ot,
social science studies that black children were
in fact harmed by segregation? Isn't Brown
based on findings of the pm\ if segregation
to create negative self-imag,2 ;i'long minority
children?"22 The answer to 1,:,-11 questions is
-no.- Brown and the caSes follow, Green
v. New Kent (O., Swann, ke.1 _yen: not predi-
cated on the studies of -ciologists and
psychologists. They are all based on the funda-
mental invalidity or isolating a people from
other people; that the ideal of P/myseparate
but equalhad imt been attidnablc and never
would be. Altlmugh then there remains
temptation to sec firmvn and the school cases
which follow as being based on social science
data. it is clear that it and pritgeny are
founded on much more fum:_amental pre-
cc pts--orga n ic , ttive law and

I h SC \ OM hal sci.:nce is a
decve factor overlook t fti tr:ndinited States
is held together and y a Constitu-
tion. which consists of orgatv, id fundamen-
tal law embodied in a writivi 1 (,:ninent which
places limits on state power tnI guarantees in-
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dividual liberty. Included ale broad phrase
"equal protection," 'due process," "freedom
of speech," "cruel and unusual punishment"
which, if they are to have the power to "secure
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our
Posterity" must be interpreted and applied to
concrete situations. Throughout most of the
two centuries of our national existence, the
courts have been recognized as the authorita-
tive expositors of what the Constitution re-
quires. The recognition of the courts role is
founded on the fact that I t h three depart-
ments of government, the Judicial Branch is the
only one which can take a detached view in
construing the Constitution, and also because
institutions of majority-rule government can-
not always be rdied on to protect minority
rights. And if the Constitution is to afford pro-
tection to allfor we are all the minority
sometimesits interpretation must be free of
popular pressures. Decision making in this
area has a social seience quajity, but it is not
the same subject which we have for discussion
today.

Yet it is generally recognized decision
making in this area is often eontri This
is because there are at least ttt. hoots of
thoughtone which favors givin t to the
constitutional principle and onc ich dis-
favors its recognition. On occasior :urts may
harken back to the clear ly-expressntentions
of the 1:ramers and we can aeknot;\ with
confidence that the courts are only -erring to
choices which undeniahly are em hei d in the
Constitution.. Yet in most cases interpreting the
broad phraws of the Constitution, such as
Equal Protection, the value choice the courts
must make will not fin.' universal or even ma-
jority acceptance. The hngering suspicion
created by the act of cmtstitutional interpreta-
tionis that constitutional adjudication is only
the imposition of du: Judge's decMon over the
will (0 al least some of the peopk.

The 1ct that concepts evolve ,a changes
occur tioes not mean that the changes .tre based
tm the view or any particular sociology, It
more likely means that the particular con-
troversy has brought the constitutional provi-
sion into sharper and clearer focus. It possibly
means also that the rule or principle has
evolved through thc customs and mores stages
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and has achievcd the general recognition which
results in its adoption. Constitutional decisions
arc also, it is true, the product of particular
facts. Consider, for example, the individual
facts of the individual cases which were con-
solidated in Brom, V. Bd. of Ed. All ;,1' this,
however. Is different from saying that ulings
stand or fall on the continued viability of :line
sociological opinion. This brings to mind the
very recent expressions by Dr. James Coleman,
which statements differed from his prior exten-
sive research. We do not go into the much de-
bated merits of Dr. Coleman's recent study'.
Wc merely cite this to illustrate the liar,' I

which would exist in changing the ruling on the
basis of current changes of viewpoint, however
authoritative such opinions might be.24

In sum, then, courts do not take social
science facts as the touchstone of constitutional
inperpretation because such data are adjective
rather than substantive in nature. Stich
material is alien to the constitrn4 l'aA dz'ci-
sion, Research assumptions an ,Ahojobitties
are apt to he held defective am. .ial airirides
and reactionsthe very dati:
science research purports t ol h. mnd

analyzemay also change. T1.0, im con-
stit utional adjudications are haw.:L1
law that is embodied in the COMN.ULi:0111 and
decisions rather than on the most rocently
publish-cd social science study.kzettatce-,,n the
consmutional interpretation hat IsMat ion of
niini,ties is inherently unequal :mid dis-
criminatory has more qualit by

reason, history and experiem .1s the sione is
gleaned from prior decisions.

The Supreme Court's stater-
ate is inherently unequal," is a;-;
tional interpretation giving lib-
of the Equal Protection Clausc
to infuse meaning into a "cons7
to endure for ages to come." tx,
greater danger to our 200 yeA
constitutional democracy if 1.il' rest

constitutional interpretati.on ott soda st 'once

data rather than on the bedrock of a
constitutional principle.

So. then, constitutional law n atade

front sociology and neither doe, .".:rtize. in

sociology affect the decision.
1 7
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III. SOCIAL SCIENCir, DATA IN
SHAPING THE REMEDY OR
VINDICATING THE RIGHTS OF
THE AGGRIEVED PARTY

While social science evidence is not valua-
ble in judging constitutional validity, it is

useful once the principal decision has been
made. Its value is in designing a remedy. Ex-
pert witnesses and consultants are essential at
the remedy stage because the court without
help is ill-equipped for this task of prescribing
:I plan for desegregation, requiring as it does
decisions involving educational issues as well
as sensitive policy questions such as length of
transportation and also knowledge of the
character of the school district. Dr. Jack
Finger, for example, is a well-recognized ex-
pert consultantwho has served in numerous in-
stances. Persons of his caliber render invalua-
ble aid to a trial court.

the court is placed in the position at
this s;age of a case of considering policy mat-
ters, m must seek out the best educational ad-
vice, data and analysis that it can find .2C In this
connection it is necessary to have social science
research, educational research and even
engineering (the latter for a transportation
plan). In addition, the court must seek out the
views of the school district staff and seek a pro-
posed plan from that organization since it has
the primary responsibility for coming up with a
plan. Frequently, however, the school district
seeks to avoid participation in desegregation
and integration orders front the standpoint of
policy making (and I cannot fault this too
much). In most cases the final responsibility
falls on the court.

IV. IMPLEMENTIN*.' AND
EXECUTING

Once the decree is entc::...d, the school dis-
trict is faced with carrying (,.ut its terms so as to
bring about a smooth transition. From that
point the problem is corryinm out the law,

A. Inservice Training for the Teachers and
School Staff

One area in which social science assistance
proves helpful is in a program having to do



with preparing the teachers and principals for
the desegregation effort. This preparation is of
the i/ery highest importance. An extensive and
concentrated curriculum starting three or four
months before the beginning of school and con-
tinuing for an equal length of time alter school
has started giving inservice training to the
teaching and administrative staff is of primary
importance and value. This preparation is

designed to impress the school administrative
and teaching staffs with the sensitive human
relations problems presented and of the
necessity for approaching the undertaking with
apprehension but also enthusiasm, spirit, pa-
tience, understanding and intelligence. The
plan is going to' stand or fall in the final
analysis on the leadership at the school level.
Experience has shown that the success of the
program is in proportion to the ability and
enthusiasm of the teachers and principals.26

R. The Language ProblemAn Impediment
to Equal Educational Opportunity

Frequently there is more than one minority
group, and this may pose a language
problem.27 Thus, in San Francisco there is the
Chinese-speaking minority and in many of the
western states there is the Spanish-speaking
minority. The Supreme Court in the Keyes2m
decision was of the opinion that there could be
no distinction drawn between the black
minority students and die Chicano students in-
sofar as desegregation was concerned, but this
ruling did not preclude giving special attention
to the language problem. On this issue the
testimony which was presented on behalf of
such a minority group focuses on their special
language needs which are distinct from needs
of the black community, for exam ple.29 Some-
times there is a complete inability to speak
English and this, of course, calls for very
special attention. To fail to do so creates a con-
dition of terrible friAtration for the students
involved, hut larger numbers of Chicanos are
inefficient in speaking English and need to
develop proficiency it' their education is going
to be a successful experience. The court does
not fully appreciate this unless expert
testimony is presented. It is certain that mere
desegregation and integration orders cannot in
these circumstances produce an atmosphere of
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learning that will fill the hill. The frustration
of the Spanish-spetikThit-studcoUn_ being sub-
jected to what has been called a cold turkey ap-
proach creates bad educational results, and
although the object is to develop their language
skills in English, the use of' their native
language may well prove to be extremely
helpful.

The ruling of the Court of Appeals of the
Tenth Circuit in Keyes was that the bi-lingual
language program prescribed was not justified
on the basis of constitutional requirements.30
Ai the .same time, the court left open the
prescribing of language education such as has
been described above.

C. Monitoring and Supporting the Plan

Social science data and analysis provides
backing for another aspect in the implementa-
tion of the decree. This was included in the
Denver school desegregation plan. As part of
the decree, a "Community Education Council"
was set up with responsibility and authority to
monitor the progress of desegregation in the
schools and to report to the court. People
representing a broad spectrum of community
groupsracial, social, economic, religious
can be appointed to such a council in the hopes
df mobilizing community support behind mak-
ing the transition to desegregation .effective
and peaceful. The most important .factor in
such an effort is leadership. The council or
monitoring group should be community
leaders and there should also be an outstand-
ing community leader as chairman. Chancellor
Maurice Mitchell of the University of Denver,
a distinguished educator and a very dis-
tinguished man, was and is the Chairman of the
Denver Council, and he is indeed exemplary.
This monitoring program has importance
equal to that of the inservice program men-
tioned above in the ultimate success of a plan.
Both play essential roles in supporting the
program in terms of upholding the law and
preventing possible disruption,31

Of great importance also is the participation
of various community groups in the program.
These include leaders of higher education in-
stitutions, business organizations, community
groups such as the League of Women Voters,
Council of Jewish Women, the bar associa-
tions, medical associations, Junior League, the
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Chamber of Commerce and the Junior Charn-
ber of Commerce. The presence of such
organizations furnishes a broad representation
of the community and even. though the mem-
bers may not subscribe to all aspects of fhe
effort, nevertheless, there is a cornmon bond
which brings and holds these community
groups and that is the necessity for upholding
the Constitution and laws,

* * * *

What has been said shows that while social
science evidence has very slight relevancy to
the basic decisions in eases of this kind, social
science principles have an important place in
implementing and carrying out the decision.
Hopefully this presentation has accomplished
its purpose of attempting to set the social
science issue into proper context.

In the final analysis, then, social science
confirms what our com.mon sense tells us:
desegregation alone is no quick solution to the
educational problems of those whose constitu-
tional rights 2re violated for so long. The real
challenge i the individual schools and the
real holder', of responsibility are individual
principals and teachers. together with the com-
munity supporting forces. But this is fitting in
our constitutional democracy. The courts may
well declare what the Constitution requires,
but the test of our demOcratic system is
whether each individual can Collie to sec his
responsibility to his fellow person and the taw.

Finally, social evidence and data has its
place in the economic case. Title VII. child
labor, etc., not in school desegregation. So if
the foes of school cases feel that the problem
will evaporate if social evidence is eliminated,
they had better reassess.
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SOCIAL SCIENCES AND CONSTI UTIONAL
RIGHTS-THE CONSEQUENCES OF
UNCERTAINTY
Ronald Dworkin
Professor of Law
Oxford University
Oxford, England

One question is central to the issue raised by
Lne interrelationship of education, social

ience and the courts process. Certain deci-
sions by the federal courts, including the
--upreme Court, require positive steps to be
zken towards school integration, using

strategies that include busing. There is a

widespread belief that these decisions rest on
certain propositions that may either be con-
firmed or disconfirmed by what is called the
social sciences. The problem is this: these
various propositions now appear to be more
doubtful than they were several years ago. This
doubt raises two questions. The firSt is: does
this suggest that the judicial decisions were in
fact wrong? Must any doubt we might have
about these propositions of social science be
translated into doubts about the soundness of
the decisions that ordered integration? The se-
cond questionparasitic on the firstis this:
Suppose we decided that this is so. The doubts
about these propositions must be -translated
into doubts about the decisions. Can we, or
should we, draw any general lesson about the
use of such propositions in the adjudicative
process generally? Should we conclude that, if
we ,have gotten our hands burnt in using social
science in adjudication, then we ought to stay
away from that kind of fire in the future? These
seem to be the two questions central to this
conference.

But I want to begin by urging upon you a
distinction. It might be a mistake, and it rn:ight
indeed retard our analysis, if we continue to
assume that there is some methodological tech-
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nique that is practiced in zommon between, let
us s4y, economics on :ae one hand, and
anthropology or history on the other. Much
has been written about tate philosophy of the
social sciences, and I'm not going to summarize
even a corner of the literature; but I do wish to
call to your attention a distinction frequently
made in that literature. This is the distinction
between two kinds of jud'gments or hypotheses,
both of which belong to the social sciences in
the sense that they are made by people who
profess to be a member of some discipline
called a social science. Causal judgments are
judgments that assert a causal connection be-
tween two independently specifiable social
phenomena. A very good example can be
drawn from economics: An economist says,
"Allowing unemployment to rise will decrease
the rate of inflation." This is a prediction that
assumes a causal connection between two
phenomenathe rate of unemployment and
the rate of inflation. An interpretative judg-
ment, on the other hand, does not, at least not
on the surface, assert a causal relationship be-
t ween two independent and specifiable
phenomena, but rather locates a particular
phenomenon within a particular category of
phenomena by specifying its meaning within
the society in which it occurs. The judgment of
an anthropologist who says that a particular
practicesay a rain dance in some primitive
tribeis religious rather than technological in
its meaning is not a causal judgment. Frazer,
who wrote the famous book The Golden Bough,
observed that certain +people in the South Seas
had very poor technologythey were a rather
stupid peoplebecause they danced:to cause it
to rain. and this was very bad agricultural prac-
tice. In-fact, Frazer had made a mistake of in-
terpretative judgment because, as later
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anthropologists pointed Out.
regard what they were doing a'
and therefore to be understood as
resting on their assumptions about causal con-
nections. It was, rather. part of religion, and
had to be interpreted usingtheir concepts that
wav.

It would be wrong to insist on foo fine a dis-
tinction between causal and interpretative
judgments. Causal judgments have interpreta-
tive elements, because they must classify the
phenomena between which they assert a causal
connection. Interpretative judgments have a
casual background,-because the idea of mean-
ing in social science cannot be explicated fully
without casual ideas. But we can nevertheless
make the distinction sufficiently clearly for
present purposes by supposing that the in-
terpretative elements in causal judgments, and
the causal elements in interpretative judg-
ments. are matters of background, not part of
the point of the judgment.

The distinction is relevant to our discussion
because two kinds of judgments, one causal
and one interpretative, have been thought by
many people to be the foundation upon which
different decisions in the chain of decisions
from Brown to Milliken v. Bradley rest. There
are a variety of plainly causal hypotheses that
are supposed to be necessary predicates for the
later decisions, those that required state agen-
cies affirmatively to integrate schools. I shall
mention these, though I am sure I will do it
badly and crudely. There is l'irst the harm hy-
pothesis, which roughly speaking states that
segregated education is poor education, that is,
that segregated education harms the educa-
tional opportunity of those, particularly mem-
bers of minority. groups, who are subjected to
it. There is, second, what I shall call the conse-
quential hypothesis. This supposes that de lEae-
to segregation is the consequence, or at Icast
may fairly be presumed to he the consequence,
of earlier de jure segregation. There is, third,
what I shall call the efficacy hypothesis, which
argues that techniques like busing do more
good than harm, that is, that they achieve
something that we as a society either do or
ought to value more than we value what is lost
through these techniques in resentment and
amenity.

There are three co ktmotheses. L}
thought to be neces justify at least cer-
tain of the judicial decisions that "require in-
tegration, or at leasI. certain of the practices.
(Though I understood Judge Doyle, this morn-
ing, to dissent from that judgment, most of his
colleagues, and most academic lawyers, seem
to accept ILI)

It is, however, widely thought that the
original decision in Brown and the decisions
immediately following Brown, which dealt with
de jure segregation, do not rest upon those
three causal judgments at all, but instead may

. be sufficiently justified by an interpretative
judgment of social science, namely the judg-
ment that segregation is degrading or insulting
to the Black minority.

You heard a good deal this morning about
Professor Cahn's essay, written just after the
Brown decision, in which he said that he would
hate to think that constitutional rights rest
upon judgments of social science. He meant to
say. I think, that these early decisions did not
rest on causal judgments, because he went on to
justify Brown by invoking an interpretative
judgment of social sciencethe one I just men-
tioned, that is, that segregation is, in and of it-
self, insulting and degrading.) think it wrong
to suggest that Prof. Cahn thought that this was
a value judgment as distinct front a judgment of
social science. What I recall is that he said
something like this: "We don't need evidence
for the proposition that segregation is an insult
to the Black communitywe know it." It' I

remember rightly he said"We know it the
way we know that a cold causes snuffles." It
isn't that we don't need to know it, it isn't that
there isn't something there to know, There is a
fact of the matter, namely that segregation is an
insult, but we don't need evidence for that
fact we just knok it. It's an interpretative
fact.

I emphasize the importance of the distinc-
tion for two reasons. First, it seems to me possi-
ble that we underplay the extent to which the
later decisions, the decisions affirmatively re-
quiring integration, might also be shown to rest
upon interpretative rather than causal .udg-
ments of social science. Second, if we .ask
whether it is appropriate for the judichury to
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look to judgments of social science, we will get
very different answers to the question depend-
ing upon whether we have causal judgments or
interpretative judgments in mind.

I shall start with the latter of those two sug-
gestions. Social scientists argue for causal judg,
ments, like the harm hypothesis, the conse-
quence hypothesis and the efficacy hypothesis,
through statistical correlations rather than by
producing any mechanical model that would
teach us the way in which, or describe the tech-
nique through which, the cause produces the
effect. It's quite typical, of course, in social
science that they must do this. In physics it is
now thought to be an unsound judgment that
rests merely on correlation between observable
events unsupported by some notion of the
mechanics that translate the cause to the effect.
In social science we do not have, or we have
only to an extremely sketchy degree, the
mechanics; we simply- have the correlation.
Sometimes, of course, we must act on what we
have. The hypothesis that smoking cigarettes
causes cancer is still largely at the stage of cor-
relation. We still lack, so far I know, anything
persuasive by way of a story of //ow smoking
produces the disease. .

When judgments rest simply upon correla-
tions between observed phenomena there is
necessarily an element of arbitrariness in-
troduced by the choice of categories whose cor-
relation is taken to be significant. Several of
the speakers this morning said that they felt the
arbitrariness or social scientific conclusions
about race and harm. The choice here is not
restricted, as it is in physical science, by the re-
quirements of a dominant mechanical model,
or by the requirement to provide a substitute
for the dominant model. That is a substantial
difference between social science and the
physical sciences that we must always bear in
mind. It has a further consequence. When you
lack a mechanical model, and you make judg:
ments simply on correlation between observed
phenomena, the kinds of teclmiques necessary
to provide arguments for and against the hy-
pothesis belorte entirely to a very arcane sub-
ject, namely. tatistics. The mathematical
concepts of statistics, are much more removed
from the ordinary vocabulary of a trial judge
than are the concepts or physics or chemistry
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that he might encounter in, for example, a
complicated patent case. This accounts, I
think, to a large degree, for the seise of dis-
tance and dependence a judge has when asked
to consider complex causanypotheses in social
science, a sense well described by Judge Skelly
Wright in the well-known complaint that was
read to us this morning.

There is one further point, also mentioned
this morning. Correlations of social
phenomena are fragile in the sense that the
data, the behavior which forms the correlation,
can change very quickly. Furthermore, the fact
of an hypothesisthe fact that a correlation
has been madecan affect this change. This is
what was called, this morning, the Heisenberg
effect.

We find, in these considerations, ample
reason to deplore any general dependence of
adjudication upon complex judgments of
causal social science, particularly when con-
stitutional rights are at stake. But these objec-
tions do not apply to interpretative judgments,
like the judgment that a particular practice is
insulting or is seen by the community as a
religious ritual rather than a technological
eftbrt..Interpretative judgments are different
because they must be framed in the critical
vocabulary of the community in question, and
that requirement, though not the same as the
requirement of a mechanical model, provides
the same kind of anchor, the same refuge from
the arbitrary. Interpretative judgments are also
much more enduring because they are based
upon judgments of convention, that is, of
shared understandings that reinforce each
other and can't change in the way in which in-
dependently described behavior, of the sort
that figure in statistical correlations, can
change. But the most important difference is
this: Interpretative judgments are not foreign
to the judge; they don't draw on a kind of tech-
nology that is for him arcane. On the contrary,
they draw upon the same kinds of skills, and
are indeed identical in their structure, with the
judgment that a judge makes when he draws
from a line of precedent a characterization that
seems to him a more sensitive characterization
of the precedents than any other. In other
words, interpretative judgments study society
and its practices in the same way that ordinary
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judgments of adjudicationthe kind of judg-
ments judges make in hard cases all the time
study standard legal materials.2

This distinction, then, between causal and
interpretative judgments, gives .us a kind of
functional analysis of why causal judgments of
social science cause trouble in the judicial pro-
cess, but why interpretative judgments are na-
tive to that process. I now want to return to the
first suggestion I made. Must we really say,
looking back on the later decisionsthose that
require affirmative action to eradicate de facto
segregationthat these later decisions rest on
causal judgments, so that if we are suspicious of
causal judgments then we must be suspicious of
these decisions? That's a very difficult ques-
tion. It requires an exercise in that border area
between law and phosophy that I think is
typical of legal analysis. Let us spread out
these decisions: the Swann case, Keyes,
Milliken and the rest. Let us spread them out
and take from them crudely a series of proposi-
tions of law, like the proposition that de jure
segregation is illegal in itself; that when de fac-
to segregation can be shown to have followed
de jure segregation, then integrating remedies
are appropriate, and so forth. You all know
better than I do the burden of these cases.

Let us ask this question: What political theo-
ry can we describe such that if we accepted that
political theory, these cases would therefore be
justified as a matter of political morality?
What do we have to assume about political
rights, political goals, political moralitywhat
do we have to assume in order to suppose that
these decisions are right as a matter of political
principle? I'm not quite asking the question
"what political theory can we draw from the
Constitution that would support these deci-
sions?" We will ultimately, as lawyers, wish to
ask that question, but I'm asking a more funda-
mental question first.

We might make a start on that fundamental
question this way. Suppose we assume that the
various judgments Df causal social sciences I
mentioned, the hypotheses of harm, efficacy,
and consequence, are sound as a matter of
social science. Suppose we assume for the mo-
ment that they're right. Can we find in political
morality a theory which, assuming their sound-
ness, would justify these decisions'? If not, then

the decisions do not rest on the assumptions
that the hypotheses are sound; and so they are
not called into question when the hypotheses
are doubted.

There are two apparent possibilities, two
possible arguments that might be thought to
justify these decisions if the causal hypothesis
of harm, consequence or efficacy is sound.
The first theory argues that an integrated
education is a right, an individual right, that
every child has, or every child born into a
minority has, presumably protected by the
Constitution, but in any case protected by
political morality. The second theory argues
not that integration is a right but that integra-
tion is a remedy; it is the appropriate remedy
for past injustice. Each of these theories fails,
even if we assume that the causal hypotheses
upon which it is based are sound. There is a
third possible theory: it denies that integration
is a right, denies that integration is justified just
as a remedy, but argues that integration is a
commanding social goal so that the states have
affirmative responsibility to reach integration
on that ground. The third theory fails also, but
since I have never heard it proposed, I shall
not consider it here. But I wish to show you the
reasons I have for thinking that.

Consider the first theory that integration is a
right. Note two preliminary points. First, the
idea that integration is a constitutionally-pro-
tected right, or a right protected by political
morality, does indeed require us to accept the
causal hypothesis that I called the hypothesis
of harm. The syllogism appears to be this. Ev-
ery child is entitled to an equal educational op-
portunity. A segregated education, whether de
jure or de facto, does not provide an equal
educational opportunity. Therefore every
child is entitled to an integrated education. Se-
condly, if we wish to adopt this theory as a
justification of the integration cases, then we
must ignore a part of the opinion in each case,
namely, the part of the opinion that appears to
say that no remedy exists for de facto segrega-
tion unless the district has been segregated de
ure, covertly or openly, in the past. If every
child has a right to an integrated education,
then it cannot make any difference whether a
de facto segregated district was segregated de
jure in the past. However, it was widely
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thought, before Milliken v. !bulky, that the re-
quirement of past de jure segregation was so
much window dressing, because the courts
would, in effect, infer past de jure from present
de facto segregation in every case. Professor
Owen Fiss makes that point.3 So we might well
he willing, for purposes of the argument, both
to accept the hypothesis of harm and to ignore
the language in the opinions that appears
troublesome.

Does the assumption of a right to an inte-
grated education then justify the decisions? No,
for the following reasons. The causal hy-
pothesis of harm is statistical in two ways. It is
not only statistical in the sense that I men-
tioned before, that is. that it rests on statistical
correlations. It is also statistical in the
different sense that even if it is true it can be
true only for the bulk of the members of any
given minority. There will be some members of
that minority who will have a worse education
in an integrated school than in a segregated
school. People just do differ to that extent.
Now, it' the syllogism on which the theory of
rights depends were sound, then sonie such
child, whoever he or she is, can deploy that
syllogism before us with equal rigor but to the
opposite effect. He can say: "For me, an inte-
grated education does not provide the level of
educational opportunity to which I am en-
titled. Therefore. I am entitled to a segregated
education." We cannot, it seems to me, use
numbers to adjudicate rights. So the fact that
the judgment does through for him, to a
different conclusion, is an effective answer to
the claim that people have by virtue of a
general right to an equal educational oppor-
tunity a special right to a particular facility
that will provide that education only for some
of them.

Let me, therefore, consider the second theo-
ry, which is that integration is justified, not
because everybody has a right to integration,
but because integration is the appropriate
remedy for the past injustice of de jure segrega-
tion. This theory does not suffer from the
difficulties of the theory that integration is a
right in itself, It is not vulnerable, in the first
place, to the point just made against that theo-
ry. It provides an answer of a kind to the child
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who says that he will he harmed by integration,
which is this: "We are not assuming that every
child has a right to that form of education that
works best for him. Therefore you can't com-
plain that we must respect your right to that
form of education that works best for you. But
for a past injustice, the de jure segregation, you
would be having an integrated education now.
Though you may prefer a segregated education
for one reason or another, you are not entitled
to retain the benefit of someone's past injustice.

Nor does the second theory require that we
ignore those parts of the earlier opinions that
said that .remedies against de facto segregation
were only available if there had been a back-
ground of de jure segregation. On the contrary,
it requires that we pay very strict attention to
that requirement instead ot' dismissing it as
window dressing, as we just did.

The second theory does, however, require us
to accept the consequence hypothesis, and not
only to accept it but to embrace it in an ex-
traordinarily strong form. Let us now dis-
tinguish two versions of the consequence hy-
pothesis. There is a weak version which says
that if there was de jure segregation in the past
then that de jure segregation may be presumed
to be part of the causal chain which has pro-
duced (perhaps through affecting residential
patterns, perhaps in other ways) de facto
segregation of today. Many of us would find
that weak judgment plausible. The strong con-
sequence hypothesis requires that we accept
much more than that. It requires us to accept
that if there hadn't been de jure segregation in
the past, there would now be de facto integra-
don. The first, the weak consequences hy-
pothesis, merely supposes that de jure segrega-
tion figured in the chain of events that.actually
produced the present situation. The second
says that de jure segregation is a necessary pre-
condition of de facto segregation. It denies the
possibility (or at least it says that it is extremely
improbable) that if there had never been de
jure segregation, de facto segregation would
have come about in some other way.

It' the second theory tells the student whose
education will be harmed by integration that
he would no doubt have suffered that harm it'
there were no past injustice, then it relies on the
strong form of the consequence hypothesis. I
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know of no evidence which is even putatively
enough to support such a strong assumption.
But since we're attempting to see whether any
causal hypothesis figures in the justification of
the later judicial decisions, let us assume that
the strong consequentialist hypothesis, that
earlier de jure segregation is a necessary condi-
tion for de facto segregation, is true.

What then? The second theory still fails.
Consider the position of some child (perhaps a
white child) whose education will suffer if bus-
ing is ordered, not because an integrated
education will in itself be any worse for him,
but because of the dislocations and inefficien-
cies and antagonisms that busing will produce.
We may say that if there had been no de jure
segregation, he would have had an integrated
education. That follows from the strong form
of the consequence hypothesis, which we are
supposing is true. But we cannot say that bus-
ing will restore him to the position he would
have occupied had there been no prior in-
justice. In that event he would have attended
an integrated neighborhood school set in an in-
tegrated neighborhood, without social ten-
sions. We have produced instead a new situa-
tion which is, by hypothesis, much worse, and
where his educational opportunities will be
more limited. It cannot be said, in rebuttal,
that he has in some way benefited by the past
injustice and therefore it is fair that he should
now suffer. He is not guilty of any wrong. Nor
(again by hypothesis) has he gained through the
wrong of another. There is no unjust enrich-
ment at all.

Where do we stand? I've argued that we
look for a philosophically satisfying rationale
for the later desegregation decisions, then the
two theories that might seem initially the most
plausible, but which rest on causal hypotheses,
must be disqualified even if we accept these
causal hypotheses as true. I now wish to sketch
for you (and even "sketch" might be too ar-
rogant a word) a different justification for
these decisions. This will be a justification that
rests on interpretative rather than causal judg-
ments.

We must begin at the beginning. The right to
equality embedded in the Equal Protection
Clause cannot be understood without the
following distinctions. There are two distinct
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rights that might be subsumed under that
clause. The first is the right to equal treatment
over a certain range of goods of which educa-
tion might be oneequal treatment, such that
each person gets the same as the next. That
cannot be the general rationale of the Equal
Protection Clause because, though the right to
equal treatment _holds with respect to some
goods (like voting power), it does not hold for
all. Otherwise the Government could never
discriminate in the general interest. The se-
cond is the right, not to equal treatment, but to
treatment as an equal. And that right is at the
heart of the Equal Protection Clause.

But it's very hard to say what the right to
treatment as an equarrequires in practice. I

argue that it means that government making
political decisions must treat each individual,
as an individual, with equal concern and
respect. That means that any political judg-
ment about what makes the community better
as a whole must count the impact on each par-
ticular person as having the same importance.
As Bentham said, "Each man (he should have
added "and woman") to count for one and
none for more than one."

The political process in a democracy is
meant to translate that requirement into
legislation through the institutions of represen-
tative democracy. The welfare economists
have worked out a theory, which I call
"preference utilitarianism," of how that is
achieved. Each individual, through his votes
and other political activity, registers or reveals
a preference. The political process is a machine
which is calculated, though imperfectly, to
reach decisions such that, though some in-
dividuals suffer and others gain, the overall
preference of all the people, considered
neutrally with the same consideration for the
preferences of each, is proved.

In a community which has settled prejudice
of one sort or another, however, whether it be
prejudice against blacks or against homosex-
uals, or against particular political views, the
machine will inevitably break down because
there is no way of excluding these preferences
based on prejudice from affecting the process.
If prejudicial preferences are counted, then the
personal preferences of those against whom the
prejudice views are not counted equally in the



balance; they arc discounted by the effect of
the prejudice. Therefore we need constitu-
tional rights.

A constitutional right is created among
other reasons for this reason. We know that
there is a high antecedent probability that the
political judgment reached about a particular
matter will not fairly reflect the kind of'
preferences that rightly make up the general
welfare, but will give influential expression to
preferences based on prejudice. We create con-
stitutional rights of one sort or another to
guard against this.

Thc key point of this explanation of con-
stitutional rights is that rights are based on an-
tecedent probabilities. We cannot say, for cer-
tain, that a particular law restricting speech,
for example, is the resuli of prejudice against
the view being expressed rather than the result
of the fact that voters don't like noise. We have
a sense, based on our knowledge of our own
community and a more general sense of human
nature, that certain kinds of political decisions
have so high an antecedent probability of cor-
ruption that we can't trust the political power
to make those decisions.

Certain of these kinds of decisions are
specifically identified by substantive constitu-
tional provisions like the First Amendment.
But the Equal Protection Clause simply pro-
vides that no dechions with a high antecedent
probability of corruption through prejudice
should be left to the normal political process.

That is the meaning of the idea of "suspect
classifications" that now dominates equal pro-
tection theory. But the choice of these "suspcct
classifications" is a matter of interpretation. It
is a matter of understanding the meaning of a
pattern of preferences within the community.
We know that de jure segregation is an insult,
rather than the product of equal concern, in the
same way that we know that a rain dance is
religious and not technological, though we
have more confidence in the former than the
latter judgment, because the community it
judges is our own.

Consider now the case ofpolitical decisions
assigning school children to school by drawing
district lines. Suppose that the natural way of
drawing district lines produces segrepted
schools because neighborhoods are segregated,
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The community is faced with a political deci-
sion. Would it be in the general interest to
adopt extraordinary methods, like busing, to
achieve integration? Or would the oNective
costs of that decision outweigh the gains?
There is a high antecedent probability that any
community decisions on that issue will be cor-
rupted, high enough, since the matter is plainly
important, to call for constitutional interven-
tions. But what remedy is available as the vehi-
cle of that intervention?

In thc case of free speech, the vehicle for
constitutional intervention is apparent. We
provide a constitutional right guaranteeing the
liberty to speak if you want. But the matter
can't be that simple in the case of school assign-
ment. Why? Because IA e can't create a com-
parable discretionary rightthat is a right an
individual can exercise or not. A school dis-
trict cannot provide a school of one's choice; it
provides a school. And therefore the normal
strategy of a discretionary right, like the right
to speak or not, or to have an abortion or not,
won't-work. The-special features of the school
assignment issue therefore require different
kinds of rights.

But what kind of rights? We might well ap-
proach that question backwards. Under what
circumstances, different from the present,
would we be willing to say that a particular
decision on pupil assignment was not corrupt,
and so could stand without interference from
the judiciary? There arc two possibilities. First,
we might relax our judgment that such deci-
sions are antecedently likely to be corrupt. We
would do this on the basis of an interpretative
judgment that society Lad changed. The back-
ground of preferences, beliefs, ideologiesin.:
short the background of prejudicecould have
lifted, as we all hope some day it will. The
background could change in another way.
Members of the minority who are supposedly
disadvantaged may assume political power to
such a degree, at least power over school
assignment decisions, that we need no longer
worry about the antecedent probability that
these decisions are corrupted by prejudice
against them.

Suppose, however, that the background
hasn't changedprejudice hasn't much
lessened, and blacks don't have the kind of
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political power that would cancel any antece-
dent probability of corruption. What else
would persuade us to disregard that pro-
bability in any particular case? Only one thing,
the outcome, If the decision actually produced
by the political process was of a sort itself to
negate the charge of corruption, then we could
withdraw, for that ease, the judgment that the
process was too corrupt to allow it to continue.

We must understand a court order to inte-
grate. even an order based upon a mechanical
formula which otherwise has no appeal, in the
tllowing way. The order speaks to those in
political power and says this: "If you refuse
yourself to produce an outcome that negates
the antecedent probability of corruption, then
we must impose upon you such an outcome.
The only decision that we can impose, given
the nature of the problem, is a decision that re-
quires integration on some formula that is evi-
dently not corrupt even n' it is just as evidently
arhitrary.

It' I'm right, then objection to these decisions
based on doubt about the various causal hy-
potheses I identified is misguided. because
these decisions do not rest on causal hy-
potheses. They rest on interpretative theory.
Until the background changes in one of two
ways I suggested, until our sense of prejudice
abates, or blacks have the political power to
make decisions in question. until that happens,
then nitegration is required as the only thing
that can sustain the burden a proof rising from
the antecedent probability of corruption.
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I have no time left to consider the second
question I raised a long time ago, the general
question of whether judgments of social sdence
have a place in constitutional adjudication. I

hope that what I think is apparent in what I

have said about the integration cases. I said
that controversial causal judgments based on
statistical theory lie outside the normal compe-
tence of courts, because these judgments are
not anchored in any model that contains their
arbitrary and transient character. I am
therefore sympathetic to doubts that these
judgments should be given great weight. But I
am hostile to any attempts to reduce the role of
interpretative judgments. The judicial process
must inevitably give large place to interpreta-
tive judgments. Indeed, if the analysis I

sketched is right, then interpretative judgments
are at the center of every decision involving the
Equal Protection Clause. They can be driven
from constitutional decisions only at the cost of
driving that clause from the Constitution.

NOTES
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IMPLEMENTING THE PROMISE OF BROWN:
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND THE COURTS IN FUTURE
SCHOOL LITIGATION
Julius L. Chambers, President
NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, Inc.

References in Broivn v.Board of Education)
to various social science data which supported
the opinion have provided opportunities for
extended criticisms of the basic holding2 and
of judicial remedies for implementation.3
Analyses of the social science data and of sub-
sequent studies and events have lead some to
suggest that Brown should be reversed4 or that
alternative remedies to desegregation should
be considered.5 The conference today focuses
on some of these criticisms and the use of social
science by the judiciary in educational problem
solving.

This paper advances the proposition that the
emphasis on social science data in school
desegregation litigation is misplaced; that the
supporting basis for Brown was equal protec-
tion clause; and that the use of social science in
future school litigation should focus on how to
improve desegregated educational programs
rather than how to devise alternative remedies.

For those committed to desegregated educa-
tion, the necessity for a conference in 1976 to
review and analyze the judicial approach to
educational problem solving and implementa-
tion of Brown must cause some concern. Twen-
ty-two years after Brown, after agonizing and
frustrating efforts6 and with many school dis-
tricts as segregated as before 1954,7 we are still
considering judicial alternatives to desegrega-
tion. Many members of Congress and the Ex-
ecutive have for all intents and purposes aban-
doned the effort.8 Recent decisions9 of the
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Courts raise grave doubts as to .the continued
commitment of the judiciary to school
desegregation. The extended controversy gives
some credence to the earlier prophesy of
Professor Bickello that sustained and widely-
accepted objections to Brown may eventually
lead to its rejection.

Much of today's criticisms of Brown and im-
plementing decisions result from earlier and
present assertions that the supporting basis for
the decisions were the social science studies
which indicated that compulsory segregation
produced an insurmountable inferiority com-
plex in black children and deprived them of an
equal opportunity to achieve educationally.11
It was not the social science data, however, but
the equal protection clause which warranted
the determination that separate and equal
educational facilities should not be con-
doned) 2 In order to appreciate this determina-
tion by the Court, it is important to go back
and review the legal rights accorded to blacks
immediately preceding and following the
Emancipation Proclamation.

Prior to 1862 because slavery was valid in
some states and invalid in others, the issue
arose in Dred Scott v. Sanford,I3 regarding the
status of black persons as they moved from one
geographic location to another. Did the right
of property in a black person born a slave in
one state re-attach when the person returned
from a free state with the consent of his owner?
State courts treating the issue reached conflict-
ing conclusions and thc federal law remained
unsettled. Dred Scott, a former slave in
Missouri, was removed to a free territory by
his owner and subsequently returned to the
State of Missouri voluntarily. Scott alleged
that the owner Sanford owed him monetary

2 9
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damages for battery and iniprisonment
upon his return, Sanford.i.,:licho,-,2d that he had
laid his hands upon Scott d wiprisoned
but asserted that this ln,,re than he

I:iv:fully do if Sctr- a *ave. The
ourt held thL: Sci; Jcendant of

sks was not a citizen. eY.- ore, could
,ek relief in FeePral

a7zuLLI that he 'remainef
d:.,Tarture to and from

vas further
despite his
On review

tr: the United States Supre: ot-!ct., the lower
Court's decision was upheli 1i \\ Tieing for the
Court, Mr. Justice Time\ further and
declared that the entire race was ex-
cluded from citizenship.in-st. r ing, he placed
the official stamp of the Supt-7-7-.1e Court on a
theory of racial inferiority a: _i degradation,
Said the Court:

The question is simply this: Can a Negro,
whose ancestors were imported into this
country, and sold as slaves, become a mem-
ber of the political community formed and
brought into existence by the Constitution of
the United States, and as such become en-
titled to all the rights, and privileges, and
immunities, guaranteed by that instrument
to the citizen... We think they are
not... On the contrary, they were at that
time considered as a subordinate and in-
ferior class of being, who had been subju-
gated by the dominant race, and whether
emancipated or not, yet remained subject to
their authority, and had no rights or pri-
vileges but.such as those who held the power
and the government might choose to grant
them...
The legislation of the States...shows...the
inferior and subject condition of that race at
the time the Constitution was adopted, and
long afterward... I t is hardly consistent
with the respect due to these States, to sup-
pose that they regarded at that time, as
fellow citizens and members of the
sovereignty, a class of beings who they had
thus stigmatized, and upon whom they had
impressed such deep and enduring marks of
inferiority and degradation...
No one, we presume, supposes that any
change in public opinion or feeling in

relation to this unfortunate race, in the
civilized nations of Europe or in this coun-

try. should induce the Cour: to give the
words of the Constitution a more liheral
construccom in thc-3r favor triv7. vere

zt,) bear ,..771en the iriltrtit was
rrd adopwl... This Cv..utt zs not

tA ea. the Cmtstitution k ih 7,Tur-
pose, '1ter and Iraver trusts have been
com..1.4i in it and -it must not rth'iletr ire the
path 'oi duty,14

One of the deci--ventral points of the Dre
sion was overruled in 1868 with :7 doption
of the Fourteenth Amendment.15T, I incuage
in Dred Scott approving continued hiication
of blacJA by the dominant race ry- iless of
their al status was never impl or ex-
pliciti

SlaTery 'as an institutkm was, or course,
abolished by the Emancipation Proclamation
in 1862, and passage thereafter of the Thir-
teenth Amendment.16

The abolition of slavery, however, had little
effect on formal and informal segregation of
the races practiced north and south.

Some years prior to the emancipation, and
eighteen years before the Fourteenth Amend-
ment was passed, Boston, Massachusettslike
its sister cities in the Southseparated
children in public schools on the basis of race.
In a legal challenge to the statute calling for
such separation, plaintiffs argued that racial
segregation inflieted upon black children the
stigma of caste, subjected them to inconve-
niences in travel to which white children were
not subjected, and gave them an inferior
educational opportunity because "a school ex-
clusively devoted to one class must differ es-
sentially in its spirit and character, from that
public school known to the law where all
classes meet together in equality." The Court
rejected these arguments on the basis that the
lawmakers had grounds 'of reason and ex-
perience for requiring the segregation of
schools.17 The schools, though separate for the
races, thus met the constitutional requirement
of equality:

...The Committee, apparently upon great
deliberation, have come to the conclusion,
that the good of both classes of schools will
be best promoted, by maintaining the separ-
ate primary schools for colored and white
children, and we can perceive no ground to



doubt, that this is -±te lune
experience and jud.:zment.
It is urged that this inainti, pa7..

schools tends to deepen ar L

odious distinction of
deep-rooted prejudice
Elkin... I t is a fair and propc: -stkn
the committee to consider and
having in view the best inter.:::.. ot fii
classes of children placed o, tor
superintendent, and we cam,.
their decision upon it is not for. juv
grounds of reason and experic
results of a discriminating and
mcnt.ls

No effort was made by the Coc
what the "grounds of reason and e
were, or to weigh those factors
asserted harm. It did state, howevc "-
judice, if it exists, is not created
probably cannot be changed by la'.

In the South following em:.
various "Black Codes" were adir-
imposed every variety of legal at.
blacks. The Reconstruction Congresi tot
passed The Civil Rights Aet of
to abolish these disabilities, guararroc'1 .,f to
blacks born in the States citizenship ad the
right to enter into all legal relations_ and to
have equal benefits of all the laws as ..:71,1.?;ed
by whites. The Fourteenth Amendment was
passed in 1868. in part to provide (..,Ti,.-Lress
with constitutional power to enact fegvi
such as the Civil Rights Act of 1866. .

teenth Amendment was adopted
thereafter in 1870, and forbade a State
or abridge the right to vote "on ac..e; arm
race, color or previous condition of ser-..kude".

In 1883, seventeen years after the Four-
teenth Amendment had been passed to assure
equality of blacks before the law, the United
States Supreme Court in the Civil Rieha
Cares,19 invalidated a recently passed
Rights Act which would have guar=teed .at:-
cess to all public accommodations rEJ:garaless
of race on the basis of the equal protection
clause of the Fourteenth Amendrr,.cnt, The

1)11

('ourt held that this was mattc-
treated by the State, not the leder
ment. Viewing reconstruction as

Iroperly
pov.f. rn

.t in
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which backs were "spec,_ orites of the
law," the Court declared th .. nation should
return to legal neutrality k); le subject of
black rights:

When a man has emerged I, n slavery, and
by the aid of beneficent 'egislation has
shaken off the inseparable ..:incomitants of
that state, there must be some stage in the
progress of his elevation when he takes the
rank:of at mere citizen, and ceases to be the
special favorite of the laws, and when his
rights, as a citizen or a ma:-, are to be pro-
tected in the ordinary mocL . by which other
men's rights are protected.
There followed a pervasive range of official

and unofficial means of maintaining racial
segregation. Racial segregation of railroad
passengers was a meaSure widely adopted.
Messy v, Ferguson ,2 I was the first to reach the
Supreme Court testing the validity of state im-
posed segregation on railroad cars. In that
decision the majority of the Court upheld the
Louisiana statute since it found the regulation
to be reasonable:

The case recluses ttself to the question
whether the statute of Louisiana is a

reasonable. regulation, and with respect to
this there must necessarily be a large discre-
tion on the part of the legislature, In deter-
mining the question of reasonableness it is at
liberty to act with reference to the
estahlished usages, customs and traditions
of thc.people, and with a view to the promo-
tion of their comfort, and the preservation
of the-., public peace and good order. Gauged
by this standard, we cannot say that a law
which...requires the separation of the two
races in public conveyances is unreasona-
bIC.2 2

Plaintiff's argument that such forced separa-
tion was a badge or incident of slavery and in-
feriority was rejected, the Court stating:

We consider the underlying !Macy of the
plaintiff's argument to consist in the
assumption that the enforced separation of
the two races stamps the colored race with a
badge of inferiority. If this be so, it is not by
reason of anything found in the Act, but
solely because the colored race chooses to
put that construction upon it.2 3

3 1
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Mr. Justice Harlan, in a ;ringing dissent con-
demned the argument fc separate but equal
facilities for the races in these terms:

It was said in argument that the statute of
Louisiana does not discriminate against
either race, but prescribes a rule applicable
alike to white and colored citizens. But this
argument does not meet the difficulty.
Everyone knows that ine statute in question
had its origin in the purpose, not so much to
exclude white persons from railroad cars
occupied by blacks, as to exclude colored
people from coaches occupied by or
assigned to white persons...The thing to ac-
complish was, under the guise of giving
equal accommodation for whites and blacks
to compel the latter to keep to themselves
while traveling in railroad passenger
coaches. No one would be so wanting in can-
dor as to assert the contrary. The fundamen-
tal objection, therefore, to the statute, is that
it interferes with the personal freedom of
citizens...
Sixty millions of whites are in no danger
from the presence here of eight millions of
blacks. The destinies of the two races in this
country are indissolubly linked together,
and the interests of both require that the
common government of all shall not permit
the seeds of race hate to be planted under
the sanction of law. What can more cer-
tainly arouse race hate, what more certainly
createS-And perpetuates a feeling of distrust
between these races, than state enactments
which in fact proceed on the grdund that
colored citizens are so inferior and
degraded that they cannot be allowed to sit
in public coaches occupied by white
citizt.-ns? That, as all will ad;mit, is the real
rneanli:g of such legislation as was enacted
in Loixisiana.24
The majority opinion in Messywas a catalyst

for further separation of the races in every
sphere of social intercourse. Segregation in
schools had, of course, existed prior to is-
suance of that opinion, but legal challenges to
state bodies for failure to provide adequate
educational opportunity to black citiiens were
after 1875 decided along lines announced in
Plessy. Thus in Cumming v. Richnwnd County
Board of Education,25 just three years after

Plessy, the Court sustained the auti.;:ro; ,f a
school board to temporarily close a riLa,k ligh
school while continuing its white miniterpart
due to fiscal strain, sirtc0 closing tr:e
school would merely harm white stud-r.ntsw
out providing additional education,' or,or-
tunnies for blacks. Deferring agai cc the
power of the state to decide its owl ,;n:Itr:Tral
affairs, the Court stated:

We may add that while an admi: ahft :he
benefits and burdens of public taxaaion ist
be shared by citizens without
against any class on account of
the education of the people in schoo-,
tained by state taxation is a matter

to the respective states and at: ;ift:er-
ference on the part of federal authanties
with the management of such schools cannot
be justified except in the case of a clear and
unmistakable disregard of rights secured by
the supreme law of the land. We have here
no such state to b determined.26

The Supreme Court first reached the merits
of the separate but equal doctrine in school
segresation in a case involving a Chinese stu-
dent excluded from white schools in Mississip-
pi. The Court upheld her assignment to a black
school, citing as authority Roberts v. City of
Boston,22 and Plessy v. Ferguson.28 Roberts was
decided before the Fourteenth Amendment
was enacted, and Pleksy had, of course, con-
cerned railroad cars. The Court thus declined
to reach the issue of the legality of separation
by full explanation of the constitutional issues
on the ground that these issues had already
been decided.

Some progress was made nonetheless at :lac
insistence of black plaintiffs who began
systematically to challenge education afforded
blacks by state agencies on grounds of tiLeir
gross inequalities, In Missouri ex rel Gaines:7
Cunada,29 the Supreme Court took the first iT -
portant step in establishing minimum content
for equality. There a black prospective law stu-
dent was excluded from the only white lau
school in the State of Missouri but was eligible
for payment from state funds of tuition fees to
attend black law schools in neighboring states.
The Court held that provision of tuition fees
for out-of-state education for hlacks was not
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sufficient to met: he 7equirements of substan-
tial equality; black stuaents could not constitu-
tionally be put to the-71arden of having to leave
the state to attend las- school.

Similarly in el v Jn iversity ,of
Ok1ahonia,30 a black to the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma Lab. Schm- was denied .ad-
mission on the basis cof nu.= Reversing the
highest state court i. Oklanoma (which had
affirmed a lower co=t's denial of relief on
grounds that the appi:cant should have elected
out-of-state aid or demanded that a new in-
stitution be constructed for black citizens), the
Court declared that the petitioner was entitled
to secure the legal education afforded by the
state institution and to be provided that oppor-
tunity as soon as it was available to applicants
of any other group.

Questions of where and when education was
to be provided blacks were followed by con-
sideration of how it was to be provided.
McLaurin v. Oklahomq State Regents fi.lir Higher
Education.3I By 19.9), the Oklahoma state
statute providing for,egregationof the races in
schookhad been amtmded to permit admission
of blaCiLs to.schools attended by.whites in cases
where 2.iven courses were not available in
black richools. A black graduate student thus
attended the University of Oklahoma in order
to pursue courses leading to a doctorate in
education. He was required, however, to sit
apart at a designated desk on the mezzanine
floor of the library, but not to use the desk in
the regular room; and to sit at a designated ta-
ble and to eat at a different time from the other
students in the school cafeteria. Pcnding an ap-
peal from a lower court decision finding such.
treatment not to be viollative of the Fourteenth
Amendment, he was pamiitted.to sit within thi:
classroom in a row specified for colored stu-
dents; similarly he w allowed to eat LT:: ,cfir !
cafeteria at the sameircie as otherstudems:7=
he again was assigned:To a special table. hcoar-
dering all such restrictions removed, the Court
held that such sepanatior :handicapped: the'
petitioner in his pursuit of -..acluate instruc-
tion:

Such restriction iramairs and inhibits his
ability to study, to engage in,discussions and
to exchange views with other students and in
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:ral, to lean )iis profession, State no-
..:(1 restrictions which produced such in
:ity can: h,! sustained...

r...ay be arge.,:'? ?hat appellant will be in 7)
zer posifion h:J these restrictions
'oved, fo he :nay still be set apart by

fel,ow students.. This we think irrelevant.
There is a cHiferencea constitutitmal
ditTerence---47.etw= restrictions imposed by
the state wh'ch prohibit the intellectual co-
mingling cr:' students, and the state presents
no such bar,32

FirAly, in Sweatt v. Painter,33 the Court
dealt a situation where the state provided
schools for both black and white law students
in the State of Texas but petitioner had refused
to apply to the black school on grounds that
the white university provided substantially bet-
ter academic opportunities. After a detaif
comparison of tangible differences between t7-,e
schools and such intangibles as reputation ,of
the faculty, experience of the administration.,
position of influence of the alumnae, standing
in the community, traditions and prestige, the
Court directed that the petitioner be admitted
to the white state school declaring that "eq.ual
protection of the law is not achieved through
indiscriminating imposition of inequalities...
It is difficult to believe that one who had a free
choice between these law schools could con-
sider the questions close".34

None of the cases discussed above re-ex-
amined the separate but equal doctrine as ap-
plied to ed.ucaikra in terms of segregation's
necessary implimzion of inferiority. But their
exploration of the meaning of substantial
equality laid a iilundation upon which the
Supreme Court could reach the conclusion of
Browh v. Board of Education that separation of
the races in statr schools was inherently une-
quali,35

-Much has been written in support of the
position that Brown reached the right conclu-
sion for-the wrong reasons.36 or readhed.the
wrrIng conclusion based on the wrong con-
sidmmtions37 oro" ided the right- thi=for the
right reasons Ihat ordered an in.effectiv.e.
remedy,38 or ordered the only possibLe.
remedy.39
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Brow- 4:oes cow n language which may be
emphasi,-,d differ: t& neet political ex-
igencies.- The pr-uipal 'us, however, was
the equa

The .')si avid p-op,,h-..-7-z:N of the post-War
Amer-aments LITI'Lautnezlv intended them to
remoy.e all leuu diim:.mt.:Trions among "all
persons born or--7zei7.a.2.:Led in the United
States-. .41

Therefw-e, we 1101:: the plaintiffs and
others s:milarly .-iaed for whom the ac-
tions have been h-T-az.=.are., hy reason of the
segregation conr-iameLi f. deprived of the
equal protection the !aws guaranteed by
the Fourteenth inendm.:nt.42

Brown was an effor to eradicate, at least in
public education, a pervasive history of dis-
crimination against black Americans. Imple-
menting decisions of the Court have re-
emphasized this objective,

In Brown //43 the Court -aoproved of broad
flexible discretion for distrim courts in devis-
ing remedies. District courtsywere to cons6der
whether the action taken by local scbool
authorities constituted "good faith implemen-
tation of the governing constitutional princi-
ples".44 They to reconcile -enmpeting
"public and privait 'needs"4.5'but thytitality of
the constitution& principles were 'not to be
violated or corrmromised "simply '-lecause
disagreement -Y7..--tir them".46 Thus. n-. Cooper
Aaron,37 the ,o,u77.., rejected assennurns of itL
ability to comp::y with the decision a-acau..-
governrr and resistance:

The n-:ituiial mghts of respondem are
not to :17:Y tiaCtitt:: ,.(r7 aided to, the vialzraz:.!.
or easorder folloywed upo.n
ac,tlu t-b-Elt. -1`.7,avernar an.L the
.1.t7Eislature. Frz.:yrnition ot, the puhL.---

77-.Lace by F-7-evemting
."carrinr.- ipiir Laws or

erdinances whiz= .ursty rights .creal-k 0i--
7-protected tTy. me. Fenieral . Constitution.
1n-short, the.-constnutional rightsof children
not to be diserrininated.against irtschool-ad-
mission on grounds of race or color
declared by this Cart in the Brown case can
neither be nullifiediopenly and directly by
state legislators orstate executive or judicial
officers, nor nullified indirectly by them

y...hether attempted "ingeniously or in-
genuously".48
I7n reen v. C'ounty School Board or New Kent

Conan' ,49 the Court rejected racially neutral
ror desegregation by offending school

ofil.iis which failed to effectively eliminate
pz5 1-ractices of segregation. School officials
we.u_ obligated to act affirmatively now to
cc=.:-.11y with the principles announced in

..trther delays in desegregating school
syFamis were rejected in 1969 in Alexander v.

--7es County Board of Education.5I And in
_.911 v Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of'

E. ,yation52 and Davis v. Board of School Com-
rnik.:oners of Mobile,53 the Court established
guicelines for evaluating plans of desegrega-
tion and the means which might be employed
to accomplish this objective.

'1.71 Swann and Davis, the Court again
emphasized the equal protection right of black
children in school desegregation cases:

The objective today remains to eliminate
from the public schools all vestiges of state-
'anposed segregation. Segregation was the
evil struck down by Brown I as contrary to
the equal protection guarantees of the Con-
stitution. That was the violation sought to be
corrected by the remedial measures of
Brown II. That was the basis for the nolding
in Green that school authorities are "clearly
charged with the affirmative duby to take
whatever steps might be necessary to eon-
-fen to a ,unitary system in which-racial
crimination would be eliminated root and
branch".54

School authorities and district courts were
directed "to achieve the greatest possible
dr77-fie of actual desegregation, taking into ac-
count the practicalities of the situation": 5 This
coz.:id; be .accomplished by altering attendance
zones, pairing or clustering school's and
trPyrsportation of students. The various
rermilies, however, were limited if they im-
pcsemitl either risk to the health of children or
signal-cant infringement on the educational
pre=ss,56 The remedies were also limited to
the extent of the constitutional violation
est=lished.57

Swann and Davis marked the merging of
constitutional rights and remedies in school
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desrLgregation.58 While attempting to establish
sonif guidelines for school authorities and dis-
trict.courts in future desegregation, the judicial
discretion in devising effective decrees for im-
plementation of Brown were substantially
limited. Thus, in Bradley v.School Board of
Richmond,59 and Milliken v. Bradley,60
metropolitan desegregation was rejected
despite findings that such plans were the onl
effective means for eliminating state-imposec
segregation.61 Orde-r3 directing the merger or
crossing of school aestrict lines would be per..
mined only where was established that the
lines were unconstitutionally drawn or prac-
tices of the schoci districts involved had
caused or perpetuated segregation between the
districts.

The two Bradley decisions and Swarm and
Davis inevitably leaa :o perpetuation of some
segregated school districts or individual
schools within particular school districts. This
had led some to suggest new strategies in
school desegregation.62 Additionally, con-
tinued opposition to Brown and Swann (busi)
and conflicting social science studies have Led
some to suggest that we have reached the litmus:,
of school desegregation under equLL prwe,%.,-
tiono3 or that more effective atternati.wes
'Should .tie-eirilaied :64 We eplore thenthe:ro.w
strategies or suggested .alternatives. We cco-
elude that the only viable means for insurii
equal educational opportunities is through tr.1..
continued pursuit of .fiesegregation of HI
schools.

II

Implementation of Brown -has de-
pending on the persistence of.plabrii':'s,65 tb
receptivity of the lower courto6 and, eed. or
public reactions.67 For more than a ,jecalle.
courts experimented with pupil assignment
acts and freedom of choice-plans.68 The initial
emphasis was in moving black .children to for-
merly white schools. In additiorr to the fear of
black parents and children to reprisals if they
opted to transfer to other .schoolis,69 there was
the expected apprehension .t,tizt freedom of
choice plans were designed Au place the-inajor
burden of desegregation taiiiTtly.,-.:4c:ims ot dis-
crimination who went. ..ble to bear
that responsibility.70-Black s.chos were being
closed.71 Black teachers:and pnncipals were
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being displaced.72 Black children were being
disciiminatorily suspended and expelled from
schcol.-1 Blacks within desegregated schools
were suMected to the same racist practices that
exhaed ,utside the .schools.74 Blacks unders-
ta.ingv questioned whether the effort was
v6-orth tprice.

Addtionally, court decisions imposed bar-
riers as 7:112 remedial thiscretion of district
court.i was limited. Court could :Impose
remedies only where constitutional violations
were shown. The remedial authority then
would extend only to the "limits" of :he con-
stituthinal violations although such limitations
would:not remove all vestiges of state-imposed
segregation.75 Many school districts, therefore,
woi i. remain segregated.

with the limitations iniposed on
altering attendance zones, :pairing and cluster-
ing iools and busting and the public opposi-
tion :to two-way desegregation some schools
within particular districts would remain
segregated.76 Thus HI Northcrogs v. City of
Merrrphis,77 the court approved a plan or
desegregation that left more than one-third ol
the ,.-lack children in 25 raciality identifiable
schools. Again, it was understandable for
blacks tO..qiiestion the final results after ex:-'
tended efforts of litigation.78

It is with these :ira,tiblems in mind: that
Professor Bell has suggested somr alternative
stiategies.79 Black pare= may =insider, he
'has sugeesied, using the separam but =inal
dctrñe ,of Plessy; proceedings to i=ire Tepre-
se:station on:school boards:community contrdi
of schools; free schools: compensatory:educa-
tion; and tuition funding. He concludes that
various alternatives must be pursued in court
and politically because "black pecrAe cannot
expect to find in the Brown precedernalull and
complete answer to problems that twenty years
ago either did not exist in their presemlform or
were not recognizable without the hard-earned
contemporary understanding that societal rac-
ism can disadvantage black childrer as ttffec-
tively (although more subtly) th integramd as
in segregated schools".80

It is difficult to understand, in view n our
past history, how blacks can a=eve -equal
edhr-r-lional opportunities in the. .segregated
schools Professor Bell contemplates. We did
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not achieve this under Messy and we are not
told how equal educational opportunities will
be accomplished under present day societal
racism even with new eniphasis on separate but
equal or representation on or control of local
school boards. What Brown recognized, as did
the decisions leading to Brown,8I was that the
history of American racism, including present
day racism, could not be successfully
challenged in an apartheid society. Where this
practice has the official sanction of the law.
and blacks are in no better position to control
their destiny than before Brown, it is incon-
ceivable that racism will dissipate or abaze
with blacks in control of or represented or
local school boards. There is always the con-
trol of that school board and of the schools h.y
a larger school board, the legislature, the
courts and Congress. And if we are pursuing
racially separate schools,.history has taught us
that blacks will inevitably be the loser in the
venture, not because of their ability to achieve
individually but because they will invariably
be denied the basic assets to do so.

Pursuing racially separate and equal educa-
tional facilities ignores another finding of
Brown. The intangibles which- flow from
desegregated education, both educational and
societal, are incapable of duplication in a
segregated setting.82 In one of .his numerous
opinion in Swann83 Judge MeMillan wrote:

The essence of the Brown decision is:that
segregation implies inferiority, reduces in-
centive, reduces morale, reduces opportunity
for association and breath or experience, and
that the segregated education itself is in-
herently unequal. The tests which show the
poor performance of segregated childre7
are evidence showing one result of segrega-
tion. Segregation would not become
however. if ail children scored equally op
tests.
I understand that Professor Bell's alterna-

tive strategies are based on the assumption:that
the courts will continue to sanction segregation
of sonic schools and some school districts.71The
problem. however, is that the strategies per-
petuate the myth that equal educational oppor-
tunities can be accomplished despite continued
separation of the races. In creating or per-
petuating this false hope, the suggested
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strategies invariably'rnhibit the effort te -insure
the objectives o. Brown,84

Because of public opposition and recent
social science and .nducational studies, some
writers and some members of the judiciary
have suggested t:.71.2.t...different judicial remedies
should be continered. In recent studies,
because of growing opposition to busing, James
S. Coleman has :-Inizested that the courts have
overreached, th:a the busing orders were ad-
versely affecting rorization and that th:e courts
were ill-suited to de'ieappropriate rem ed ies.85
In Keyes v. Schoo.. Board of Denver,86 Mr.
Justice Powell suggested that a nationwide,
.uniform stand.ard for desegregation be
decreed. This would respect the interest in
reighborhood schos and would reduce bus-
ing although some segregated schools; ?Uo'Saild
remain. In addition imposing a moramtium
uri busing, CongttTo 'has -removed from 'aiEvv
--zhe essential mezns nor insuring desegregned
schools.87 Other writiers have ezillleii.:forstiLE
of alternative meams,i The vice with all of.
these i-mggestions is tha: they coweriplatte the
PLLitnuatior. of 72.iziaally segremin-ti

../tiknice.iPow6i..and Coleman to .ipte:ase an
hjecting -public,: and striae writers, '-nticause

:t hey d id .not 5nd. wh a t to . jtern 'was.
demonstrative -sucial science -eseacch.tu-show
i`iat..d.esegrenteth.acation was essentia:::o in-

equal .:.-lurtnitan-al opportunities.
None ct -the science ciao-to date

.U.anonstract that 0.,....i,-,-gregated. sencyils ;aver-
..dy affect black or waite students.Thii..4eaug-
gting alternatige remedies for desegreo:Ition
arf- acting upon inconclusive social ::::.:2nce
.diata which purport to stow that not aL of the
things exped.i::e trom desegregation hav., been
accomplished.. Social scientists, howel....ir. do
gree that desegr..:4241=ii. educational Pmpor-

,....v.eatieshave res.Lma= 'm.substantinil imi-7rove-
mlerit for nTmor udentsi Ri.tt.h.ti: than
press far alternative remedies .unCie.- tire cir-
cumstances, it seems:to me that :inrould be
seeking, ways: .of 'improving educational
praerams inaieseenzgated settings.

Conreding that =der present juddial in-
terpretations thereinay remain swine :districts
with racially segremated schools .and ditat in
some desegregate& :-ystems minority students
may for-a period e.mitinue to experienccracist



practices, no ,Tne to date has suggested a viable
alternative to desegregation which would pro-
vide an equal educational chance for minority
students. Despite the limitations imposed by
the judiciary, we have at least in some recent
decision90 working principles and a variety of
remedial tools by which school desegregation
may be approached both north and south.

Tremendous progress has been made in the
vast majority of southern school districts in
dismantling dual school systems. Further
efforts to desegregate northern centers are now
beginning to bear fruit. Public opposition not-
withstanding, we are able today to catalogue
many of :he various discriminatory practices
which have served to inhibit desegregation.
Social scientists and the courts must develop
means for countering these reactions in order
to insureihat desegregated educational oppor-
tunities are prcvided for all children. Rather
than pursue alternative means for perpetuating
a history of discriminatory treatment of
minorities, we should concentrate our efforts
in future litigmion to establish a racially free
educational syL;tem. If we fail in this objective,
we will perpetatate in the words of Mr. Chief
Justice Taney:91

"A subordinate class of blacks, subjected
by the dominate race, and whether emanci-
pated or nor. yet subject to their authority
with-no rights but such as those who hold the
power in government might choose to grant
them ."

Integration and the self-determination it
allows must continue to be the educational
goals we pursue.
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Our hosts have asked me to . itient upon
the roles played by social sc-;f-tro--in -the school
finance cases. I fear that I wainorger so far as
they had hoped. These are oi questions
of epistemology compounded 'ern the abun-
dance of potentially relevatrr. 'dsedisions :and

literature; and thinking abet.= thinking is the
hardest thinking I know. But a beginnigg is
possible if examination is limited mo a represen-
tative few of the recent attacks upon the larger
fiscal structures of education_ din particular the
inter-district challenges such as Serrano v.
Priest I and the Rodriguez2 affair. Thelocus will
be relatively narrow and tradition-al. Basically
I will ask what social science has done for and
can do for the-courts in school liMance litiga-
tion. I begin with a general word about the
relation of social science to the values that
move judges.

THE SOURCES OF JURIDICAL
VALUES

The intellectual operations, that mark the
judge are distinct from those special to the
social sdientist (herein often simply -scientist"
and his profession "science"). 1 will define
social science broadly as the s-xstnmatic quest
for patterns and regularities in human
behavior. It is important to emphasize
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"systematic" in order to distinguish the scien-
tist from the ordinary human observer; the
search for patterns and regularities is charac-
teristic not of scientists but of humankind.
Further, the distinction between systematic
and ordinary inquiry does not lie in the degree
Of complexity. There is, for example, no pro-
cess of social discovery more sophisticated
than learning one's native language. To
paraphrase the epistemology of Toni Lehrer:
The task is so simple that only a child can do it.
StilL neither the child nor I have qualified as
social scientists merely by learning English;
there are other kinds of social patterns whose
discovery requires methods we don't know and
whose precise description often requires
another languagemathematicsthat we can-
not speak.

Now the scientist (again like the rest of us)
looks for patterns that have social relevance.
He does not ordinarily count for the sake of
counting, but operates from hypotheses that
make counting a potentially significant act.
What is important to note, however, is thatat
least in matters normativeit k not his science
that tells him what is relevant. One may speak
loosely of the normative power of the actual,
but ordinarily this is to be understood only
negativelyas_the- capacity of data to predict
impending cOnflicts among values and thereby
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to disclose empirical limits to the moral aspira-
tions of society. The aspirations themselves are
grounded in non-empirical sources.

For example, empirical observation of
American society in 1850 would have been im-
potent either to justify or condemn the institu-
tion of slavery; it might, however, have pro-
vided a useful prediction of the costs and
benefits of any effort by the Supreme Court to
effect its elimination. Social science cannot
provide values but, like other bases for predic-
tion, it can suggest the value trade-offs entailed
in the court's adoption of this or that decisional
norm. This capacity of science to anticipate the
consequences or policy change supports the
prudential or reflexive element in adjudica-
tion; it assists the judge's practical reason.
Rodriguez. which we will shortly examine,
could be read with this role of science in mind.

The ascription of normative relevance to
phenomena is, however, a distinctive feature of
judicial activity. Legal principles are only one
form of the normativeand, in the larger
human picture, a secondary onebut they
have their importance and in any case happen
to be our subject. In the discharge of their
special function, courts, unlike scientists,
declare principles for human action and
restraint. And, unlike the principles that in-
form our private lives, those uttered by courts
authorize the use of force; they link phenomena
to gove;.ment. Courts must, for example,
decide whether or not aliens are entided to the
use of the official power to provide them a
pubhc e,ducat ion. The affirmative judicial
answer to such a normative question furnishes
the occasion for behavioral inquiry concerning
the present treatment of complaining aliens)

The non-empirical element in judicial ac-
tivity is perhaps most obvious when the princi-
ple to be selected and applied is constitutional
in character. Insofar as the court passes judg-
ment upon the behavior of elected lawmakers,
it explicitly subordinates majoritarian values.
Judicial review is an institutional limitation
upon the normative power of the actual.

The degree to which the court is free to
declare new principle depends upon many fac-
tors. Obviously a tightly drawn cranny in the
tax code offers fewer options than the broad
poetry of the 14th Amendment. Yet, where the

issue before a court is not simply factual, the
judge commonly has normative discretion,
because the economics of litigation assure that
conflicts reaching him are seldom cut and
dried. The court, therefore, canindeed
mustcreate principle in whatever interstices
remain.

And "create" is the proper word for this
function. Indeed, the utterance of juridical
norms resembles in an institutional form the
activity of autonomous mind in Kantian
epistemology. How close a resemblance I leave
to philosophers; I certainly don't mean that
judges are independent of their experience any
more than they are independent of statute or
constitution. They must choose from among
the possibilities represented in what they are
and know and believe, including patterns and
regularities disclosed to them by social science.
Without experiencewithout phenomena
delivered to the judicial mindthere is no sub-
stance for the work of adjudication. And
science is one provider of phenomena. Yet the
distinctive act of adjudication is not to per-
ceive behavior but to judge it. The judge acts
from experience, but the experience and the act
of judgment are not linked by necessity. In a
deterministic jurisprudence there may be peo-
ple called 'jtidges, but the label is meaningless.

The judicial history of both school finance
and racial discrimination strongly confirms the
relative independence of courts from science in
the selection of the values to be given expres-
sion in the law. In saying this I do not overlook
the ambiguous role accorded social science in
the original decision to outlaw segregation.4 I
recognize that there is still debate about the
significance of that allusion. Nor do I ignore
the references in the finance cases to various
scientific revelations; I will discuss these
shortly. My point for the moment is more
basic. I believe that the courts would never
have reached the stage of citing Kenneth Clark
or Christopher Jencks, unless they had already
made a lusty normative leap unaided by any-
thing more than their non-empirical values.
These specimens of research were relevant
only because judges had already accepted some
notion of human equality as a value to be in
corporated in the process of judicial rule selec-
tion. In some sense wholly undefined, equality
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had already become a part of the active norma-
tive equipment even of the majority in
Rodriguez who voted against the challengers.
The majority's rationale manifestly assumes an
equality of human desert; the system is to be
justified as a system worthy of equals. This
dynamic of postulated equality goes much
farther than anything required by the structure
of either the 14th Amendment or analogous
state formulas (themselves all non-empirical in
origin). Indeed, history discloses how narrowly
the equal protection guarantee could be con-
strued by a judiciary unconvinced of the moral
claims of human equality.

What has science contributed to the
ideology of equality as it has penetrated the
judiciary? Scientists in their personal roles as
social advocates may have exercised great in-
fluence, but science as such has been meager on
the side of equality. The primary message of
the empiricists is that, whatever criterion is
employed, people are strikingly diverse in their
talents Even confining our attention to the
literature on variations by race, income, or sex,
the picture is little different. Of course much
depends on how the relevant talent is defined,
on whom you read, and on whom you believe. I
am sure that I don't know whether there are
significant differences by race, income, or sex.
But I am also sure I don't care; or, more ac-
curately, my own commitments to what I mean
by equality have nothing to do with empirical
findings concerning the distribution of natural
talents. And I believe the courts have felt the
same, Equality is not an inference from data; it
is an act of faith about intrinsic human worth.

Equality will continue to elude the scien-
tists. However, it need not elude the judges
because they remain free, with Jefferson, to
hold truths that are "self-evident" and to act
upon them. Law remains free, because its in-
forming principle is an ideal; it is science that is
indentured to tomorrow's evidence. Now, this
is a bondage I admire and would maintain at
all cost; someone must remain committed to
truth as the ultimate object, But, if I may in-
voke the shade of Edmond Cahn, I would ad-
vise against making our constitutional liberties
a function of anybody's science.5 For the actual
sources of those liberties I suggest the
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ideologies that made our legal tradition. That,
however, is not our subject.

Although science cannot disclose to the
court its proper object, it may yet be of great
importance to the process of adjudication. I

would suggest two typical roles for science that
were relevant or potentially relevant in the fi-
nance cases and may yield some loose
generalizations: First, science supplies impact
predictions, thereby helping courts to fashion
rules for decision that will optimize the values
they perceive to be at stake; second, once the
decisional rule is selected, science may help
prove or disprove alleged violations of that
rule, In short, science predicts and science
proves. Of course, other kinds of evidence that
are not science serve these same functions;
science should be distinguished from these not
by the manner of its judicial use but by its
systematic methodologies.

THE PREDICTIVE OR
PRUDENTIAL ROLE OF
SCIENCE

The employment of science to predict the
consequences of a proposed legal rule is a con-
ventional judicial practice. The Court com-
monly subjects the conflicting rules proffered
by the parties to assessment of a prudential
sort: Can such a rule be enforced; what portion
of finite judicial energies will it require; will it
receive public support; what is the economic
cost; what other public values must be
sacrificed? Not all such considerations appear
in the opinions, but in fact, like the rest of us,
judges often choose to avoid vain or costly con-
duct even at the sacrifice of a principle that
other things being equalwould be preferred.
Other things are seldom equal, and the court
changes the status quo only when it is reasona-
bly confident that settled valuesfederalism,
legislative discretion, enforceabilitywill not
be unduly jeopardized.

Viewed sequentially the process 'of rule
selection begins with the identification of all
the values potentially affected by the proposed
rule. The court next invokes whatever sources
of prediction are available. It inquires of social
science, logic, the sages, and perhaps the
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muses, what the fate of these values would be
under such a rule. Lon Fuller once had one of
his make-believe judges include in his written
opinion private information gleaned by the
judge's niece from thc secretary of a public
official concerning a probable practical effect
of the proposed decision.6 Fuller implied that
this was going a bit far, but I was left wonder-
ing whether the judge's sin was more in the
relying or in the telling. In any case I think it is
naive to expect that the judicial search for pre-
dictive data will be anything but broad where
basic values are feared by the judges to be in
Conflict.

Many of the reflexive or prudential ques-
tions encountered by the court in moving
toward the selection of a rule for decision are
of a sort td,which science is relevant; indeed,
the examples are potentially infinite. A show-
ing that the elimination of capital punishment
is significantly correlated with homicide rates
would be prudentially relevant to the settle-
ment of the cruel and unusual punishment
question.7 A demonstration that Chinese
children learn English best in the standard
curriculum could have been germime in the
bi-lingual education cases.8

The inter-district school finance opinions
showed varying degrees of interest in one such
questionthe relation of the cost of an educa-
tion to its quality. At the threshold there was a
definitional question. Quality here could have
meant either educational inputs measured by
dollars and what they buy or outputs that can
be measured only by discovering how the child
has been changed by school. The issue was
argued in both forms in several of the cases. In
Rodriguez, however, the output criterion was
given special emphasis by the Supreme Court
and has since Commanded primary scientific
and journalistic attention. The Court in
Rodriguez. worried explicitly about the lack ot'
any scientific demonstration that reform would
be worth the trouble. The children may be for-
mally cheated by the system, but, asked the
C7ourt, are they significantly worse off in fact?
What impact would he wrought by judicial in-
tervention beyond the raising of teachers' sal-
aries?

It is interesting to compare the appellate
decisions in Serrwio, Robinson,9 and Rodriguez

on this issue. Serrano gave it little attention,
suggesting its possible relevance in a footnote
but giving the trial court no clear direction.10
Subsequently the trial court took extensive in-
put and output evidence, finding for plaintiffs
on both questions but holding that the effect of
wealth discrimination upon input was itself
sufficient injury to constitute the violation.H
The California Supreme Court seems likely to
affirm this holding. In Robinson v. Cahill, the
New Jersey Supreme Court affirmed the trial
court's findings that money and quality were
positively related to both inputs and outputs,
but did so in a fashion suggesting that scientific
testimony may have been unnecessary; it was
enough, perhaps, that the legislature had
plainly believed money important to both in-
puts and outputs. Here is the whole of that
court's attention to the issue:12

There was testimony with respect to the
correlation between dollar input per pupil
and the end product of the educational pro-
cess. Obviously equality of dollar input will
not assure equality in educational results.
There are individual and group disadvan-
tages which play a part. Local conditions,
too, are telling, for example, insofar as they
attract or repel teachers who are free to
choose one community rather than another.
But it is nonetheless clear that there is a sig-
nificant connection between the sums ex-
pended and the quality of the educational
opportunity. And of course the Legislature
has acted upon that premise in providing
State aid on formulas designed to amelior-
ate in part the dollar disparities generated
by a system of local tagation. Hence we ac-
cept the proposition that the quality of
educational opportunity does depend in
substantial measure upon the number of
dollars invested, notwithstanding that the
impact .upon students may be unequal
because of other factors, natural or environ-
mental.
Unlike Robinson, however, Rodriguez had

come to the Federal Supreme Court after a
trial in which the cost/quality issue had been
virtually ignored, Mr, Justice Powell, nonethe-
less, inquired outside the record for the state of
professional opinion. This search proved sig-
nificant in Powell's eyes, not because he found



that science had successfully measured the
effect of money, but precisely because there
was no settled view. Citing Christopher Jencks
and others13 he noted:14

. On even the most basic questions in this
area the scholars and educational experts
are divided. Indeed, one of the major
sources of controversy concerns the extent
to which there is a demonstrable correlation
between educational expenditures and the
quality of educationan assumed correla-
tion underlying virtually every legal conclu-
sion drawn by the District Court in this case.
Later he added m6re detailed observations

about the state of the art, including the follow-
ing:15

... there appear to be few empirical data
that support the advantage of any particular
pupil-teacher ratio or that document the ex-
istence of a dependable correlation between
the level of public school teachers' salaries
and the quality of their classroom instruc-
tion.
This view of its own role and that of science

was an interesting departure for the Court. In
previous issues of personal rights it had
generally avoided the assessment of conse-
quential injury as a criterion of relief. The right
was defined as opportunity, and the denial of
the opportunity was in itself the injury. "Out-
put" was not the question. Thus, where a con-
vict sought a free transcript or the appointment
of appelate counsel to assist his appeal, the
likelihood that these aids would effect a rever-
sal of his conviction was left unconsidered.16
And, when the Court struck down residential
criteria for welfare as a burden on the right to
travel, it did so without the slightest empirical
evidence of the reality of that burden; indeed,
it did so at the request of plaintiffs who had
already traveled to the defendant state in spite
of the waiting period. 7

In this respect Brown and Rodriguez provide
a curious comparison. Each made a casual and
untechnical use of sciencethe one to support,
the other to reject, the injury to the school
child. One wonders how Edmond Cahn would
have reacted to Rodriguez. His celebrated com-
ment upon the unintended risks of using social
science has an uncommonly current ring on the
issue of injury to thc child:18
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There is another potential danger here. It
concerns the guarantee of "equal protection
of the laws," Heretofore, no government
official has contended that he could deny
equal protection with impunity unless the
complaining parties offered competent
proof that they would sustain or had sus-
tained some permanent (psychological or
other kind of) damage. The right to equal
protection has not been subjected to any
such proviso. Under my reading of the
Brown and Boiling opinions, this would re-
main the law. But if, in future "equal protec-
tion" cases, the Court were to hold that it
was the expert testimony that determined
the outcome of Brown and Bolling, the scope
of the constitutional safeguard might be
seriously restricted. Without cataloguing
the various possibilities, one can discern at
least that some of them would be ominous.
It is not too soon to say so, for basic rights
need early alarms.
Nothing need be added to Cahn's warning

beyond describing what Mr. Justice Powell did
in Rodriguez. A generation after Brown the
Court came full circle, now to belittle the in-
terest of the child in acquiring a fuller share of
education. As justification for its scepticism
about injury the Court cited the work of social
scientists, none of whom had testified and some
of whose work (specifically Jencks') was so re-
cent as to prevent cross examination even of
the sort provided by professional peers and
reviewers in scholarly journals. These works
had necessarily been based upon the crudest
data; and in their conclusions they flatly dis-
agreed with one another as to whether an in-
crease in educational inputs would much im-
prove outputs.

This was a literature which the Court could
barely have read, much less mastered. It was a
literature prepared for a different purpose
whose conflicting findings had to be wrenched
into relevance. These were given full dignity in
the teeth of the factual assumption adopted by
the legislature itself and even by the wealthy
districts who supported the atate's appeal. The
Court simply ignored this 'common sense"
kind of evidence and concluded the matter
with a final order making no provision even for
trial of the question, further emphasizing that
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the discussion is dictum. A more insouciant
resolution of such a complex issue is difficult
to imagine.

In citing this indeterminate science does the
Court adumbrate some principle concerning
proof of consequential injuryand, if so, what
principle? What quantum of proof would
satisfy such a burden if it were to be cast upon
the children? And of what would that proof
consistmore treatises on the plaintiffs' side?
And proof as to what kind of outputreading
scores, income, joy, patriotism?

My guess is that the majority's handling of
the cost/quality issue in Rodriguez is not likely
to become a habit. Consider if you will the
same Court's disposition of the parallel
problem the following term in Lau v. Nichols.
Here the issue was perceived to be whether
non-English speaking Chinese pupils, by being
treated like everyone else in the school system,
were suffering discrimination within the mean-

. ing of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964. There is no settled theory about the need
for bi-lingual instruction nor even about its
definition; hut there is a spirited professional
debate. Some experts advocate excusing the
child for a period or two a day for special and
separate instruction in English. Others would
teach him primarily in his first language. There
arc many other views including one holding
that special arrangements for these pupils do as
much harm as good, None of these views had
been presented by either plaintiffs or defen-
dants in Lau, nor did thc Court itself inquire
into thc state of professional knowledge about
thc potential or actual injury at stake. This was
unnecessary, for, as the Court put it:I9

We know that those who do not understand
English are certain to find their classroom
experiences wholly incomprehensible and in
no way meaningful.
That "we know" the effects of thrusting such

children into the_normal curriculum is more
than a little suprising. Before committing itself
to such a position it might have been worth the
Court's hearing from learning theorists and
educational historians how the immigrant
children who populated our public schools in
1920 learned their English. Certainly .any

justice who had joined the majority in
Rodriguez would have been expected to inquire

concerning the state of scientific knowledge.
Perhaps a personal note will be pardoned. At
the time Lau was decided I had four children
who spoke only English enrolled in the local
schools of a foreign country, and until I read
the Court's opinion, I had thought them
blessed for the experience. Of course, theirs
was a distinguishable situation, and I do not
assert that the Court was wrong in Lau; indeed,
the Project for which I work filed a brief on the
winning side. Maybe the Court was better off
for its apparent ignorar.ce of the professional
conflict and its intuitive perception of the
truth; a little knowledge can be an effective
thing.

Is there a principle by which to determine
the proper uses of social science in predicting
the consequences of judicial rule-making?
When should the court "k-now" the effects of a
specific policy, and when should it defer to
science? How strong' and clear must the scien-
tific answer then be to persuade; and if it con-
flicts with otherwise relevant and useful non-
scientific evidence, is the latter to be dis-
regarded as ah inherently inferior form of in-
formation? What is the proper view where
science itself is deadlocked on a particular
question?

I see no answer to these questions other than
the application of the ordinary modes of in-
quiry derived in the long and essentially evolu-
tionary experience of courts in developing
rules in the face of varying degrees of indeter-
minancy as to their impact. There are, of
course, several relevant caveats for the judges.
One is that where science is avaliable in the
courtroom (or on remand), ordinarily it
should be put through its professional paces if
it is 'to be used. The court should assure itself
that science has claimed no more than it can
demonstrate and that it has sensible standards
for what qualifies as a demonstration. And
where, as in Rodriguez, science has not been
before thc bench for critical inquiry, the courts
should be slow to resort to the library without
providing the parties opportunity to challenge
the relevance, conclusions, and methodology
of the chosen sources. The fmce of this may be
qualified where the matter at issue is either
relatively clear or relatively unimportant;' no
doubt some questions are trivial enough that
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considerations of judicial economy, and other
public values should dominate. Perhaps most
non-constitutional issues are of this sort
(though, thinking of Lau I wonder). But cer-
tainly human rights such as freedom from
racial discrimination, freedom of speech, and
fair criminal process arc candidates for protec-
tion from the hostile use of unchallenged scien-
tific opinion. For my part the interest at stakc
in Rodriguez was anothcr.

Nor does the fact that an issue is disposed of
only in dictum always cxcusc full diligence by
the coml. Dictum on a matter such as thc
burden to show injury, could have broad rele-
vance in constitutional law outside Rodriquez.
Surely there will be othcr cases in which
science will be in similar discord but where the
question of injury will *be more than dictum.
Who then will bear what burden? For example,
does thc cost/quality conclusion in Rodriguez
tend to undermine thc stability of the result in
Hobson v. Hansen? To thc extcnt that Hobson
involves the reshuffling of resources among
children of thc same race it wolitd scem that
plaintiffs might today be required to show that
the relatively minor dollar differences there at
stake (in comparison to Rodriguez) would
make a difference in educatioiud outcomes.
Still I doubt that any such cyniclusion was in-
tended and I suggest no principle that would
deny thc court its usc of social science as thc
basis of dictum so long as that use be well con-
sidered.

There is, however, one context for which I
can suggest a firmer rule; the cost/quality im-
broglio could stand as its prototype. Here there
exists a non-scientific basis-Lindeed a legila-
tive presumptionadequate to determine the
issue, while science on the contrary finds itself
equivocal on the question, either because of
conflicting findings or thc general flabbiness of
its methodology. It seems peculiar that thc
sheer impotence of science should itself disable
what is otherwise compelling non-scientific
evidence. So to conclude is to value science not
for its wisdom but for its very ignorance. That,
I fear, was the sin of Justicc Powell.
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SOME PRUDENTIAL INQUIRIES
FOR RODRIGUEZ H

Thc number of possible prudential ques-
tions arising out of the inter-district finanCe
cases and potentially involving science is as ex-
pansive as the imagination of courts and com-
mentators. And that appears to bc considera-
ble. Some critics believe Serrano not only to
be of no benefit to children's education but ac-
tually to threatcn social disasters ranging from
increases in property tax to thc confounding of
land use policies to the paralysis of the Court
itself. Within the same amicus brief in
Rodriguez it was warned, first that spending for
public education would fall drastically and,
later, that spending would increase dra-
matically.20 Justice Powell himselfin this in-
stance without the help of sciencehy-
pothcsized a conflict bctwccn fiscal neutrality
and the value of local control; on the basis of
this possible threat to a decentralized politY
the state's employment of wealth discrimina-
tion was deemed "rational."21

Such concern about the probable impacts ot
judicial interventionsome of it real, or at
least intelligibleis today generating serious
scientific work that will be available to the
state courts in the decade ahead and to the
United States Court when it reconsiders
Rodriguez in 1986. In addition to its prolong-
ing the unpromising cost/quality debate,
science will, I hopc, be interested in four kinds
of studies which could bcar upon the courts'
ultimate calculus of values and its choice of a
decisional norm: (I) Undcr what circum-
stances will judicial intervention bc necessary
to open up the legislative process to considera-
tion of fiscal rcform; (2) what judicial techni-
que's can limit thc problems of enforcing a
judgment of unconstitutionality; (3) what
capacity has been shown by reforming
legislatures to provide for unusual educational
needs; (4) has legislative fi.;cal reform so far
meant less or more local control? I will say a
brief word about each.
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First, science could help the court by
demonstrating through .analysis of legislative
voting over time whether existing school fi-
nance systems represent structural parallels to
the apportionment problem. The Court reap-
portioned the franchise because legislatures
were impotent even to address the issue; under-
represented voters had become discrete and in-
sular minorities lacking political recourse. In
school finance litigation plaintiffs' lawyers
have asserted (so far without empirics) the
following hypothesis: Poor school districts
could never generate a legislative majority for
reform, becguse there is nothing for middle-
wealth districts in such reforM and because the
poor districts have nothing to trade tbr their
support. Hence the issue of reform cannot
receive a political hearing. The Court is :he
only authorn:. avaiLable to reopen the politizal
system.22 Thhypothesis may be true or fa.Lie,
or true only ultder i.:ome circumstances amin
certain statt:s. So far no one has published any
serious work .nt the question. I concede that
the methodotAiLical problems are substantial.

Second, science should take the opportunity
posed by the New Jersey and California
casesand by instances t f judicial inverven-
tion yet to cometo explore the conditions of
effective judicial reform. At one moment the
New Jersey court seems poised to interfere with
the distribution of tax collections as a step
toward compliance with its mandate in Robin-
son. At the next (and currently) it appears to
have capitulated to legislative intransigence.23
It has been argued that the delay and difficulty
in New Jersey are a function of the vagueness
the standard adopted to define the violation.24
If California finally adopts fiscal neutrality
this year in the second round of Serrano, there
may be much to learn in the comparison. The
inquiry will not be easy, however, as the
cal and economic variables are numerous. I

will have more to say about the New Jersey
problem in the next section.

Third, although it would be technically ir-
relevant under the decisional norms most
likely to be adopted, I believe that the courts
will be interested to see whether reforming
legislatures have so far shown any sensitivity to
the special needs of districts with high costs
and to children with special disadvantages.

This kind of inquiry will require little more
than the monitoring of newly adopted legis-
lated formulas and their intended benefici-
aries. 25

Fourth, the most important scientific in-
quiries will observe the impact of reform upon
local control. Justice Powell took the position
that academic nostrums such as power equaliz-
ing could not render the state's fears of
centralization irrational so long as such
reforms remained theoretical models. This
posture will become less comfortable if Maine,
Wisconsin, and California have working de-
centralized systems that are fiscally neutral.2b
The analogy to the history of the "exclusionary
rule" of criminal evidence is not far-fet.-±ed.
The experience of those states which had suc-
cessfully employed the rule could not have
been ignored by the Supneme Court when it
decided Mupp v. Ohio.27 The same may well
be true for the Court's encounters with non-
unanimous and undersize juries.

So far the scientific analysis of the impact of
power equalizing systems has been disappoint-
ing. Economists seem to assume that even well-
intentioned legislatures will adopt formulas
that are inappropriate to create fiscal
neutrality among their districts. I see nothing
in Serrano, nor even the practical politics of
reform, which impedes the adoption of
whatever forMula will achieve neutrality in
fact. Unless I misread them, the Maine and
Wisconsin systems are living examples of
neutrality. Thus I react to otherwise useful and
able critics like Professor Feldstein with pro-
found frustration.28 I can imagine that under
his or other assumptions a power equalizing
tbrmula could favor poorer districts as he pre-
dicts. Anything can be badly designed. But why
should this be assumed?

The Feldstein empirics have been
challenged for inappropriate assumptions and
statistical methods.29 I criticize his work only
for its assumption that it is relevant to the
wisdom of judicial intervention. If social
science is to enter the debates about the likely
effects of various reformsas it shouldit
ought not to impute to the court anything
beyond or different from the principles to
which it is explicitly committed. This is not to
suggest that, in doing impact predictions,
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science must confine its inquiry to the issues as
the law has cast them. It. is at liberty to hy-
pothesize whatever it wishes. But it would be
better to make plain that it thereby pursues its
own business, not necessarily the law's.

There is a fifth area of impact research
which will be very important. This is the issue
of the effects of judicial reform upon low in-
come famflies. The manner in which this ques-
tion arose in Rodriguez made it inseparable
from the.i.dinition of-the violation itself, and I
would prefer to postpone its discussion to my
final section whkh deals with the use of social
science as proof of violation.

The chances of securing judicial interven-
tion should be enhanced: by careful empirical
work on these and perhaps other questions in-
volving consequential analysis. Of course this
assumes that when the conclusions appear.
either they will support the challenger's legal
claim or. if ambiguous. that the courts will
favor the challengers with the' benefit of the
necessary presumptions. Neither can be
guaranteed and may vary from issue to issue.

SCIENCE AS PROOF OF
VIOLATION

Here is the setting for the other major role
of social science: the court has settled upon the
controlhng rulethe decisional normand
now must determine the facts thereby rendered
relevant. When the violation of the chosen rule
does not appear on the face of the challenged
kgislation or government practice, science
may often assist in its discovery 'or disproof.
The court provides the hypothesis; the scientist
provides the evidence: Racial discrimination is
forbidden in jury selection; what is the pro-
bability that this .jury panel was stacked?
Children ,may not be labeled and treated as
EMH without adequate reason; does the test
used by this school district actually measure
the relevant factors? Schook may not
systematically provide fewer resources to
minority children; how are the resources of this
district distributed?

Of course a decisional norm only gets us to
scientific proof if it poses scientific questions.
And in the school finance litigation this may
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not always be the case. If the court adopts an
input measure of quality, for example,
differences in quality may be proved without
sophisticated data or statistical inferences.
And in many cases there may be no factual
question posed at all. Indeed, some of the most
important challenges already litigated were
structured simply as formal normative con-
flicts. By this I mean that the rule proposed is
in explicit conflict with the challenged legisla-
tion or governmental practice. Suppose, for ex-
ample, a court were to adopt a principle of
equal spending as the constitutional rule. In
most states the structure of the finance legisla-
tion would conflict on its face with this rule,
for it guarantees not equal but unequal spend-

. mg. Since the judicial norm is a constitutional
one, the legiSlation is void. Explicit racial
segregation is an historic example of such for-
mal conflict; once the new governing_constitu-
tional rule had been declared by the- Warren
court, the inference of illegitimacy required no
empirical mediation. The social science in
Brown went only to the question of the rule to
be adopted; once adopted, no scientific ques-
tion remained.

The Serrano norm of fiscal neutrality ap-
pears to have this same quality in relation to
the present legislated structures. The state code
provisions for taxing, spending, and partial
equalization assume on their face that there is
to be an influence of school district wealth
upon spending. Hence, the normative Con-
flict is formal. and proof is reduced to the
official arithmetic of assessed valuations, tax-
ing. and spending. Indeed, in theory even these
figures may he unnecessary except to dramat-
ize the injustice and spark the court's
enthusiasm for imposing the quietus.

Given a rather unusual set of empirical
assumptions, however, this prima facie ap-
pearance of formal conflict could be fake. It is
possible to imagine a sct of conditions in which
the present model of local government woukl
be fiscally neutral. Indeed, this has been im-
agined in the economic literature it' not the
litigation. As Reischauer and Hartman have
suggested,30 a wholehearted adoption of the
"Tiebout hypothesis" might be thought to
satisfy Serrano. Professor Tiebout3I would
have us view the menagerie of decentralized
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local governments as a market in public ser-
vices which consumers purchase along with
their residence. If residential prices and rents
accurately reflect the property tax burdt, and
the quality of public services that.tax supports,
there is a rough approximation of the fiscal
neutrality that would be achieved under a dis-
trict power-equalized system. It is not my pre-
sent purpose to evaluate the merits of this hy-
pothesis. My point is only that in theory the
conflict of the legislation with the constitu-
tional norm could be prima facie only and,
therefore, that science should be permitted, if
it can, to overcome the plain import of the
statute.

Indeed, even a constitutional principle of
equal spending could be shown to be ,.unof-
fended in practice; take, for example, the
possible though grossly improbable case that
offsetting differences in district wealth and.tax
rates would in some states produce essentially
uniform spending. Spending disuniformity is,
of course, simple to prove and ordinarily con-
ceded by the state. It is certainly not a matter
requiring social science. The Tiebout hy-
pothesis on the other hand would require
sophisticated economic data for its demonstra-
tion. This could explain its otherwise curious
absence from Serrano and Rodriquez. (My guess
is that it was overlooked by defendants.) That
the hypothesis is merely unprovable and in-
tuitively wrong would not be enough to ex-
clude it, as we learned from Justice .Powell's
handling of other empirical assertions which
seem to conflict with both good sense and
legislative assumptions. I feel tactically safe in
raising Tiebout, because my distinguished col-
leagues, Charles Benson and Gareth
Hoachlander, expect to have something em-
piricaland I hope nastyto say about the
Tiebout proposition in a year or so. In any
event, the hypothesis exemplifies a potential
employment of social scienceto eliminate a
formal normative conflict by demonstrating
that in fact the system already does just what
the constitutional challengers would require of
it.

Assuming now that Tiebout is wrong, sub-
stantially wrong, or unprovable, neither a fis-
cal neutrality nor an equal spending rule
would need the support of scientific proof to

establish violation. However, several quite
different proposed constitutional formulas
have appeared in one context or another in the
school finance area which for proof of viola-
tion might require science of varying content
and sophistication. Three of these proposed
rules actually made their appearance in
various ways in judicial opinions, one achiev-
ing recognition as state law. Each represents a
misperception of the character and limits of
judicial review of legislation. Where the object
is major structural change the rule should be
one amenable to simple proof. A rule requiring
vaguely defined or sophisticated empirical
proof is unlikely to be adopted; if adopted, it is
unlikely to be enforced against a reluctant
legislature. Let us review the examples.

The problem appeared early in the history
of the finance litigation. The very first attacks
on state fiscal structures in 1968-69 proposed
the rule that each child's individual need for
educational resources is the measure of his
federal constitutional entitlement.32 Had the
federal courts entertained this view, a fair por-
tion of the social science professions could
have become engaged in litigation on a full
time basis advising courts how to define need
and declaring what each child needed and how
much of this he was not getting. Fortunately, in
my judgment, the proposal received short
judicial shrift.

The second constitutional rule requiring
complex and largely undefined scientific proof
appeared in Robinson v. Cahill.33 There the
court adopted as the basis of a personal right a
previously undisturbed metaphor in the New
Jersey Constitution. The child of that state now
holds constitutional entitlement to a "thorough
and efficient" education. In its original opinion
and in five separate subsequent decisions fill-
ing hundreds of pages with majority opinions,
dissents, and innominable essays the court has
made little progress in specifying the fault in
the system beyond this inscrutable phrase.

Robinson illustrates that losing lawsuits is
not the only risk created by employment of
such vague formulas. Where the court cannot
clearly specify the wrongwhere its invalida-
tion of the existing order remains essentially
unprincipledit may expect an unprincipled
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response from both social :,uence and the
legislature. That appears to have been the es-
sential reaction to Robinson. The opinions and
the literature on the case disclose a

kaleidoscope of unrelated empirics and con-
flicting policy proposals presented by social
science to the court and to a puzzled
legislature, each proposal as plausible as any
other in its claim to be "thorough and effi-
cient." The reactioo of the New Jersey
legislature has been wholly consistent; given an
unscrutable mandate, it has responded in kind.

The denouement, however, seems at hand.
In 1976 the New Jersey Supreme Court in its
fifth and sixth set of opinions has approved in
principle, as "thorough and efficient" a newly
enacted school finance system, one which is the
match of its predecessor in giving preference to
rich districts. The court appears to have
capitulated. I say "appears" only because the
meaning of these per curiam opinions, like that
of its five predecessors, simply eludes the
grasp. It is, nonetheless, sufficiently plain that
no substantial change has been or will hv
effected by this interminable litigation despite
an avalanche of scientific assistance. The
problem has been, perhaps, that science gave
the court precisely what it asked forinforma-
tion unmediated by any central intelligible
proposition. The decision was a political act in
the political mode; the court and the children
were bound to -lose.
improvident employment of social science ap-
pears in Rodriguez itself. The manner in which
Rodriguez was tried and argued, including the
nature of the empirical data presented by
plaintiffs, made it possible for the federal
Supreme Court to treat the case as if there were
a serious factual allegation left wanting scien-
tific proof. The problem had to do with the
definition of wealth. The plaintiffs had never
been able to settle clearly upon the role of
poverty in their theory. From before the filing
of the earliest complaint in Detroit in Febru-
ary, 1968, even until today there has been
strong disagreement among counsel in all the
finance cases as to whether and how personal
income should play a part in the definition of
the injured class. Those who provided the
argument for Serrano took the following view:
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Personal poverty probably does increas1 the
injury to the-individual living in a poor diarict
because of the inability of the lower ini.u_ane
family to purchase private substitutes; btc:the
constitufional wrong should not be defini. in
terms of personal wealth but as the rantiVe
poverty of the tax bases of state-created school
districts. Irrespective of how low-inc :me
families may prove to be distributed within. the
various states, there are plenty living lit ow
wealth school districts; it would be an e=crtric
and unprincipled policy which would trope to
assist poor children by maintianing the -pri-
vilege of rich school districts in wItiith- by
chance some of them live. Equally important,
the Court is unlikely to adopt a rule employing
the subtle definitions and complex scientific
proof required by concepts of personal wealth.

The constitutional issue had been resolved
earlier on this simpler basis in Serrano which
had held that disparities in district wealth were
enough to show the violation.34 Nevertheless,
in Rodrisiez plaintiff!, c.hose to confuse, or at
least complicate, the issue by introducing as
evidence of constitutional violation a supposed
correlation between district poverty and per-
sonal poverty.35 The evidence seemed of
dubious relevance and not very persuasive to
the Sup-reme Court. It was rendered even less
so bythe appearance of a study of the relation
of personal to district poverty in Connecticut
by the editors of the Yale Law Journal.36 The
majority opinion in Rodriguez described this
study as "exhaustive" and quoted its conclu-
sion that in Connecticut "the major factual
assumption, of Serranothat:the educational fi-
nancing System discriminates against the
'poor'is simply false."37

The Court did not misread Serrano so badly
as did the Yale editors. Mr. Justice Powell
showed in one paragerph that he in fact under-
stood (and rejected) the clear and simple
poverty definition embodied in fiscal
neutrality. In any case the result in Rodriguez
probably would not have differed if the ques-.
tion of where the Poor live had never been
raised. The decision was based a good deal
more upon the majority's values than upon the
state of science. Yet one can wonder. The Yale
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"findings" made it possible for the majority to
emerge from Rodriguez looking almost as if it
had protected from fatuous intermeddling a.
special privilege enjoyed by poor families
under the existing system. Perhaps someone
among the mailrity even believed this and
gave it weight. L uring oral argument one con-
curring justice recalled that, when he was a
boy, the fanciest schools in his state were in the
mining towns where the ethnic minorities were
clustered.38 Presumably he saw the issue as
personal poverty; perhaps he continued to do
so until th end.

After Rodriguez was decided, it was dis-
covered by Grubb and Michelson that the Yale
comment was seriously in error both as to
methodology and empirical conclusions.39 Not
only is there a substantial overall correlation
of personal and livarict wealth in Connecticut,
but the Yee editors had been wrong even with
regard to the location of the welfare poor.
Dean Clune has demonstrated the same rela-
tionships for Illinois.40 Inquiries in 1969 sug-
gested a slightly different pattern in California,
but much depends on the definitions
employed,41 and the national pattern, if any,
remains to be charted.

The problem of the constitutional role, if
any, of personal poverty is a difficult one.
Clune and others have shown its several em-
pirical faces and here I will go no further than
briefly to suggest what I conceive to be the
wisest employment of the data. I continue to
believe that the constitutional standard the
courts will and should ultimately accept is fis-
cal neutrality based upon whatever is the
official measure of local taxable wealth; or-
dinarily this is taxable property per pupil. That
definition of wealth should be left uncompli-
cated and unrefined by any incorporation of
family income in the description of the alleged
violation except where the local source of
revenue becomes a tax on income. It is unlikely
that poverty can be defined to the satisfaction
of the court once we pass beyond the simple
arithmetic of the official system.

Some assert that only by defining the class in
terms of personal poverty can a doctrinal link
be forged with judicial precedent. Perhaps
this is so, but, it' it were thought necessary as a
doctrinal matter to employ personal wealth in
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the legal standard, I would prefer to argue as
follows: WeaRh is the capacity to purchase a
specific good; here that good is education.
Wealth, however, must be defined differently
for purposes of private and public education.
One buys private education with private
wealth; he is education-poor in the private
market when his personal income is inadequate
to afford tuition. One buys public education
only with public money; he is education-poor
in the public market if his school district is
poor. In the case of public education, personal
wealth and district wealth are identical,
because the only wealth a family has available
for the purchase of public education is that of
its school district. If my district is poor, I am
poor insofar as my ability to purchase public
education is concerned. Analytically it is hard
to know what else could be meant by "per-
sonal" poverty in relation to the purchase of
public education. So far as proof of the con-
stitutional violation is concerned, it is proper
literally to identify district poverty with per-
sonal poverty.

ThiS-a0Oroach would eliminate science from
the litigation insofar as proving the violation is
concerned; proof would be at most a matter of
the official arithmetic of assessed valuation.
The basic constitutional standard would re-
main clear and manageable. Yet, Clune and
others are perfectly correct in thinking that the
courts will be interested in the actual impact of
the adoption of fiscal neutrality upon lower in-
come persons, families, and childrenthat
vague class for which judges have historically
shown a measure of special concern. But, as I
have argued, violation of the decisional norm
is one question, and the impact of judicial in-
tervention is quite another. Regarding poverty,
the proof of the constitutional wrong should be
sharply distinguished from predictions of the
consequences. The manifest and crucial role of
social science here is not to show the violation
of the decisional norm but to prepare a map of
lower income families for each of the fifty
states which will permit the intelligent ap-
praisal by the Court of the probable conse-
quences of judicial intervention for various in-
come classes. And in defining such classes,
science should exercise all the freedom it
needs. There is a good deal more leeway and



ambiguity to be tolerated in the selection of
what is relevant when science is predicting con-
sequences than when it is determining the
violation of a standard fixed by the court,. for
deciding the dispute.

Ambiguous decisional standards promise to
remain a problem. An example is the current
"urban Serrano" in New York State courts.42'
Intervening plaintiffs, in what began as a Ser-
rano-type suit, are attempting to prove
unlawful discrimination against New York
City pupils, a discrimination alleged to be the
consequence of the state system of school fi-
nance. New York City has a high assessed
value per pupil and spends about $2400 per
year. Naintiffs, however, hope through social
science to demonstrate that, when municipal
overburden, high costs, special pupil needs,
and other factors are accounted for, the city's
children somehow are being cheated. It' the
court is willing to receive a mountain of scien-
tific data, definitions, and expert opinions
from both sides, the trial may becomelike
Robinson v. Cahillan interesting seminar in
school finance and local government. That it
will result in a judgment for the New York City
intervenors seems doubtful given the near total
absence of legal standards -by which to judge
the system. And I don't perceive how any
quantum of science can make up for the nor-
mative vacuum.

The point in all this is not that science is in-
herendy unsuited to provide evidence of viola-
tions in school finance cases. Obviously every-
thing depends upon the nature of the particular
dispute and the decisional norm appropriate to
its resolution. Many situations have already
arisen or could be imagined in which science
was or would be crucial to proof of the viola-
tion. In some of the school exclusion cases (if
these be "school finance" issues) science played
an indispensable role in exposing the misuse of
administrative criteria which were either im-
properly excluding children from school,
misassigning them to schools or classes for the
retarded, or rekgating- them to lower tracks on
the basis of culturally biased and wholly inade-
quate test instruments.43 In these cases the
scientist was given a reasonably clear question
about the efficacy of testing and/or its applica-
tion to individual children.
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Likewise, in intra-district finance litigation
such as Hobson 11,44 Judge Wright was able to

Ultimately questions of constitutional viola-
tion requiring scientific proofs may reappear
even in inter-district litigation. No one can
predict how various states will define the legal
questions under their own constitutions; cer-
tainly fiscal neutrality will not be the only
principle promoted by reformers. Even if it
were, in some future test of a reformed system
it might become relevant to incorporate in the
definition of wealth such elements of "wealth"
as geographical cost differences. That issue
alone could give useful and interesting
employment to many an economist.
put to the parties a set of empirical questions at
a level neither too simple nor too abstruse.
Economists could respond in a professional
manner, and their answers wpuld help detee-
mine the questions of violation. In the end the
clash between experts generated conceptual
conflicts that went beyond the "moral and con-
stitutional arithmentic" finally adopted by the
court; yet it appears that the contribution of the
experts to understanding the relevant empiri-
cal situation was substantiaL
CONCLUSION

There is a rich mine of scholarly and
analytical opportunities in this area, only a few
of which have been noted here. My own ap-
proach has been to ask what science should and
should not be asked to do for courts; but this is
the relatively narrow perspective of a lawyer,
and one who has a policy axe to grind. There
are a dozen other approaches, some more
academic, others holding promise of fairly im-
mediate policy relevance.

One could approach the judicial behavior
involved in these recent cases as itself a matter
fit for scientific analysis within a paradigm
supplied by game theory or small group
politics. Or the material could be organized
according to professional disciplines
economics, learning theory, political science
and sociology. It could on the other hand be
approached through each of its substantive
contentsthe cost-quality issue, the coinci-
dence of personal and district poverty, the
modeling of power equalized systems. Still
another question is the insight to be gleaned
from comparative case studies, illustrating the
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strategies and gropings of social scientists and
lawyers in particular litigation. It would be
particularly useful to compare in detail the
legal-scientific strategy in the New Jersey and
California cases which differed so greatly;in-
deed. I believe such a study is contemplated.

Most of all I hope that all of you will ven-
ture beyond the fascinating technical issues and

attempt for yourselves a systematic response to
the warning of Edmond Cahn. It is wisdom to
ask and to continue to ask at what point the
court's deference to science becomes the sur-
render of an important outpost of judicial
responsibility. At least where science is locked
in basic conflict, there must be a more prin-
cipled judicial approach than the refusal to
consider the issue even on non-scientific
grounds. Silent leges inter armas is no maxim
for the civil wars of social science,
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I. INTRODUCTION

The last twenty years were palmy ones for
research on education and race. National
racial policy advanced since Brown, and as
efforts to eliminate segregation and dis-
crimination multiplied, research on the
problems prospered. What was a trickle of
studies in the few years before 1954 became
something a an academic torrent.t Some ol'
this work has been disinterested but most of it
has been, in the inelegant contemporary
jargon, policy-oriented.

Research and policy have thus gone hand in
hand: as efforts to eliminate segregation moved
eloser to center stage, research on the problem
multiplied. In part this was the result of
government efforts to promote studies of cur-
rent policy, and in part it was due to the fact
that researchers' priorities are influenced by
what they read in the papers. This entangle-
ment between research and policy was as much
a reflection of changing intellectual and social
currents as it was the consequences of deliber-
ate efforts to guide the study of social
problems.

In any ,:vent, the contacts between race
research and policy increased. Researchers
regularly found themselves testifying in
courtrooms, evaluating government programs,
or consulting with educational agencies.2
Sometimes they even found themselves in the
newspapers. and more often in the various
magazines which publish popular science.
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Through all this, research on education and
race improved. Not only did it increase, but in
general it grew better, in all the usual ways
researchers recognize. Methodolgy is now
more sophisticated than it was twenty years
ago. Basic concepts have been overhauled and
refined, and new distinctions hatched. Various
central scientific hypot hese have been
weighedsome, perhaps, have even been
tested. Evidence has accumulated at a startling
pace, and.some of it has been analyzed. Cer-
tainly a rnueh broader variety of analytic skills
have been devised and used. And finally,
efforts to connect research and policy have
multiplied, motivated by government, by pri-
vate foundations, and by many researchers'
desires for relevance.

I3ut while research has improved and its
contacts with policy multiplied, it has only
produced new arguments and complications.
As a result it has not become more helpful for
particular policy dec;sions. Research has
proliferated, but so .e arguments among
researchers: see, for example, the recent spats
between Pettigrew and Armor, 3 or between
Coleman and Farley.4 Methods of study have
improved, but the results are less accessible:
how many of the people who could read tile
Social Science Brief filed in Brown, for exam-
ple, could also read the Coleman Report's sec-
tions on integration and school effects?5
Research projects have multiplied, but so have
competing ways of defining problems and in-
terpreting results: who can decide whether
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Jencks, Smith, Armor, Coleman or Pettigrew()
are right about school integration's effects? In
our view this is not the fault of bad research,
nor do we think this situation could be

remedied by bcttcr research: thc prosperity of
research qui naturally contributes to a sense
of growing complexity, and to confusions over
policy advice.

That, indeed, is the theme of this essay: for
the most part, the improvement of rcsearch on
social policy does not lead to greater clarity
about what to think or what to do. Instead, it
usually tends to produce a greater sense of
complexity. This result is endemic to the
research process. For what researchers under-
stand by improvement in thcir craft leads not
to greater consensus about research problems,
methods, and interpretations of results, but to
more variety in the ways problems are seen,
more divergence in the way studies are carried
out, and more controversy in the ways results
are interpreted. It leads also to a more compli-
cated view of problems and solutions, for the
progress of rcsearch tends to reveal the inade-
quacy of accepted ideas about solving
problems.

The ensuing complexity and confusion are
naturally a tcrrific frustration, both to
researchers who think thcy should matter and
to officials who think they need help.
Researchers arc thus often taken to task by
public officials) Morc often still, they do it to
each other.8 Thc ensuing lectures have a
monotonous similarity. They urge more
refined methods, more attcntion to the
problems of policy makers and less to those of
professors, and more clarity in interpretation.
While we would not interfere with these diver-
sions, we think the frustration aid ensuing
crossfire of lectures probably results from a
misapprehension about the research process.
The expectation of direct policy guidance from
social research assumes that knowledge in the
social sciences is convergent. It is expected that
as knowledge improves, there will be more
scientific agreement about the issues in ques-
tion. But knowledge in the social sciences

generally is not convergent. Rather than pic-
turing the research process as scouts converg-
ing on a target, it might make more sense to
picture it as outriders offering different visions

of what passes them by. Multiplying the out-
riders tends to multiply thc visionsup to a
point, of course. And sharpening thcir sight
tends to refine their differences.

Thus, if thc result of scientific improvement
in sonic aspects of physical science is con-
vergenceat least for a timc, within important
conceptual limits9the result of improvement
in the social sciences is a richer, more diverse
picture of things. Naturally enough, if one ex-
pects thc first and gets thc second onc is bound
to be disappointed, even angry. But it may
make sense to locate the trouble in the expecta-
tion of convergence rather than in the science.
One point of this essay is to propose this view
of sOcial policy research and to suggest the cri-
teria of research quality which we think it im-
plies. Anotheris to explain why problems oc-
cur when policymaking agencies like courts try
to use social research in making decisions.

But we will do both largely by implication.
Our chief aim is to illustrate how the research
process works in the case of schools and race,
and to offer a few ideas about why things turn
out as they do. Thc essay will be organized
around these ideas; we have threc main points
in mind. The first is tliat as rcscarch on social
policy matures, the:terms of the problem tend
to shift. This owes something to thc critical and
questioning naturc of research, for it often
reveals inadequacies in accepted views of a
social problem. It also owes something to prac-
tical experience, for efforts to solve social
problems inevitably turn -up unexpected and
puzzling results. These are puzzles which
research excellently reports, amplifies, and
embellishes. In either event, the development
of research on any major social problem is a
story of continuing redefinition. This rather
impedes convergence in scicntific opinion.

A second point is that the improvement of
research method tends to increase divergence
in the treatment of evidence, and to multiply
mystification in the interpretation of findings.
Methodological sophistication is a cardinal
academic virtue, and is widely regarded as a
key to thc improvement of policy-relevant
research. But such iniprovements do not in-
crease consensus on research issues. Rather,
they clarify differences, reveal previimsly un-
i.ispected problems in data .ind analysis, and
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progressively remove research from the every-
day world in which most judges, legislators
and bureaucrats walk and think. Beautifying
our avenues of inquiry thus makes the paths
nmre 13yzantine, the directions more arcane,
and the family arguments over the map
sharper. Methodological advance creates new
dimensions of research virtuosity and argu-
mentation, and this hardly facilitates con-
vergence in scientific opinion.

A final point is that as research on a social
problem matures; the angles of vision multiply.
Social problems typically arc framed initially
in terms of a particular discipline, profession,
or research tradition. But as research on a
problem prospers, other traditions and dis-
ciplines are drawn in. Each involves a different
angle on social reality, or different assump-
tions about ho'w social investigations should be
carried out. The result :s a richer and more
diverse vision of the problem and its possible
remedies. But.again, this ishardly the stuff or
which scientific agreement is made.

II. SHIFTING SOCIAL
PROBLEMS

In the beginning, the problem was lawful
school segregation. The years immediately sur-
rounding the Brown decision saw little am-
biguity on this point, even though there was
enormous controversey over the issues. Ac-
cording to the research centering on that deci-
sion, the legally mandated system of racially
dual schools was a problem because it
damaged the persons and impaired the oppor-
tunities or black Americans. There was little
mention Of segregation's effects on white per-
sons. And the discussion of remedy was cast in
similar terms: eliminating the socially stig-
matized black institutions and mixing blacks
into the population of white schools.10

There was not a great deal or evidence un-
derlying these point the research was often
thin, and the ratio of speculation to empirical
findings was sometimes remarkably high. But
for all this tlwre was not much diversity of opi-
nion. The main division lay between those
researchers who thought segregation was the
problem and those who thought it was the solu-
tion. In the years just preceding and following
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Brown, resistance to desegregation was the big
news; race researchers felt they had a taste of
this medicine in the work of social scientists
who espoused the genetic inferiority of Negro
Americans, and the impossibility of successrul
desegregation. Henry Garrett and Aubrey
Shuey11 were the principal offenders on this
point, and they seemed to many only the scien-
tific manifestation of that virulent racism
which promoted massive resistance and inter-
position in Southern politics. Most of the argu-
ments in early desegregation research lay be-
tween these exponents or racial interiority and
everyone else.

In 1976 there is no such consensus. The
doctrine of inherited inferiority among blacks
continues to find adherents in the academy,
and most researchers continue to oppose such
ideas. But they can't agree on much else. One
reason for this was that in the intervening twen-
ty years a good deal of desegregation had oc-
curred. This brought Southern schools closer
w compliance with the Constitution, but it
didn't produce the other results which earlier
law and social science had suggested. In par-
ticular, desegregation didn't have the expected
effects on school pertbrmance. The news on
this point accumulated slowly throughout the
early 1960's, as a modest number or districts
desegregated. By the middle of the decade
there were a few reports, which presented very
mixed results. In some cases desegregation
seemed to be associated with gains in achieve-
ment and in some cases it didn't. But in no
cases were the gains substantial, certainly not
enough to have much effect on black-white
achievement differences.12

In the summer or 1966 the Equality (7 f
Educational Opportunity Surveyl 3 (the so-called
Coleman Report) was dropped, rather like a
long-acting repeating bomb, into this
moderately confused scene. The survey
reported that racial segregation had no inde-
pendent impact on Negro school achievement.
Schools social class composition did seem to
affect achievement, and sincc Negro
Americans were disproportionately poOr,
liberals reasoned that social class integration
would result in racial integration.14-Hr4 this
might be related to earlier research or legal
ideas about racial segregation, though, was
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never terribly clear. And filially. the Survey
found no consistent relationship between
school desegregation and racial attitudes. The
net effect. then, was to call into question
several accepted ideas about race and schools.

The next major study didn't help. The U.S.
Civil Rights Commission undertook a Presi-
dentially-commissioned analysis of Northern
school segregation 15 and the results were a lit-
tle curious. The CoMmission accepted Cole-
man's findings about the non-effects of schools'
racial composition, but found. in further
analysis of the FEOS dam that racially integr-
ated classrooms had a positive effect on
achievementin high school. The data made it
impossible to assess the classroom effects of
social class composition nearly as well as at the
school level, though. so the validity of the
classroom racial composition effect was uncer-
tain. In addition, the report expolored the rela-
tion between desegregation and rarjal attitudes
in more detail. But it found no consistent 'im-
provement" in racial attitudes associated with
desegregation: interracial tension often was
higher in more integrated schools, and inter-
racial contact often was little greater in

biracial than in segregated schools. Desegreg-
ated schools seemed as likely to produce ten-
sion and conflict as understanding and inter-
racial harmony.

-There ensued many smaller studies of par-
ticular districts as desegregation accelerated,
but these accumulated the same small and in-
consistent differences.I6 None of this helped
settle the question of what school desegrega-
thm was good for. Ir it didn't consistently or
appreciably improve things for black students,
awkward questions arose about its valuepar-
ticularly in light of earlier findings that
segregation damaged the minr.;s and future op-
portunities of Negro youth. These queries
might have lain mercifully quiet in academic
groves and bureaucratic files, had it not been
for the fact that research only reflected ex-
perience. Desegregated schools turned out to
be more uncomfortable than anyone had ex-
pected. and often they were downright
dangerous. Racism, it seemed, could no more
be avoided in desegregated schools than in
segregated ones. This rather stimulated second

thoughts all round. inviting blacks to reflect on
the comforts and advantages of separate in-
stitutions. By the close of the last decade
several _black researchers argued that the
problem was as much racist and discriminatory
desegregation schemes as it was segregation. 7

ir research helped to redefine the problem
of segregation. the process was reinfrrrced by
social and political trends. Population shifts
produced an increasing number of central
cities with heavy black majorities in the public
schools. Some social scientists interpreted this
as evidence that racial balance was impossible
within central city schools. They maintained
that desegregation would therefore have to oc-
cur on a metropolitan scale. They tried to sup-
port this with evidence that the academic
effects of integration disappeared in majority;,,,...,
black settings. and with research on the success'
of small-scale city-suburban busing
programs.18

But the notion was not warmly received.
Black politicians in these central cities.
especially those with an interest in the mayor's
offices, quickly developed an allergy to any-
thing which would unsettle white or disperse
black support. The mere mention of
metropolitan school desegregation is well
calculated to do both. And sonie social scien-
tists took exception to the idea that desegrega-
tion required the dilution or black student
bodies in mostly white settings: by the 1970's
that approach struck many as a sort of rcrifirre'
racism.I9 Other researchers wondered whether
the social costs of metropolitan desegregation
in cities like Detroit would outweigh the
benefits.2u Their uncertainty on this point was
not eased by ambiguous findings on the
academic impact of desegregation.

These reservations were reinforced by the
movement for black community control.
Somehow the conjunction of Negro demands
for self-government with white proposals for
metropolitan dispersal of black students
seemed odd, if not downright embarrassing.
Increasingly, social scientists held that the
central problem in matters of education and
race was no longer segregation; rather they
argued that the racism which had engendered



segregation also made desegregation a de-
meaning and humiliating experience for
blacks. Desegregation had come to seem as
much a problem as segregation.

This brief account hardly captures all of the
ways in which ideas about the problems of
schools and race have changed. But the central
point is that early and relatively clear defini-
tions of the problem have tended to blur and
disintegrate under the pressure of experience.
Once upon a time the problent was legally
mandated dual schools, but by 1970not to
mention the later years of Boston and
Detroitthat se.lmed almost quaint.

Our account suggests that this phenomenon
occurred in several ways. For one thing,
segregation turned out .to be more complex
than had been expected: in 1954 no one really
thought school desegregation suits would turn
out to reach school flagpoles, teachers' rooms,
and student clubs. For another, at the begin-
ning of efforts to solve social problems there is
ahnost always a preferred solution, a social
device of some sort which is appealing pre-
cisely because it offers a simplified view of how
things can be improved. "Disestablishing the
racially dual school system" was precisely such
a device, hut it- turned out to hide a swamp of
complexities. While it could be given a
reasonahly clear meaning in many Southern
school districts, its import was much less clear
in majority black rural communities in
Mississippi, in the central cities of Atlanta or
Memphis, or in Northern cities like netrott or
Boston.

And last but not least, the segregation
problem became less clear because social
reality changed. Sometimes the changes were
unrelated to desegregation: i.e., population
shifts in central cities are a century-long trend,
and they gradual ly frustrated efforts to
desegregate schools. As a result, what had been
a cornplex problem involving single jurisdic-
tions became, willy-niily, a snpercomplicated
problem crossing juris&i.:f'.inal lines within
metropolitan areas. But sometimes the changes
in social reality were the direct result of efforts
to integrate schools. For example, events
beginning with Brown tended to legitimize
Negro grievances. to encourage their expres-
sion. and to locus ;mention on them. Because it
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seemed that the problem might be solved after
all, and because it seemed that grievances long
contained could really be expressed, blacks
began to ventilate feelings they had long kept
from the world, or themselves. As a. result of
the school desegreation process following on
Brown, blacks developed a much more refined
sense of racial injustice in schools, a much
decreased willingness to stand the pain, and a
sharply reduced appetite for white people's
solutions. All of this worked a change in social
reality: what would have been an entirely ac-
ceptable integrated high school in 1954 would
have seemed an outrageous insult in 1974.

So, trying to s(tive a social problem changes
the way the problem is seen; it complicates and
diversifies views of the problem; it makes once-
appealing solutions seem limited;.and it sug-
gests alternative solutions. The result is not just
that the problem comes to seem more complex,
but also that in some ways it comes to seem
different and contradictory. The current view
that desegregation is a major social problem is
at cross purposes with many ideas surrounding
the Brown -decision.

This story suggests that research plays
several roles in all this. For one thing, research
on social policy constitues a form of reporting
to society. Researchers are part of the in-
telligence apparatus by which society learns
what seems to be happening.21 Research...and
evaluation were among the vehicles by which_
Americans learned about the ambiguous im-
pact of integration on achievement, about its
contradictory effect on attitudes, and about the
perils of the desegregation process. In this role
research may seem a relatively passive instru-
ment, but the opportunities for selection and
interpretation of evidence believe this, What is
reported to society profoundly influences what
society learns.22

Second, social problem research often plays
a critical role, picking apart earlier ideas and
assumptions. The EEO Survey, for example,
used powerful statistical techniques to analyze
the impact of desegregation on achievement.
Quite unintentionally it blew apart many
established ideas about schools and race. The
intent was not critical, but the effect was to
raise basic questions about the effects of
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desegregation. And third, research and social
commentary by researchers often turns out to
he a way or expressing new social tendencies
and intellectual currents. Much of the
-research" associated with the movement for
community control partook of this quality. It
brought new ideas into main research currents,
provided new fodder for the academic herds,
and help';.d to legitimize new ideas by in-
troducing them in scientific garb.

Thus research sometimes reports a com-
plicating reality, and sometimes it complicates
our picture of reality through criticism and the
introduction of new ideas. In both ways it helps
to make our understanding of social problems
more complex. And because formal inquiry is
somewhat less absentminded than the daily
media, it provides an historical record of these
changes for researchers, and research con-
sumers. This only heightens the sense of com-
plexity and change. Research usually is not the
primary moving force in all this, hut because of
the growing importance of formal studies in
social reportage. it is rarely unimportant. In
one way or another, it is a significant force in
redefining mid complicating our views of
social problems.

III. RESEARCH METHODS AND
FRAMEWORKS

One might think from the account so far that
social problems, not research, are to blame: the
problems sneak up on the unwary investigator
slowly, seductively let down their veils and
reveal their alluring complexity. The hopeful
and innocent analyst is both captivated and
befuddled. But research contributes its share to
befuddlement, something which is most evi-
dent in considering the effects of improved
research on the clarity of findings.

Two improvements are central. One
embraces the remarkable methodological and
technical advances in the social sciences of the
last few decades. As a result of computer tech-
nology and the avalanche ot' money for large-
scale studies, researchers can now collect evi-
dence oninzov factors in any social situation.
At the same time, methodologists and data
analysts have adapted and developed statisti-
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cal techniques which permit analysis of many
such factors at one time. Because these tech-
niques permit assessment of the relative impor-
tance of various causal influences, social scien-
tists can now attack social phenomena with
much more finesse than was possible three
decades ago.

All of this encouraged the collection of
much more diverse and representative data,
Social scientists have known about the impor-
tance of sampling for sonie time, but it took ad-
vances in data management, analysis, and fi-
nancial support to translate these canons of
design into a program for action. As a result, .

investigators can not only report findings
which are statistically more credible for na-
tional policy, but they can consider all sorts of:
interesting sub-groups: they can weigh regional
differences; they can explore urban-rural
variations: or they can peer into bedroom
suburbs. And finally, research has become a
more self-conscious process: the growth of the

enterprise and its increasing technical refine-
ments have heightened awareness of problems
of analysis, methodology, and design.
Methodology and research criticism has

become a central interest in the social sciences,
and a focus in most debates over policy
research. 23

A second improvement is the diversification
of desegregation research since the early
1950's. At the outset most investigations were
psychological, hut gradually psychology lost
its corner on the market. Economists,
sociologists, and anthropologists have been
drawn in, as have researchers from the profes-
sionsnotably education and law. The relative
importance of psychological research has
diminished. Research on race and schools is
thus not only more refined methodologically.
hut it has flowered under the influence of
several different disciplinary and professional
orientations.

These advances are good for research. hut
one reward for the better studies has been a
clearer idea of just how muddy the waters
really are. Research on the effects of segrega-
tion and desegregation reveals this nicely. It
began with the Clarks' psychological studies of
racial awareness and self-esteem.24 That work.



and the research summarized in the Sodal
Science Brief, supported the idea that segrega-
tion caused psychological damage to Negro
children. This broadly psychological emphasis
was given specific focus by two developments
of the 1950's. One was research by such enti-
nences as Garrett and Shuey: they maintained
that while desegregation would never improve
the achievement of Negro students because of
theii inherited intellectual inferiority, the
aci*iement of white students would be im-
paired by the classroom presence of this
foreign, academically leaden black mass.25 In
the political atmosphere of massive resistance
and interposition, sonic social scientists felt it
v,-as essential to answer these attacks, and show
that intecgration did improve achievement.
They argued that desegregation raised Negro
achievement and IC) test scores, and tried in
their research to prove the point.26 This ten-
dency was given added force by the post-Sput-
oik pressure for better achievement, and by the
growing fashion of programs to improve the
academic performance of "culturally
deprived- students.

The result was to ensconce achievement test
scores as the variable of chief interest in
research on race and schools between Brown
and the middle 1960's. At the outset these
studies were few in number and straightfor-
ward in design: the relation between schools'
racial composition .and test scores would be
presented in simple one- or two-way tables. In
some cases it seemed as though black students
were better off in desegregated schools and in
sonic eases it didn't.27 But the results were easy
to read, and they dealt in a currency everyone
thought they understood.

The EEO Survey. published in July of 1966,
changed all that, for it brought a formidable
array of methodological refinements to bear on
the question. The Survey was based on a a na-
tionally representative sample of schools, and
was designed to permit complex multiple
regression analysis of the relative impact of
racial composition,school resources, student
background and school social class composi-
tion on achievement and attitudes. In these
analyses. schools' racial composition was
found to have no significant independent
association with student achievement. This was
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as much a a surprise to Coleman and his co-
authors as anyone else:28 the assumptions of.an
entire generation of research were dissolved in
Section III of the Survey.

But while findings fail, methodology
marched one. The EEO Survey was equally
stunning for its conclusion that there was little
relation between school resources and school
achievement, and the two issues tended to
merge after the report's publication. Coleman's
report was attacked almost as soon as it hit thc
streets, initially by Henry Levin and Sam
Bowles. They took Coleman to task for a series
of high methodological crimes:29 The Survey,
they argued, had used the wrong regression
statistics: it was flawed by problems of non-
response; it used analytic techniques which in-
correctly understated the impact of school
resources; it was therefore useless for policy
guidance. Levin and Bowles produced an im-
pressive array of methodological arguments
against the Survey's results, and they
marshalled other arguments for findings which
the EEO Survey hadn't found, Their essay cer-
tainly somewhat undermined the report's
credibility.

The episode also nicely illustrated disciplin-
.ary differences in the use of analytic techni-
ques. Coleman was a sociologist, and used the
regression statistic dearest to that discipline
(the standardized beta coefficient, which
reflects the relative importance of several
forces in a complex system of relationships).
Bowles and Levin were economists,.and they
held out for another regression statistic, which
reflects the unique impact of one variable in an
input-output system (the unstandardized beta
coefficient). Adding disciplines to the scientific
fray sharpened issues and created new argu-
ments.30

Reading the Survey analysis was hard
enough, but umpiring debates over the correct
regression statistic taxed the brains of even
rather sophisticated researchers. And the story
grew no simpler. In the aftermath of Coleman
the Civil Rights Commission produced its
reanalysis of the Survey data, and this further
complicated things because of curiosities aris-
ing from the Survey's nationally representative
character. The findings about classroom in-
tegration in Racial Isolation were based on data
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from high schools in the Northeastern urban
United States. There did seem to be an effect of
integration in this reeion. But the Coinmission
also published an appendix volume wherein
lay parallel analyses or classroom integration
from other regions. Some results seemed to
support those for the urban Norti,east, but
others didn't. Sometimes they showed no posi-
tive impact of integrated classrooms, and
sometimes they showed a negative impact. The
Commksion's researchers made little of this in
their report. This was partly because there
were fewer integrated high schools outside the
Northeast, but partly because the findings were
at odds with those in the main report. In any
event, having nationally-representative data
did not produce more definitive conclusions.

Later in the decade reanalyses or the HID
Survey data became a growth industry. sup-
ported by government grants, public-spirited
foundations, and scholarly animosity. One
group at Harvard, under the scientific leader-
ship of Daniel P. Moynihan, produced a raft of
refinements and further qualifications.31
David Armor, for example, found that school
integration helped black students, but only if
they were in more than token integrated hut
less than majority black schools. Whites, it
seemed, were good for blacks if taken in

medium doses, rather than in very small or
very large ones. Economic contributors in

Moynihan's volume continued to moan over
the Survey and attack its results, while Jencks
and other sociologists upheld the statistical
virtue of Coleman's original findings with new
and better analytic techniques. Another
reanalysis group at the U.S. Office or Educa-
tion attacked Coleman and Jencks' findings on
school effects while simultaneously repelling
the adVances of, Levin, Bowles, Kain and
Hanushek on the Survey's methodology.32 As
one would expect from an agency which spends
most of' its time giving away money to public
schools, the Office of Education group found
that school resources did make a .difference.

The reanalyses continued for years, produc-
ing more questions, more qualifications, and
more occasions to exercise new analytic mus-
cles. Some researchers thought Coleman had
overstated the impact of social-class integra-

tion. 3 Others, reanalyzing the Civil Rights
Commissions' work, found that the effects of
classroom integration seemed to hold at the
ninth grade but not at the twelfth grade.34
Jencks and company, in Inequality, thought
there might be a small effect of school racial
mixing in elementary schools, but they
emphasized the modesty of the effect and the
uncertainty of the evidence,35 Shortly
thereafter, the C'ivil Rights Commission re-en-
tered the picture, this time denouncing the in-
adequacy of previous research on the subject,
and proclaiming its unreliability t'or policy gui-
dance. The Commission called for a more
comprehensive, complex, longitudinal study to
resolve the issues.36 The reanalyses, then, pro-,
duced ,a swarm of contrary ideas, a host of
refinee.analytic techniques, and a growing
despair over the prospects for clear conclu-.
sions on the issues.

The controversies contimie, however. They
have moved on from what now seem old-hat
simple multiple regression techniques to such
new and more complex analytic methods as
path analysis, multi-stage regression and the
like. They also have moved to new and more
complex analytic issues (the effects of school-
ing (In adult success, rather than just achieve-
ment),37 And they have moved on to new
bodies of data, the EFOS having been rubbed
raw in the scientific fray. 8 The effect of racial
composition or schools on students occa-
sionally appears in these super-sophisticated
combats in mathematical sociology and
econometrics, but the issue seems to have been
dwarfed by larger questions about whether
schooling itself makes a difference, and to have
been obscured by the proliferation of' complex
analytic techniques. More employment for
more sophisticated sOciologists and economists
has been found, but the effects of school
desegregation now dance through all this like a
will-o-the-wisp, appearing in sonic studies and
under some conditions and not appearing in
others. The only conclusion on which most
researchers now seem to agree is that the data
collected in the 1960's are inadequate. More
sophisticated analytic techniques uncovered
many previously undiscovered defects in the
evidence, and thus revealed the need for more
research and better data. Science marches on.
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Our story of the improvement in desegrega-
tion research doesn't end here. As research on
test scores accumulated, so did questions about
that approach to assessing school integration.
The concentration on test scores began to seem
myopic to many social scientists who had no
quarrel with advanced methodologies.39 One
reason for this was that some researchers
became uneasy about the persistent unrelieved
black-white gap in achievement scores, a gap
which seemed unresponsive to anything from
integration to school improvement programs.
Another reason was the fact that by the middle
and late 1960's, sociology and economics had
entered research on education and race in
force. These disciplines saw the work
differently than psychology, and they con-
templated other outcomes of desegregation.
And filially the more research that was done on
test scores, the more psychologists began to
question the meaning of the tests.

These developments led some researchers to
question the technical basis of the tests: they
argued that the instruments were so con-
structed as to minimize the influence of any
school-to-school variation, whether in
resources or racial composition.40 It led other
researchers to question the cultural foundation
of the tests: they argued that because the tests
were standardized on middle claXs whites they
were biased against the poor and members of
minority groups.4 I On both counts, the cred-
ibility of tests suffered. The more research that
was done, the less clear it seemed that test
scores were a sensible way to assess the impact
Of integration. Once again, as research
plumbed the issues further, complexity grew
and the evidence seemed less amenable to clear
policy advice.

A second result of these struggles over test
scores was to encourage studies on other out-
co m es of desegregation. Increasingly,
researchers noted that desegregation was sup-
posed to have soniething to do with hearts as
well as mindswith interracial aititudes and
behavior as well as test scores.42 Increasingly
they cautioned that excessive reliance on tests
would produce a distorted picture. As more
and more zittention was focused on the social-
psycholoLtical impact of desegregation,
research on interracial attitudes and behavior
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prospered. The sophistication of studies in this
area increased appreciably but as in the case of
test scores, these improvements did nothing to
clarify things.

Early research on racial attitudes was domi-
nated by Gordon Allport and Samuel
Stouffer's work in the 1940's and early

950's.43 These studies seemed to show that
racial attitudes would benefit from interracial
contact in equal status situations. These
studies, like other less well known efforts of the
period, viewed racial attitudes as a self-
evidently important outcome of biracial set-
tings. One reason for this was that sociaLpsy-..
chologists assumed that the links between at-
titudes and behavior were close. Another was
that in a period when bigoted attitudes were
widely and openly expressed, liberal social
scientists understandably regarded the reduc-
tion ot' such expression as a good in itself.
Given the verbal and psychological brutalities
of a Jim Crow society, harmonious interracial
attitudes seemed self-eviden4 important.

But one consequence of increased attention
to the impact of desegregation on interracial
attitudes was increased dissatisfaction with ex-
isting attitude measures. They Were few in
number; they needed technical improvement:
and. as...desegregation _spread the available..................
sorts of interracial situations grewdemand-
ing new measures appropriate to the circum-
stances. Measures thus proliferated, and by the
late 1960's the harvest included a rich growth:
forced choice questionnaire items, social dis-
tance scales, measures of racial stereotyping,
doll choice measures, sociometric preferences,
simple Likert scales, and semantic differen-
tials.44

The improvements here are plain. Attitudes
are not simple, and it makes perfect sense_ to
pursue them in a variety of ways. In addition,
situations vary: sociometric choices, for exam-
ple, make more sense in a third grade
classroom than a thirty-item questionnaire
about racial attitudes. But the advantages were
not unalloyed. One problem was that studies
seldom repeated measures, let alone replicat-
ing study conditions. Sometimes the issues

were a little different, sometimes the popula-
tions varied, and almost always the measures
were different. This did not seem to be a
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serious problem until researchers .began to
notice the tendency of attitude measures to be
weakly rdated. Even within studies there were
almost always low correlations between scales
measuring interracial attitudes.45 If different
ways of measuring the same conceptual varia-
ble did not lead to the same conclusions, then
the proliferation of measures created clear
problems of generalizability. Consequently,
most studies stood as socially scientific islands,
each more or less gleaming but most somewhat
incomparable to the others.

The few replications of earlier research
further unsettled the issues. For .example,

Judith. Po.r.ter's..repeat of Kenneth and Mamie
Clark's original (JOH play studies turned up
findings about the racial preferences and self-
esteem of young black children that were often
different and sometimes at odds with the
earlier research.46 Some of this might be ex-
plained by problems with the measures, or with
their application to particular populations, as
Porter7suggesied; The'.faet.was,: however th
one consequence of improved measurement
was more uncertainty about the measures and
what they were measuring.

A second problem arose partly from evi-
dence about the weak relationships among
measures. This increased uncertainty about the
validity of any single measure, and made it
seem ever more sensible to use more measures.
But the focus of most work of this sort was
demonstrating and explaining the causal rela-
tionship between interracial schools and racial
attitudes. And the weak connections among
measures meant that expkiining the causal con-
nection between biracial schools and one
measure of racial attitudes need not
necessarily hold for explaining the connection
for another measure. Interracial schools that
seemed to produce a good racial climate based
on a self-administered questionnaire seemed to
produce a bigoted climate based on observers'
reports.47 This confused interpretations of the
relation between racial attitudes and inter-
racial settings. Nor did it do much to boost
confidence in the measures. Researchers
learned that the way they measured attitudes
seemed to influence the sort of attitudes they
-found.- While self-consciousness about biases

.introduced in these ways works to improve
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research methodology, it doesn't produce
much clarity about policy imphcations, nor
does it build confidence in the solidity of
research findings.

Another key development in the last ten or
fifteen years' research on attitudes concerned
behavior. Social psychologists who had
focused research on attitudes had, of course,
assumed that a change in attitudes would lead
to a change in behavior. But by the mid 1960's,
social psychology had changed its tune. As one
reviewer concluded:

Most socially significant questions involve
overt behavior rather than peoples' feelings,
and the assumption that feelings are direcdy
t.ranslated into action has not been
demonstrated."

This shift had important imphcations for the
study of r4ecial attitudes in schools. The
"socially significant questions" about
desegregation dearly went beyond the reduc-
tion of verbal expression of racial prejudice.
Researchers .were. co.nccrpo imerracial
behaViorUSUally with friend ship-bet ween
black and white studentsbut also with other
aspects of life in desegregated schools (inter-
radial violence, communication, dating; etc.).
It therefore became important to understand
the relationship between racial attitudes and
interracial behavior.

The research into the attitude-behavior link
showed that the link was fragile. In some in-
stances there were insignificant associations
between the two, and in other cases the rela-
tionship was reverSed. In one study of biracial
groups white students from integrated schook
were more likely to dominate blacks than
whites from all white schook.49 In another
study, white college students who expressed
more prejudice actually took more suggestions
from blacks in group tasks than did white stu-
dents who expressed less prejudice.50 It is easy
to conjure up after-the-fact explanations for
such findings, but that is a little off the point.
The advance of research on racial attitudes has
revealed no strong or consistent connection be-
tween attitudCs -and behavior. This is an in-
teresting and,important research development.
But it rathe-r_ weakened the ground under an
entire line of policy-relevant studies based ex-
clusively on attitude research.



Partly as a consequence of these findings,
measures of behavior or reports of behavior
came to be included routinely in research on
desegregated schools. Researchers no longer
depended exclusively on student attitudes to
measure racial climates, but asked for reports
of interracial behavior as well. In fact, the EEO
Survey asked students only one question about
the racial climate of their schools, and that one
was behaviorala report of cross-racial
.friendship patterns. Adding behavioral reports
to attitude measures created a whole new set of
Outcomes to explain, greatly complicating the
job of understanding the effect of school fac-
tors on student outcomes. And substituting
behavioral for attitudinal variablesas many
researchers didmade later studies in-
creasingly incompatible with earlier findings.

In an effort to sort out the hodge-podge of
findings, social scientists turned their attention
to the social circumstances which might medi-
ate the effects of interracial situations on at-
titudes and behavior. They turned up a for-
midable list of considerations. In some
research they weighed the impact of teachers'
and principals' racial attitudes. In other cases
they asked whether segregation or integration
of classrooms made a difference. In sonic
others they probed whether the social and
economic class of studentsor the mixture of
class backgroundsaffected student reaction
to desegregation. And still other studies ex-
plored a growing list of other influences:
length of students' experience in interracial
schools; the extent of minority students' par-
ticipation in extracurridillar activities; the age
or grade level or students; community at-

. titudes; and the degree of internal tracking and
grouping.51

This is quite a list of influences. For each
one there was at least one study that claimed
that the factor in question did mediate the rela-
tionship between interracial settings and racial
attitudes on behavior. But often some other
study presented contrary findings: factors
which seemed important in some studies
seemed unimportant in others. Ordinarily it
was not possible to know just why this was sci.
In some cases the measures of racial harmony
varied from study to study; in other cases the
measures of attitudes or situational influences
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varied as well. Filially, the times of the
research and the local circumstances also
varied. As a result, the findings seemed unsta-
ble, and little was iearned about the relative
salience of the situational influences on racial
climate. One study dkl try to quantify and
compare their relative importance, but it
didn't bring much greater clarity.52 Sonic
situational influences had no impact on the
racial attitudes measured; some had very weak
effects; and in sonie cases the effects varied be-
tween different attitude and behavioral
measures. It isn't clear whether this mixed
assortment of results should be blamed on the
quantification of subtle social phenomena, the
cross-sectional character of the study, or on
some more substantive considerations. Com-
plicated multivariate, analyses of situational
factors which mediate the impact of racial
composition of schools on student attitudes
and behavior suggested just how complex the
process might be. But it did little to clear up
the contradictions of earlier studies, or to offer
much guidance for policy.

Indeed, technical and methodological
refinements only confused the meaning of
earlier studies. The most recent research
review concluded that for the most part, "these
studies are in no sense comparable with each
other."53 The research has grown, and grown
more sophisticated, but the findings have not
been cumulative. A good part of the reason is
that there is no strong theory which suggested
what influences should be observed, or what
outcome variables are most important. Given
this situation, social science tends to prolifer-
ate under the influence of empirical ideas,
weak theories, intuitions from practical ex-
perience, suggestions from other fields, or the
analytic possibilities suggested by new
methodologies. Under such conditions, scien-
tific improvement is a term with a somewhat
specialand often purely technicalmeaning.
The fruit of such scientific developments is
sometimes rich and always varied, but not
necessarily very coherent.

Thus, if social-psychological research was a
useful balance to the earlier reliance on test
scores, it didn't exactly clarify matters. In fact,
simply by adding another disciplinary perspec-
tive on desegregation it complicated the total
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picture. This phenomenon reappeared in the
late 1960's and early 1970's, as sociologists
and economists entered the field, and was most
striking in the work of sonic anthropologically
oriented social scientists. They rejected all
forms of quantitative and survey research, and
undertook direct observational studies of
desegregated schools. They argued that more
traditional approaches were bound to produee
a distorted picture and their results certainly
were consistent with those ideas. Not only did
these ethnographies offer a different disciplin-
ary approach to the study of schools and race,
but they presented rather a different picture of
desegregation. They found social segregation
withinschool's, insensitivity and racial
stereotyping on the part of teachers, defensive-
ness and denial by teachers and administrators,
and a mixed and often unhappy experience for
black children.

The most recent of these efforts, for exam-
ple, reported on a desegregation program car-
ried out in a way that most communities would
probably regard as either quite acceptable or
idea1.54 But it seemed a demeaning and unhap-
py experience for most of the black children in-
volved, though none of the school staff appear
to have known this. This was rather a different
portrait than emerged from the various quan-
titative evaluations of desegregation, and it

resulted in rather more astringent conclusions.
The author, an integrationist, held that
desegregation simply ought not occur under
such canditions.

In summary, then, the improvement of
research has had paradoxical results. On one
hand we have a less simple-minded and more
plausible account of social reality. Artifacts
are reduced, distortions due to faulty method
are often eliminated, overblown interpreta-
tions are corrected, and more careful analyses
are presented. The technical sophistication of
recent research on desegregation is such as to
inspire More confidence than twenty years ago
that the results of any given study are valid.
But these changes have led to more studies that
disagree, to more qualified conclusions, more
arguments, and more arcane reports-and-unin-
telligible results. If any given study is more
valid, the inferences to policy from the- lot
seem much more uncertain.

One reason for this, as we have pointed out,
is that methodological refinement in social
research often is not convergent, but rather
tends to sharpen differences. Another is that
the progress of research on a social problem
tends to draw in different disciplines and
professions. These involve diverse research
traditions, and the consequence is more
differences in approach and interpretation.
And still another reason is that the progress of
research on social problems tends to move
backward, from relatively simple ideas about
problems and their solutions to ever more
basic questions about both. The new result is a
more varied picture of reality, but such results
don't lend themselves to straightforward
policy guidance.

IV. CONCLUSION

One thing is clear from this 'story: the more
research on a social problem prospers, the
harder it is for policymakers and courts to get
the sort of guidance they often say they want:
clear recommendations about what to do, or at
least clear alternatives. Predictably, the result
is frustration. In both the race and school fi-
nance cases, for example, one can sec the
judges becoming more exasperated with the
complexities and contradictions of research.55

We expect that courts, like most other
customers at the social science supermarket,
can expect no relief. Most litigants in school
cases will be able to find some scientific sup-
port for their views, and many judges will try
valiantly to decide which is right. Others, view-
ing the proliferation of contending scientific
alternatives, will cast a Skelly Wright-ish pox
on all their houses.56 Both courses of action
seem understandable. After ali, courts have
cases to decide, and with some exceptions
social science is not at its best in giving clear
advice about exactly what to do in a single
case.

But while we expect continual frustration in
this connection, we don't think that social
science is irrelevant to social policy, nor do we
think ksh.ould be. At its best, social research
proVides a reThisonable sense of the various ways
a problem can be understood, and a reasonable
account of how solutions might be approached.
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Such general advice about controversial and
problematic issues is a useful contribution to
social knowledge, even if it is not crisply rele-
vant to particular decisions. Unfortunately,
while it can sometimes be introduced into ac-
count record by way of the adversary process,
often that process would probably exclude or
distort such advice.

If this is right, it doesn't explain exactly how
we should think about research and its relation
to policy. One alternative is to regard research
on social policy as a moveable and slowly ex-
panding feast. As research prospers, the
chalices grow that potential consumers will
find something to satisfy their particular tastes.
Thus, if one thinks of policy formation as a
process of competition for values and social
goods, one can think of research as ammuni-
tion for the various parties at interest.57 The
growing diversity of approaches and findings
may frustrate any given user of research, but
the net satisfaction of all users will increase as
more of them find studies which suit their
special purposes. It goes almost without saying
that this view will seem satisfying in' proportion
to the ,fairness of the competition. If some
viewpoints or interests are chronically over-
represented and others routinely neglected by
research, the social science smorgasbord will
fatten some while others starve.58

Certainly this picture seems plausible in
light of our discussion. The last twenty years
have seen not only the prosperity of research
on race and schools, but also the More exten-
sive involvement of research on all sides of
complex judicial, executive and legislative
issues.59

But if it is plausible, the picture isn't com-
plete. It rather suggests that social science is a
purely adversarial instrument. Our account,
however, suggests that the improvement of
research has not simply been a matter of
sharper argumentation. In addition, we know
more. Research has helped provide a better
picture of the desegregation process; it has
taught us something about how desegregation
does and doesn't work, and why; and it has
helped broaden our picture of whom
desegregation affects. Typicaliy. however,
these improvements do not offer a handy solu-
tion. Indeed, among the things we can learn
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from the accumulated studies of the last few
decades are cautions: about easy solutions,
simple formulations, and social science find-
ings.

On this view, then, research on a social
problem might be portrayed as a contribution
to social wisdom. As more is learned through
experience and investigation, simpler and ap-
pealing ideas give way to more qualified ad-
vice. Certainly support can be found for this
view as well: courts and executive agencies
have learned something about the complexities
of the desegregation process, and in part they
have learned from research. In some cases they
even have tried to put this learning into prac-
tice. The lessons may seem general and
cautious, but nonetheless they represent a sort
of policy guidance.

Finally, the studies recited in this essay sug-
gest that research is part and parcel of social
enthusiasms. When whipping up the brains of
America's youth was in fashion, in the late
1950's and early 1960's, research on race and
schools stepped to the tune of test scores. When
desegregation was Out and community control
was In, fate-control was all the rage. And when
school desegregation came North early in the
seventies,many liberal and moderate Northern
politicians who had supported this reform in
the South suddenly broke and ran, Research on
race and schools suffered a similar affliction,
evident in Coleman's recent announcement
that compulsory desegregation is emptying
white people from the nation's central cities.

On this view, research and policy might be
pictured as partners in social sea changes: as
different social enthusiasms come into fashion,
research and policy embrace and express them.
Research contributes something to these
changing climates of opinion, but it also res-
ponds to broader shifts in social belief and ex-
pression. Research and policy affect each other
in these affairs, but often they seem to float
together on the surface of larger waves.

These three pictures of the relation between
research and policy imply rather different cri-
teria for evaluating and contribution of
research. If we think of the social science
smorgasbord, it seems important to make sure
that all the important dishes are present, and
all the diners fed. We would evaluate the
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quality of desegregation research at least
partly in terms of fairness, both in the feast laid
on and in its consumption. If alternatively, we
think of research as an incremental growth in

social wisdom, then we would evaluate it in
terms of its contribution to such insightful
guidance. And if we imagine policy and
research to be both swept away on waves of
social.enthusiasm we might retreat, puzz2led at
the difficulty of devising any evaluative cri-
terion.

Regardless of which picture is most appeal-
irv.a, our account suggests that on the evaluative

terion advanced by most advocates of policy
researchdoes the research contribute more
precise guidance for particular decisions?
most research would tail miserably. But we
think the reason for this lies not so much with
the quality of research as with a misconception
of the research process. In more cases than not,
more precise guidance for particular decisions
is a dream hopelessly at variance with the
divergent and pluralistic character of social
policy research. Rather than helping, the dream
generally seems to distract research workers
from a clear view of their work and its role.

One other thing that the three accounts of
the relation between research and policy share

is agnosticism a6out whether research on
policy issues is convergent. This is helpful,
because as we said at the outset, the evidence
on this point is shaky. In fact, we think it is
most useful to picture the research process as a

dialogue about social reality, an historical con-
versation about social problems and how they
might be solved. A dialogue is good to the ex:.

tent that the various relevant views are present,
and to the extent that points of difference are
clarified. A dialogue is good to the extent that
the whole represents a satisfying, if necessarily
diverse account of the ways in which an issue
can he framed, explored, and resolved. We
think social research is best conceiVed as such a
dialoguerather than as a problem-solving
exerciseand have tried to show how, as
research prospers. thc conversation is

enriched.
This is not to suggest that the progress of

research on race and schools has been entirely
satisfying, for some parties have been better
represented at the social science smorgasbOrd
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than others. Nor is it to suggest that truth will
complaisantly out. Dialogues, after all, are
subject to fashion changes; and while they can
produce what we think of as wisdom, it often is

only a passing agreement which later comes
unstrung. Nor would we say that there have
been no distractions, or foolish expenditures
on research frippery. But clearly the conversa-
tion has grown more rich. Our chief point,
however, is that it is helpful to see social
research this way. To those who ply the trade,
it offers a more sensible view of their work and
among these who would like guidance, it pre-
sents a basis for more reasonable expectations.
It also helps explain why improved knowledge
doesn't always lead to more effective action.
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"The freedom the judiciary has from politi-
cal responsibility and control makes its pro-
cesses more rather than less appropriate for
critical exploration."I

INTRODUCTION
It has been reported that when Thurgood

Marshall, then acting as counsel in the Brown
cases, asked historians to search the record for
evidence on the intent of the framers of the
14th Amendment with respect to school
segregation, the attorney warned that "what
looked like a 'golden gate' might turn out to be
a booby trap with a bomb in it."2 When I think
of some of the recent accusations of fraud,3
backlash, beclouding, bias, and collusion,4
Justice Marshall's statement has a certain
prophetic quality.

At present hardly anyone seems pleased
with the role of that uncertain ally, the social
sciences, in the school segregation cases.
Citizens are impatient with experts who appear
to say first one thing and then another, and to
disagree so much among themselves. Because
the general public believes (erroneously) that
evidence of the educational or attitudinal
benefits of integration arc the legal grounds on
which these eases are being decided, many are
puzzled that courts should impose orders on
the basis of such controversial findings. The
NAACP is understandably bitter at the grow-
ing inclination of some former academic allies
to be more critical of research claims that in
the past were spared close scrutiny and to ex-
ercise the obligation of social scientists to
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change their minds when newer findings do not
confirm earlier ones. Although most social
scientists have little idea of what is presented to
courts in the name of their disciplines, some
who have appeared in these cases have serious
misgivings about the way in which their find-
ings emerged in the courtroom. In addition,
there are those who have struggled, as I have,
with the more general problem of an honest
and useful role for the social sciences in a great
social movement.5

Legal scholars appear to be the group most
concerned about incompatibilities in the mar-
riage (Alfred Kelly called it an "illicit love
affair")6 between constitutional principles and
empirical research, perhaps because they are
both more av.are of these problemswhich
arc, of course, not confined to school segrega-
tion casesand more concerned about the in-
tegrity of legal principles. During the years
when there were many articles in the law jour-
nak about the role played by social science in
the 1954 decision, the predominant response
from social scientists was one of self-con-
gratulation. Chronically beset by status-anx-
iety and uncertain self-esteem, the affected dis-
ciplines were gladdened by this sign of their
importance and respectability: the Supreme
Court had taken notice of us, even though only
in a footnote.

But Brown was very different from the pre-
sent school eases. Those not convinced of this
should read sonic of the transcript of that oral
argument before the Supreme Court and note
the repeated insistence by plaintiff's' counsel
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that their concern is with state-imposed racial
exclus.1,.m and not ,vith the amount of racial
mixture that mignt or might not come about in
various school districts using other modes of
assignment. Paul Carrington has described
Brown as a "neighborhood school case." The
issue presented to the Court was quite unam-
biguous:

...do not deny any child the right to get to a
school of his choice on the grounds of race
or color within the normal limits of your
districting system...do not assign him on a
basis of race...and we have no complaint. If
you have some other basis...any other
basis, we have no objection. But just do not
put in race or color as a footor.2
And, responding to the concerns some had

expressed about the possible effect of
desegregation upon educational standards,
NAACP counsel said:

...what we want from this Court is the strik-
ing down of race...the question is made about
the educational level of children...they give
tests to childrenso what do we think is the
solution? Simple. Put the dumb colored
children in with the dumb white children, and
put the smart colored children with the smart
white childrenthat is no problem.8

In a recent article, Owen Fiss reports
Robert Crain's comment that:

...twenty years ago there was no respecta-
ble social science evidence tending to show
segregation was harmful, and yet social scien-
tists were nearly unanimous in believing that it
was. Today there is respectable evidence tend-
ing to show that it is harmful but no one in the
profession believes it.9

This observation is only partly accurate.
The appraisal of the Brmvn evidence would
hardly be disputed, but Crain's evaluation of
recent empirical evidence on the effects of
racial concentration is open to some
challenge.10 The reasons for the contrasting at-
titudes of social scientists, however, is not hard
to find. In 1954 the issue was the constitu-
tionality or laws requiring the separation of the
races in school. The support scholars gave to
the principle of universal citizenship was
hardly different, save perhaps in extent and in-
tensity, from that given by other liberals. Ten
years before Brown almost one-third of the na-

tion favored desegregated schools. Within two
years after Brown the proportion had increased
to almost half.11 But the interpretation of
desegregwion, both implicitly and explicitly,
rejected any consideration of racial propor-
tions. Recall the headlines: "Nine Pupils In-
tegrate Little Rock H igh School:" "Drive to In-
tegrate Lunch Counwrs," The decision of 1954
seemed to us only simple justice, the long-
delayed triumph of the Harlan dissent in Messy

v. Ferguson with its eloquent insistence that
"the Constitution is color blind." By contrast,
opposition to involuntary dispersion to alter
the racial composition of schools ("busing"
because most children who live within walking
distance of a city school are of the same race) is
very high among whites, divides blacks, has re-
mained quite constant, and has been found to
be generally unrelated to many of the usual
measures of racial attitudes and beliefs about
civil rights,12

Brown was not, as some now assert, and only
our enemies then alleged, the first step in a
campaign designed to end in an attack on
racial imbalance, via the courts. It was not un-
til much later, after courts had begun to evalu-
ate the compliance of southern school systems
by using the "test of results" that the possibility
emerged of adapting this strategy to overcome
what used to be called northern de facto
segregation. The present controversies over the
meaning of educational equality did not
develop for many years after Brown. To the ex-
tent that the substandard educational achieve-
ment of black children was recognizedand it
was not widely known nor acknowledgedwe
assumed that it was entirely caused by ine-
quality of school resources and would disap-
pear with reasonable equalization. We grossly
underestimated the strength of the dismal rela-
tionship that seems to exist in all countries be-
tween academic achievement and social back-
ground. "Poor schools" were considered by
nearly everyone to be an adequate explanation
for poor school work)! Comparison of black-
white academic achievement within schools
was considered an improper and illiberal type
of study, and inquiry into the influence of
cultural orientations and emphasis of various
ethnic groups was even more suspect then than
it is today. There was some concern about



possible injury from de facto racial concentra-
tion, but most of us expected that the enact-
ment of anti-discrimination legislation and
general economic improvement would result in
a much greater degree of dispersion than has
occurred.

Feagin is only one of many scholars to note
that until very recently social researchers did
not take into account the factor of ethnic at-
tachment or voluntary congregation "as im-
portant in.. .black segregation," although
Myrdal had called attention to this determi-
nant decades ago." We also seriously under-
estimated the indirect effects of black social
class distribution in accounting for the residen-
tial choices of other groups, and ignored their
social ties, as well.

I. DO THE NORTHERN SCHOOL
CASES NEED SOCIAL SCIENCE?

Harm-Benefit Research

Brown needed no help from social science
evidence but some of the Northern school cases
have made extensive use of such materials. It
must be noted that the content of a court ruling
may not reveal whether social science evidence
on a particular subject was presented during a
trial. Thc Hobson opinion of 1967 clearly
reflects, as do some others, the influence of
testimony on education:

Racially and socially homogeneous schools
damage the minds and spirits of all
children.. . .The scholastic achievement of
the disadvantaged child, Negro and white, is
strongly related to the racial and socio-
economic composition of the student body
....A racially and socially integrated school
environment increases the scholastic
achievement of the disadvantaged child of
whatever race.. "later 1. . .placing the child
in lower tracks for reduced education based
on (inappropriate) tests, thus implementing
the self-fulfilling prophecy phenomenon in-
herent in such misjudgments;...inferior
teachers, textbooks unrelated to the lives of
disadvantaged children; inadequate
remedial programs...all have contributed
to the increase in crime, particularly
juvenile crime,15
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By contrast, there was no mention of such
evidence in the Bradley v. Milliken rulings at
either the District Court or Appeals Court
leve1.16 But during the trial there had been
voluminous testimony concerning integration
effects on achIevement, attitudes and race rela-
tions, research that for brevity's sake I will
hereafter refer tO as harm-benefit studies, and I
think the District Court Judge, Stephen Roth,
was deeply influenced by these materials. Pre-
sent controversy about the validity of harm-
benefit studies has reactivated questions about
the role of such evidence in judicial proceed-
ings. Perhaps as a consequence of thesc con-
troversies, the plaintiffs introduced no harm-
benefit testimony during the recent trial in
Cleveland. Are we moving toward a situation
where issues of great concern in these school
cases will not be thc subject of expert
testimony? It was strange enough after reading
the trial record in the Detroit proceedings, to
go back to the ruling and see that it was silent
on some of the very subjects about which Judge
Roth expressed the most intense interest.
Perhaps we will now see school cases where
what is on everyone's mind is the hidden agen-
da in the courtroom. Will the views of the
judge on harm of segregation, benefit of in-
tegration and thus, ineluctably, the effective-
ness of a remedy be formed from his own frag-
mentary knowledge, snippets of popularized
research reported in the press or whatever
materials are brought to his notice by various
groups and individuals quite apart from
judicial proceedings? (Thus, as Paul Rosen
points out, Justice Holmes' opinion upholding
a compulsory sterilization law reflected popu-
lar versions of Spencer and misinterpretations
of Darwin, although Holmes had never read
either: it was simply "in the air.")17 And will
this also mean that we are now bound by legal
precedents that were established in previous
cases where decisions were influenced by evi-
dence now widely conceded to have been
seriously inadequate or defective? Much of the
widely ranging testimony on education in
Bradley v. Milliken, for example, was of poor
quality. But the agreement of experts on both
sides concerning the alleged benefits to both
academic achievement and race relations that
would be forthcoming from racially-mixed
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schools was clearly influential in causing Judge
Roth to alter his pre-trial opposition to in-
voluntary student re-assignment for integra-
tion.38

The `De Facto-is-Really-De Jure' Alternative

The present inconclusive nature of' harm -
benefit research findings has perhaps con-
tributed to the shift in emphasis in Northern
school segregation cases, In the effort to

assimilate them to Brown, evidence is required
to show that de ,lacto is really de jure. It' pre-
dominantly black schools in Detroit are, like
those in pre-1954 Mississippi, the product of
government's segregatory practices, both
systems are unconstitutional and for the same
reason. The only necessity is to show that it was
state action that produced the patterns of racial
imbalance in Northern schools. To demonstr-
ate this, two lines of causal analysis have been
used: constitutional violations by school
authorities and/or state actions which aided
discrimination in housing and are thus respon-
sible indirectly for the condition of racial
separation in schools.

School Violations Approach

Since the Supreme Court has not yet ruled
that geographical assignment of students who
live in racially segregated neighborhoods is a
constitutional violation, the key approach in
the recent school cases is to show that school
system "cheating," i.e. various forms of
segregatory practices or racial discrimination,
often in the past, were an important cause of
the racial concentration that now exists. Fiss
has characterized the "theory" as one con-
trived to maintain continuity with Brown.I9
Although plaintiff's sometimes describe these
cases as "straight-out violations of the 14th
Amendment," a trial that requires, as it did in
Detroit, a good portion of 42 days to establish
this is perhaps not so very straight-out after all.
The evidence presented involved an enormous
amount of demographic materials and school
records of various kinds: maps; charts; histori-
cal documents; citizens' reports, as well as oral
testimony on school policies and practices over
a period of about twenty years. ln the attemN

to show system-wide effects of specific viola-
tions there was a considerable use of concepts
from the social sciences such as "perception of
segregation"; "feelings of containment":
"debilitation of school image," as well as un-
supported claims of reciprocal effects on hous-
ing segregation, including the contention that
some of these practices contributed to residen-
tial instability or "white flight."

I know of no competent sociologist in this
field who considers racial imbalance in north-
ern urban schools to be in any substantial way
anything other than the reflection of residen-
tial patterns. Findings of constitutional viola-
tions enable a judge, who is sincerely con-
vinced by what he has heard (in or out of
court), that the condition of racial concentra-
tion is harmful, to use judicial power to
reassign students and thus correct this condi-
tion. It is the most dependable legal "trigger"
available to "fire the cannon" of school
desegregation, to use Owen Fiss' language:2o

It' specific acts of racial discrimination
(within the still-permissible system of assign-
ment to the school nearest a child's home) were
to be taken seriously as a cause of system-wide
racial separation in northern schools, a rather
elaborate kind of demographic and sociologi-
cal analysis would have to be developed. In the
Detroit trial, not only was the evidence (in my
view, but not in that of the Appeals Court!)
quite inadequate, but the parallel body of
testimony on residential segregation was, as I

will show later, inconsistent with a theory that
the racial imbalance in the schools was caused
by school system violations, Given the_fact that
so many northern schools that are now pre-
dominantly black were once white, sonie kind
of sociological analysis would be needed to
demonstrate that this processthat affected 1111
other residentially-based agencies and institu-
tions just.as it did schoolswould have been in
some way different it' school authorities had
not committed their unconstitutional actions.
Generally, such causal analysis is based on im-
plicit or poorly specified hypotheses about the
effects of school system actions on the residen-
tial decisions of black and white households,
but unlawinl acts (a legal concept) are not
necessarily causes (a scientific concept) of a
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societal condition. If thc school violations ap-
proach bccomes the sole basis for desegrega-
tion orders perhaps courts will expect better
evidence of this doctrine than was offered in
Detroit, especially as judges become more
aware of the ambiguous findings of harm-
benefit research. But if the burden of proof is
shifted to school authorities who must prove
that nothing they (ever?) did contributed to
racial concentration, no such analysis will be
required, for this formulation converts a vague
thcory of highly doubtful validity into a pro-
position which secms untestable. (At least I can
not conceive of a research design to investigate
it, but others may be more ingenious.)

Thcre is another consequence of this ap-
proach that requires some consideration. The
°ruling that Detroit school officials, black and
white, who had been widely regarded as
strongly pro-integration, had been engaged in
deliberate racial segregation cannot avoid a
strong accusatory element. No one has yet
studied the effects, if any, upon the public of
the use of this strategy. At public meetings of
Regional School Boards in Detroit I have ob-
served responses of confusion, bewilderment,
cynicism (much in line with current appraisals
of government, perhaps) and the suspicion that
the courts are using legal tricks. But as I noted
earlier, the general belief of most people (who
do not go to meetings of any kind) scems to be
that the court decisions result frorn judges'
conviction that racial balance is y,00d for
education. At present, however, in Detroit,
where the proport::m of white students is about

. 25%, this explankion, too, is a source of con-
fusion,

State Complicity in Housing Discrimination

Thc second type of causal analysis involves
the use of social science testimony to show the
extent and degree of racial separation in urban
neighborhoods and identifies racial dis-
crimination against blacks, aided and abetted
by government, as its chief cause.
Demographic and sociological testimony,
some use of social psychological concepts as
well, comes to the forefront, rather than the
educational-attitudinal effects of various
school factors. This housing dicerimination ap-
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proach seems the most likely basis on which to
compel the inclusion of suburban communities
in court-ordered busing programs for they,
too, to judge from the Suprcme Court's ruling
on Detroit, require a prior finding of de jure
scgregation before busing orders can be im-
posedand even the most gifted legal team
will find it difficult to prove school-system
violations against black children in com-
munitics where There are n e. Although the
legal use of the residential-patterns and hous-
ing materials was rejected by the Appeals
Court, this testimony, like that on education,
had a powerful effect pn 'Judge Roth, H is sense
of injustice was deeply affected by the shameful
record of discrimination in housing and the
great- emphasis he placed upon residential
segregation in his ruling accorded nicely with
his obvious reluctance to "blame" a school
systcm that had had a strongly pro-integration
leadership for the past several years.2i It also
convinced him that thc only path to any sub-.
stantial degree of racial/class mixture in thc
Detroit area in thc foreseeable future was to
divorce school assignment from place of resi-
'dence. But thc narrow perspective of the hous-
ing testimony ignored the indirect effects of
own-group preferences of othcr ethnic groups
and minimized those of blacks; stressed whitc
exclusion and "flight" while neglecting avoi-
dance and thc realistic factors which con-
tribute to it. causing him to seriously underesti-
mate the difficulties inherent.in thc remedy to
which he was attracted.

A Non-Empirical Alternative?

Mark Yudors admirably expressed criti-
cisms of both harm-benefit analysis and the
constitutional violations-approach as grounds
for court-ordered racial dispersion leads him
to consider the possibility of the universalist
ethic as an alternative.22 It is not clear to me
whether he considers it constitutionally adequ-
ate ("it may not serve"), and if so, on what
grounds. Thc open declaration of assimilation
("a shared culture") as tz 3oal for public educa-
tion would have the merit of candor, for the
conception of society underlying some of these
decisions is indeed of this nature. In the final
section of Judge Roth's ruling in Detroit, for
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example, all ethnic concentrations, past and
present, voluntary or not, are east in negative

terms.23
But on what basis does the judiciary impose

its vision of the good society upon others'?
Legislative and administrative-policy provi-
sions to compel or persuade school systems to
correct imbalanced schools have used

language reflecting some version of a univer-
salist ethic, but these measures require some
degree of public support for enactment, to say
nothing of compliance. The need for empirical
verification is not avoided, either, because the
case for mandatory integration is argued

largely in instrumental terms: An integrated
society is required, a racially separated one re-
jected, in terms of their effects:

...a stable just society. without violence,
alienation and social discord must be an in-
tegrated society. Segregation of the races in
public institutions, employment and housing
will inevitably lead to conflict and the
destruction of democratic values and in-
stitutions.24
Segregation can not here mean discrimina-

tion or racial exclusion, for these have long
since been outlawed. The reference must be to
a condition of racial concentration without
regard to cause; integration as Yudof uses it
here must mean dispersion, not open access.
The contention, then, is that the involuntary
redistribution of students, to achieve racially
mixed .schools is a societal necessity. It is

asserted that racial concentration I MIS tu con-
flict and the eventual destruction of
democratic society; dispersion is a necessary
although, no doubt, an insufficient condition in
order to avoid violence, alienation and social
discord. These are all empirical propositions,
versions of the contact hypothesis in race rela-
tions, albeit on a considerably larger scale than
those we are usually called upon to deal with.
Further, the case for the school as the most
effective arena for the work of societal unifica-
tion rests upon empirical propositions related
to both efficacy (e.g schools reach people at
an early age) and various feasibility considera-
tions of cost, control, and six pe.

None of these proposit ion is self-evident;
and there is enough contrary evidence from
both this and other societies to justify a con-

siderable degree of skepticism.25 Stability and
the absence of social discord do not necessarily
co-exist with "justice," and there are other
social reforms which offer more promise of
creating a just sOciety than involuntary racial
dispersion. Conflict avoidance is a goal with
doubtful ethical claims, as well as empirical
uncertainty, in a multi-group society. My point
here is that once again "social science" has not
been avoided; only the subject matter has
changed. Instead of emphasis on peer-effects
on academic achievement, we have shifted to
larger and more difficult areas, while not
avoiding empirical challenges to contact-
effects in the classroom. Merely by way of sug-
gesting the complexity of the issues involved,
we may recall that the nation responsible for
the murder of several million Jews and other
members of "inferior races" had one of the
highest Jewish-non-Jewish intermarriage rates
in the pre-World War II world. Decreasing
social distance and abundant interpersonal
contact may have as little to do with preventing
the erosion of democratic institutions as get-
ting-to-know-our-friends-from-abroad has to
do with avoiding wars.

Can Social Science be Ronoved from the
Remedy?

It might be possible to reduce *.he use of
social science in these school cases by exclud-
ing from consideration all subjects except
school system practices. But how can the courts
avoid harm-benefit issues when fashioning a
remedy, wl.atever the basis on which the ruling
is made, including attempts to "de-empirical-
ize" it as Yudof has suggested?

I see only two alternatives, neither of which
has prevailed. The first would be to give up the
attempt to unravel history and simply order
the school authorities to cease their violations.
But since most of these were committed in the
past and, in my opinion, had little to do with
the creation of racially imbalanced schools
anyhow, this would probably have no noticea-
ble effects, if effects are to he measured in
terms of racial composition. The other alterna-
tive is to define the desegregation remedy as a
permanent syr,tem of racial quota-assignments
within the ,;on fines of whatever district has
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been found guilty of de jure segregation, with-
out regard for its proportion black. If this
definition is adopted, no social science is re-
quired and a desegregation plan can be pro-
duced hy computer and transportation techni-
cians.

This definition, which NAACP describes as
the creation of "racially unidentifiable
schools" (with allowances for certain prac-
ticalities and with little if anything said about
future re-assignments to maintain uniform
racial proportions) is close to the position
described by their desegregation expert during
the Detroit-only remedy hearings in 1972, who
offered, when challenged, a number of unsup-
ported assertions about the educational and
psychological benefits to be derived from at-
tendance at schools of roughly uniform racial
composition, irrespective of proportion
black.26 If this approach to a desegregation
remedy is rejected, however, there is no way to
avoid the numerous cost-benefit calculations
which may have been kept underground during
the trial and it is during this process that social
science must collide with law.*We may liken it
to the futile efforts to combine social science
with law in the sentencing of a prisoner. There
is always the danger, when the judge asks for
expert guidance as to what type of prison and
for what length of time would be best to max-
imize the chances of rehabilitation, that he will
be told that there is really no evidence that any
such measures are r6abilitative. At this point
the judge must either alter his purpose or shop
for some other experts. At the remedy stage in
these school cases the basic decision about the
size of the area, and thus its racial and social
class proportions, has already been established

'This collision is also evident in public response to
remedy explanations. The discussion of cost-benefit
calculations confirms citizens' beliefs that the original rul-
ing was made on this basis; when lawyers explain to them
that this was not the case, they are baffled. Thus, at a
parent-teacher meeting I attended after the Supreme
Court ruling on Detroit, a school board attorney ex-
plained that if the District Court follo,Ved some precedent
eases, each school might be required t(4 approximate the
overall proportion of 75% black tO the'extent this was
feasible. When asked if this the proportion that the
-Supreme Court thinks is the best for education," he res-
ponded: -No, no, it has nothing to do with Ilua."
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by the legal doctrine that the scope of the
remedy is determined by the nature of the
violation."27 Thus all of the endless discm-
sions during the metropolitan hearings con-
ducted by Judge Roth concerning how far the
desegregation area should extend in order to
secure optimum racial and social class propor-
tions were for nothing. The decision was made
by the Supreme Court on a legal basis: Detroit,
but not its suburbs had been found guilty of
segregation de jure.

During the 1972 remedy hearings in
Detroit, as in some other cases, the judge
seemed to be trying to fashion a plan that
would: I. maximize mixture, while preserving
other educational goals, and 2. offer the
greatest promise of maintaining residential
stability. Serious consideration of these objec-
tives by experts best qualified to do so runs the
risk of raising questions that had not been criti-
cally examined, perhaps not even mentioned,
during the trial. There is a whole series of
assumptions concerning the potency of school,-
ing, the relationship between attitudes and
overt behavior, the factors in residential deci-
sion-making, the effects of interracial contact,
and the relationship between academic
achievement and the other variables that, if
they became the subject of first-rate testimony
reflecting varied perspectives at this point,
would throw these proceedings into confusion.
Yet unless the mechanical approach to
desegregation is adopted, or the "cease dis-
crimination" command substituted some kinds
of social science will be involved in remedy
proceedings, although its role is unclear and
uncertain.

Serious cost-benefit discussions cannot
avoid the introduction of social science evi-
*nee that constantly trespasses on forbidden
territory (as will be shown later), although by
the time the remedy stage is reached, some sort
of legal Rubicon has been crosseth I leave it to
the legal experts to explain what would happen
it' it were discovered that there was no achieya-
ble plan that could providc any discernible
benefit. Fortunately, our disciplines are not likely
to product' anything so definite.
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II. THE TWO WORLDS OF LAW
AND SOCIAL SCIENCE

If my judgment is correct that there is no
reasonable way to completely exclude the con-
sideration of social science materials from
these school cases at either the trial or remedy
stage, what are the most serious problems the
use of this material encounters in the
courtroom? To what extent do these
difficulties reflect a fundamental incom-
patibility between the two worlds of science
and the law; to what extent might they be over-
come by procedural improvements?

The Education of a Judge

When I first began to read the trial record of
Bradley v. Milliken and saw the elaborate
statistical presentations, heavy use of terms
from quantitative research and numerous argu-
ments about the propriety of using various
techniques of data-analysis, it seemed
altogether unreasonable to expect any layman
to follow the testimony. Judge Wright refers to
this kind of problem when he observed:

The unfortunate if inevitable tendency has
been to lose sight of the disadvantaged
young students...in an over-grown garden
of numbers and charts and jargon like 'stan-
dard deviation of thc variable'. ..'statistical
significance' and 'Pearson product moment
correlations'. . -28

But later I decided that this kind of problem
need be only a minor obstacle to a judge's
understanding. Certainly with respect to the
materials offered in the Detroit case, the
analytical techniques most appropriate, given
the crudeness and inadequacies of the availa-
ble data, were well within the capacity of ex-
perts to explain and judges to comprehend.
For example, the distinction between the
meaning of the term significant, as used in com-
mon speech and its meaning in sampling was
well-explained and understood with little
difficulty. The truly unfortunate aspect of
much of the statistical materials presented was
that they created an impression of rigor and
precision that was misleading. I suspect their
purpose was to impress the judge.29

It is not difficult to explain to an intelligent
layman, in plain English, that unless we have
information on entry-level differences in
academic proficiency we cannot arrive at con-
clusions about the effects of school inputs, but
this was never done, althoogh there were
elaborate statistical presentations of these in-
puts, right down to school site acreage! (But it
appeared later that the distinction between the
term input and socio-economic status had not
been made clear to him; I suspect everyone
thought someone else had done it.) Nor is it im-
possible to alert a judge to the need to dis-
tinguish between the effects of socio-economic
status of the child and SES effects of his peers,
a distinction often blurred in exper'ts'
testimony. I t was not the formidable statistical
demonstrations that were responsible for an ar-
ray of inaccurate information given by expert-
witnesses to the judge: e.g. that "black parents
have never opposed busing as a concept"; or
that "the black-white achievement
gap...closes in mixed schools"; or that the
standard error of the mean "corrects for
cultural bias in testing," or that school-wide
averages in mixed schools tell us that black
children in those schools are doing better, etc.,
etc. Adversary procedures encourage the use of
strongly partisan experts (especially if it is

calculated that their personal characteristics
will favorably influence the judge) while dis.
couraging the participation of others who may
be better qualified. But this is only one of the
factors which obstructs the process of "inform-
ing the judicial mind." Virtually every feature
of the courtroom hinders the learning. The
principle which guides everything that takes
place within it is winning the case whether this
aim is fervidly or half-heartedly pursued.
Legal advantage determines what will be pre-
sented, and when (if possible) and how, and by
whom. The calculation of legal advantage
determines whether an error will be corrected
and a misunderstanding clarifiedor simply
added to the steadily mounting accumulation
of confusions and contradictions.

In Milliken the student-judge was clearly in-
telligent, industrious and deeply interested in
most of the subject matter. It was he, and only
he, who (during the sessions on residential pat-
terns) raised the question of whether black
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Americans "are a cultural group," saying: "I
have the impression they think they are." He
asked a number a questions about the cluster-
ing a white ethnic groups, although it did not
occur to him that this would have important
consequences for the spatial isolation of
blacks, and no one pointed this out. He persis-
tently sought to learn whether community-con-
trol and extensive stucknt dispersion could co-
exist. He was so skeptical about the assertions
of plaintiff's education-expert that there was
little difference between the school entry-level
proficiency of hlack and white children that he
interrupted this testimony to ask a number of
questions. He tried to find out whether experts
think school size is important and whether in-
stability in school assignment is disadvan-
tageous. He tried to ascertaimthe consensus of
scholars on whether early deprivation can be
overcome by compensatory education, and if
there were an age after which unfavorable
effects were irreversible. He twice asked about
birthrate differentials, during a presentation
on projected racial proportions a the student
population.

Most of these questions and many others he
asked were answered poorly or not at all. But
my point here is to illustrate the kinds of inqu-
iries raised in cases a this kind. They have
nothing to do with specific events and in-
dividuals. These are much like the questions
raised by a bright student in a seminar on
"Education and Urban Society." Even for the
purpose of ordinary fact-finding, adversary
procedures have been severt:ly criticized: In
one well-known discussion of' this matter, for
example, Jerome Frank considers the defects
of the "fight-theory," pointing out that it en-
courages errors and omissions as a result of thi:
deliberate use a stress, intimidation and cun-
ning to discredit adverse witnesses and to con-
ceal information which is helpful to opposing
parties, concluding with the famous line: "Our
present trial method is thus the equivalent a
throwing pepper in the eyes of a surgeon when
he is performing an operation."30 As a method
for responding adequately to the kinds of gus-
dons raised by Judge Roth in the Detroit oro-
ceedings, the setting and procedures of the
courtroom ,are grotesquely inappropriate.
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From the beginning to end this strange
seminar is organized and conducted in a

manner which defeats educational aims at ev-
ery turn. The student comes without having
taken any of the prerequisite courses, so that he
iS unacquainted with both the subject matter
and basic logic of scientific inquiry. He appears
to be trying to do his homework in class, as
well he might, for the trial is lengthy and ex-
hausting. He has no list of required readings
and no one with whom he can hash over the
content of what is said each day. He is pre-
sented with a hodgepodge of topics from an
educational point of view. First the plaintiffs
offer highly selective testimony, the content of
which is determined by counsel in accord with
their calculations of what is strategically ad-
vantageous. Daysor weeksgo by, and even-
tually defendants experts return to these same
subjects. Those who give the testimony for each
side, on the same topic, do not interact so that
they can. resolve differences which are reduci-
ble to facts, or cleirly expose and elucidate
those which arise from differing evaluations.
Their interaction takes place in a strangely cir-
cuitous manner, via intermediaries. Whatever
systematic-presentation of issues is possible
within this framework is further hampered by
unavoidable problems of when various wit-
nesses (or even counsel specializing in certain
subjects) can be on hand.

There is no one in the courtroom who has a
teaching rofe, that is, there is no person whose
sole function is to clarify, elucidate, ,reveal
misunderstandings, sort out confusions and
make sure that key terms are defined, under-
stood, icn d used consistently, at least by the
same speaker. The impediments to learning ap-
pear to be inherent in adversary procedures
and are reflected in courtroom etiquette. To il-
lustrate: the judge, thinking back, one guesses,
to his own pre-trial statement in which he had
spoken so critically of involuntary student re-
assignment to promote racial balance, asked an
expert-witness:

Can you achieve integration of the schools
in this city, or any other city, simply by the
numbers?*

*Tr., p. 515,
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If such a question were asked in class, a
teacher would respond by saying something
like: I can't answer that until you explain what
you have in mind when you use the term in-
tegration. Then, at appropriate points in the
ensuing dialog one would ask: does your
phrase simply by the numbers imply that you
define integration -as some level of bi-racial
social interaction, rather than the presence of
certain proportions (what proportions?) of
black and white students? Are you thinking of
some effects on educational achievement?
Race relations? If you consider certain propor-
tions of blacks and whites a necessary,
although not sufficient, condition to secure the
kind of integration you have in mind, are you
concerned in your question with how to main-
tain that mixittle?

Such inquiries were not forthcoming. It was
perhaps not serious that no party was willing to
correct the judge's obvious confusion between
the meaning of variation and variable.* But it
was important that the contradiction be ex-
plored between testimony that severe disad-
vantage in social background tends to hamper
intellectual development and testimony that
educational failure in large part occurs
because teachers in poor black schook "don't
perceive that those children learn just as

readily as children from high-income
fam ilies."** There was no one whose legal ad-
vantage was served by saying: Judge, please
take note. You have a serious contradiction
here that must be examined. Does poverty or
some associated background disadvantage
really have an adverse effect, or do sonic
teachers mistakenly believe that it does, and it
is their false belief that causes the poor perfor-
mance?

After a presentation on educational
resource-allocations, the judge referred the
next day to that testimony as assuming that
teacher competence depends on seniority
although the expert had twice pointed out he
made no such assumption. But the man was
gone; never to return, and it was not in the ,,,-
cerest of either side to correct this misin-
terpretation. It suited the NAACP to let stand

'Tr.. pp. I 76S.6.
'Tr.. p. 988.

the statement that teachers of lower seniority
were of lesser competence since it strengthened
their contention of some discrimination in

resource-allocation to predominantly black
schools. The defendant school board was not
eager to emphasize that its salary schedule had
a doubtful empirical basis. So nobody said
anything, whereupon the error was compounded
by the judge asking the export-witness then
before him whether it might not instead be true
that "after a certain level of compe-
tence...additional years. ..might diminish
ability?" Instead of reminding the court of
earlier testimony that the effects of teacher
characteristics on learning are far from clear,
the expert opined it probably depended on the
individual, a reply that encouraged the judge
to jettison all social science generalizations:
"...they are all individuals, aren't they...isn't
that one of the difficulties?"* Here was an op-
portunity to explain that all social science
knowledge consists of generalizations, with
varying degrees of verification, that we operate
on the asssumption that it is possible to
develop them despite individual differences,
etc., etc. Bist-ilothing was said except to indi-
cate agreement.

In fact, there was a large amount of agreeing
with the judge, fulsome flattery, in addition to
the expected deference. Sometimes people
praised him for saying something when in fact
he had said the opposite. For a student to have
such power over his teachers not helpful to
learning, but it is hard to see how this problem
can be appreciably lessened within adversary
proceedings.

Getting the Facts

To a social researcher, the use of adversary
procedures to secure accurate data about fac-
tual matters such as educational resource-
allocations, or whether school "A" did or did
not have space in the winter term of 1969 for
240 children is absurd. It is like staging a
public debate on the subject: What is the

population of Washington, D.C.? There are
not two sides to purely factual matters of this
kind any more than there are two answers to a
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problem in arithmetic, nor is the answer some-
where in the middle. Since carefully reviewing
some portions of the school violations
teStimony in the Detroit case in great detail
and checking validity as one would in any
research project, I have concluded that ascer-
taining facts by listening to competing oral
testimony on this topic worked 'rather poorly.
Some of the material was incorrect, some was
of doubtful accuracy, and some was so inter-
nally inconsistent that it is difficult to under-
stand how the court came to certain conclu-
sions.

Equally dubious as a method of obtaining
accurate and complete information on ex-
plosive themes is to seek it from school
officials who are asked to testify in public in a
tense and troubled city. In such a situation a
researcher would use a skilled and sensitive in-
terviewer who could assure his subject com-
plete anonymity and absolute confidentiality
of_the material. There is a long list of topics
that no school official in his right mind would
discuss fully and frankly in an open courtroom;
he has to maintain rapport with various groups
within the city, regardless of the trial's out-
come. People in such positions rarely say any-
thing in public that might be offensive to any
ethnic group, are afraid to admit that some-
where there is a child who is not vEly bright, or
that there is serious delinquency and crime in
and near some city schools (without quickly
balancing this with a reference to sin in subur-
bia). They must always express positive and en-
couraging evaluations, lest they be accused of
low expectations, and are given to various
cliches and platitudes which serve to protect
those who are in delicate and vulnerable posi-
tions. In general, their testimony consistently
attributes to schooling a power to alter both in-
dividuals and society far beyond that which has
been demonstrated or is even reasonable in
terms of existing theory.

The Content of Social Science Testimony

Adversary proceedings cannot be depended
upon to insure the emergence of important
bodies of testimony involved in social policy
questions nor insure that the aspects of these
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topics that are of greatest significance wilt be
seen as relevant by the litigantsor by the
judge. They use different standards. Calcula-
tions of various kinds of legal advantage deter-
mined to a great extent what social science
testimony would be presented in Detroit.

From a study of the record, it appears that
Judge Roth's chief concerns throughout the
trial were shaped by the question: Would the
remedy be effective? Was it feasible? The
testimony on education spoke to the first of
these concerns. The testimony on residential
patterns had the eft'ect of obscuring the issues
involved in the question of feasibility.

As early as the fourth day of the trial, the
Judge raised the question about the probable
consequences upon residential movement of a
busing order. Would it lead to "abandonment
by...white folks so...you'd have a city no
more integrated than when you started...?"*
An adequate answer, i.e. a presentation of what
is known and not known about residential deci-
sion -m ak ing was never forthcoming.
Testimony on housing and residential move-
ments was presented only by plaintiffs, to sup-
port their legal position and to reveal the ex-
tent to which government had supported or
permitted violations of the rights of black
citizens. Testimony on exclusionary practices
and incidents of intimidation was impressive.
But the general import of the entire body of
housing material was that residential patterns
were overwhelmingly the result of discrimina-
tion caused by prejudice (by definition an irra-
tional response) for which, at least by implica-
tion, interracial contact would be a helpful an-
tidote. Even the explanation of how the
segregation index is calculated, which began
with the warning that it merely measures
departure from a random distribution with no
reference to causation was soon ignored and
the index was equated with racial discrimina-
tion: Within the week, Judge Roth, rephrasing
a question on segregation trends, asked: "Are
the forces of good overcoming the forces of
evil? That's what it comes down to as far as
housing segregation is concerned."**

r,. p. 510.
Tr,, p. 772.
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Defendants offered no testimony on resi-
dential patterns, in accord with their legal
position that the issue was.not relevant to the
charge of constitutional violations within the
school system. In any case, the presentation of
competing perspectives on such a topic does
not fit into an adversary framework, There is
no "pro and con" on residential behavior; it is
a many-faceted phenomenon involving a com-
plex range of issues. The consequence of this
legal determination of the content of testimony
was to present the judge with an oversimplified
and misleading picture of how black and white
residential decisions are made, a description
which omitted many crucial components. One
which has special relevance was the absence of
testimony on the causes of racial transisiton.
Thousands of Northern schools at some point
in time approximated the condition courts now
seek to create. What happened to them? And'
what conditions are required to keep this from
happening in the future, whether students are
mixed as a consequence of court orders or resi-
dential change? What is the probable effect of
the absence of economic sifting, i.e. a greater
degree of social-class heterogeneity than
usually exists in transition areas? (Why were
mixed schools so ineffective from an educa-
tional point of view?) The consideration of
these and many other relevant questions had
no legal advantage for either party; therefore,
testimony on them never emerged.

I have said that, despite its absence from the
rulings of both district and appeals courts,
there was voluminous .testimony on education
which I judged to be a decisive influence in this
case. Here the testimony was gravely defective,
in large part, perhaps, becauSe the adversaries
were in essential agreement as to the strongly
beneficial effects of classroom heterogeneity
upon academic achievement, race relations,
self-conceptions, aspirations, as well as

equalization of educational resources. If one
were to read the whole of this testimony and
compare it with, fmr example, the synthesis of
research and theory presented in Nancy St.
John's book,31 one would hardly believe that
they dealt with the same subject. The materials
presented to the court conveyed an inaccurate
description of social science findings and
seriously exaggerated the extent to which
alleged benefits are forthcoming, but

unanimity of opinion appeared to have a
powerful effect.

Would a strongly adversarial school board
have challenged this misleading testimony and
thus revealed its inadequacies? Even if the
court permitted it (a doubtful assumption that
I will consider later), such a response is by no
means assured. It seems quite possible that a
school system accused of segregatory practices
might well decide that testimony to question
the benefits of racial dispersion was a risky
legal strategy, lf, as Fiss says,32 school
authorities may now virtually be in the position
of having to prove that they did not contribute
to racial concentration, they might calculate
that such material would cast doubt upon their
innocence. Even the Detroit area suburbs,
which did not enter the proceedings until the
remedy stage, might have deemed it unwise to
challenge harm-benefit assertions if they had
been defendants accused of constitutional
violations. Adversary proceedings, whether
feeble or vigorous, cannot be relied upon to
provide adequate social science testimony. Nor
is it likely that presentations of what is known
about harm-benefit effects could be fitted into
the pro-con adversary framework in a way
which simultaneously meets the needs of
litigants and encourages the participation of
those best qualified by the standards of social
science.
. Judicial proceedings cannot be relied upon
either to reveal or resolve important discre-
pancies or contradictions within the context of
the social science testimony that is presented.
For example:. social class differences were
heavily relied upon to explain the substandard
achievement of the city's black children, but
the testimony on residential behavior had con-
sistently minimized these differences. Within
social science such a disjunction must be
reconciled, Where were all these poor black
familiesand their childrenduring the hous-
ing testimony? If their proportion is so great
and the influence of' disadvantage has so
powerful an impact upon behavior, will this
not affect the residential decisions of whites
and thus be an important contributor to spatial
separation from blacks? What are the implica-
tions of this social class distribution for the ex-
pectadons that contact between black and
white students will "correct stereotypes," a



claim constantly reiterated'? What does this
mean for future stability of any remedy'? The
procedures or scientific inquiry and presenta-
tion would compel attention to these and other
unrcsolved discrepancies that, in the
courtroom, can be left hanging in mid-air
because it served the advantage of neither side
to explore them.

Fundamental Conflicts

The problem of insuring that better and
more inclusive testimony will conic before the
court m ight lie handled by removing such
materials entirely (along with the massive fact-
finding tasks discussed earlier) from adversary
proceedings. They would be submitted to
judges through other mechanisms that, among
other advantages, would be far more to the lik-
ing of mosksociaLscientists.33 But some basic
conflicts bctween the worlds of lawand science
that appeac to be related to the exercis'e of
judicial authority would remain.34

For example, in the Detroit trial two alter-
native causal analyses were presented that had
the effect of explaining the same result without
any attempt to integrate or reconcile them, or

....to..eiffer. them as alternative explanations tor
which evidence 'adequate to select one rather
than the other is yet lacking. Testimony was
offered as follows: I ) The city's neighhorhoods
hre shown to he almost entirely separated
race, and 2) residential location is not directly
challenged as a permissible mode of student
assignment. but 3) racial separation in the
school syQem is simultaneously. said to be
caused to a substantial degree by school system
cheating. or violations of a geographical
assignment system which if followed
.wmpnlously ttould have to result in a degr,.,' of
separation at least as great as that which exists,
The only attempt to reconcile these alternative
explanations was afeeble attempt to link them
by the use of judicial authority: the reiteration
of the use in previous school cases of a theory
of "corresponding effect" with no presentation
of empirical evidence which might resolve this
logical inconsistency. I conjecture that this
mode of simultaneous presentation appears

01,
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reasonable in law because tlfe litigants are ap-
pealing to a judge, offering him two
possibilities from which he .may make a choice,
raiher than presenting material which claims to
be part of a coherent and consistent body of
knowledge.

The content of the decision rendered by the.
6th Circuit Court of Appeals shows why the
offer of' these alternative lines of causal
analysis by plaitiffs suits the needs of judicial
proceedings, no matter how much it violates
the canons of scientific explanation: that court
rejected the residential segregation approach
not because the members evaluated it as false,
i.e., lacking empirical support, but because (as
I understand it) it was too great a departure
from a viewpoint of legal precedent, a con-
sideration wholly irrelevant to science.

Science cannot operate within a framework
of pre-determined conclusions, whether these
operate by elevating earlier findings to dogma
or by substituting judicial authority for scien-
tit'ic verification. Thc transition from Brown to
the Northern school cases was made with much
help from social science material on harm-
benefit research. But in law these decisions
then appear to acquire the power of precedent
despite the inadequacy or inaccuracy of much
of' the e idence that was an important element
in causing them to have been decided asthey-
were, It adds not one iota of support to a scien-
tific generalization to relate how many judges
have Mentioned it in court decisions; this is
simply irrelevant. The problem of incorporat-
ing.thi-revision of scientific knowledge into the
framework of law was illustrated by Judge
Roth"s.,appa,rent..uneasinessconcerning new
i'eSearch that had appeared after his ruling of
September, 1971. Hc asked an expert-witness
at the start or remedy hearings if the newly-
publishcd volume "by Mosteller and
Moynihan in any way shakes the.general con-
clusions reached by the so-called Coleman
Commission" which had been so frequcntly,
and often inaccurately, quoted during the (Hal,
and was told only that although the studies
"claimed to reaffirm the Coleman data on the
insignificant impact of school resource varia-
tion" upon achievement-variation, the
reanalyses. like the Report, were still in er-
ror.35 He was also told that the "Coleman
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Report's holding that racial composition of the
classroom had a strong .effect on achievement
had been found erroneous...it is a social class,
not a racial effect."* (Nothing was said of the
materials that indicated peer-effects were
somewhat more doubtful than had previously
appeared to be the ease.) The judge later per-
mitted suburban counsel's cross-examination
on a just-published aritele by James Coleman35
warning courts about the peril of basing
remedies on exaggerated estimates of peer-
group effects, but both counsel and expert
completely failed to convey the substance of
the article,**

It is hard to see how the legal framework
could have accommodated a solid refutation of
exaggerated harm-benefit research if such evi-
dence had been presented in response to a
judge's inquiry. NAACP had objected to the in-
troduction or the Coleman article not because
the ruling of segregation had already been
made, but as "an.attempt to argue for separate
but equal." The judge agreed, but said he
would "hear it anyway." ***There was
voluminous "social science" testimony
throughout these hearings on the extent to
which including more whites (by increasing the
size of the area) made a "sufficient contribu-
thm" to the effectiveness of the classroom
mixor to the diminished danger or "white
flight"to "justify" the length of the journey
and other costs. But when suburban counsels'
questions edged over into forbidden territory
("How do you know it makes a contribu-
tion?"), the inquiry was halted. Although the
judge had announced before thc hearings
began that the "goal was quality education for
all children:4: there were strict but somewhat
unclear limits as to what this included. Should

'Detroit Remedy Hearings, 1972. pp. 520-1. (*Hie
Colemar. Report had not, of course, said this in the first
place. See p. 307.1

rt) Remedy Hearings, 1972, pp. 1389-90. The
expert fo, '1.e Detroit Schools had no wish to weaken the
impact of tLe C'olenian material. He had earlier ar,gued so
fervently on behalf of a Metro plan that when counsel
asked what he Alluld sugg.:st if Detroit were completely
surrounded by wmer. hi:replied: -Build a long hridge...no
matter how large the hody (if scater....- Detroit Remedy
learings. 1972. p. O.; 3.

'Metro Remedy:1972, p. 1359. 8

kindergarten children be bused? Testimony
was offered to support contentions about early
learning and the development of racial at-
titudes, Were the predicted benefits large

enought to justify one and one-half hours of
travel time for a kindergartener's three-hour
day? Expert-witnesses (suburbs had none)
agrect that they were. When suburban counsel
demanded evidence for such assessments
NAACP objected and the court generally
upheld them: e.g.

...you insist on re-opening a question
passed long ago. ...you are arguing the
point that desegregation will result in
quality education...That is a matter no
longer open to question in this ease. What
we arc about is what metropolitan plan will
do the job.*
From a social science perspective this is il-

logical. Suppose no metropolitan plan will do
the job. (What job'?) Or suppose it (desegrega-.
don? defined how?) will make so small a cpn-
tribution to thc "job" that it (what, exactly'?)
does not seem worth-while'? Here the NAACP
position (as I understand it) is more logical: A
finding of de jure segregation compels the crea-
t of "racially unidentifiahle" schools,
operationally defined as or approximately
uniform racial composition, We assert that this
is beneficial and we do not have to prove it.
Even if you offered empirical evidence that
these schools depressed achievement and self-.
esteem they are still... required. But we will
avoid this embarrassment by invoking legal
harriers to the production of contrary evi-
dence.**

Judge Roth had said that the time for ques-
tions concerning benefits had been passed long
ago. How long ago'? i.e., would the Court have

allowed evidence to challenge the positive
effects of school racial mixture it' there had
be..% anyone during the trial to offer it'? Yudof
says:

With rare exceptions courts have not
allowed school boards or white intervenors
to introduce social science data and
testimony to contradict the Brown result.37

'Metro Remedy. 1972. pp, 977-9.
'M y versic in. nut a quotation.



This question was answered in Detroit when
the court ruled that David Armor'.
testim,iity reporting sunle inconclusive and
some negative findings from a number or
desegregation studies was inadmissible. Judge
Roth first stated that following upon a a find-
ing of segregation de jure "any education theo-
ry having the effect of maintaining a pauern of
de jure segregation is impermissible." A court
ruling cannot make a scientific theory imper-
missible, whether it be the germ theory of dis-
ease or any other. Perhaps the wording was un-
fortunate and and Ile meant only that this
material was no longer relevant since a ruling
of segregation de ure had already been made
in this case? The final paragraph of the ruling,
however, suggests otherwise:

In any event. the Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit held on June 10, 1970 that
greater. not less desegregation is the proper
manner to alleviate the problem of disparity
iii achievement.3s
Why then was all that testimony on rile-

models, teachers' expectations, self-images,
aspirations, reading scores, social-class vs.

race effects, testing and tracking and the rest
presented during the 1971 trial? What possible
contribution could any study of achievement
make after June 10. 1970? "The Sixth Circuit
held...." I see Galileo being led away and
hear his insistent voice murmuring, according
to legend: "And yetit moves."

Some I mplicat ions

The Detroit decision was upheld on the
basis of violations by school authorities, but
social science evidence was an essential ingre-
dient in persuading the District Court that
racially concentrated schools were harmful
and built on an unjust foundation of racial dis-
crimination in housing. that mixed schools
were in all ways beneficial and that these
benefits could be achieved through court ac-
tion. Evidence to cast doubt tin the benefits of'
mixture would perhaps not have been permit-
ted. Systematic consideration of remedy
feasibility. i.e., consequences. is not relevant

*Depisitinn (d. David Arniur, May 24. 1972.
Canihridp: Miro,. N. Jnini Appendix. U.S. Cmirt (it
Appeak, N. 72-8002. pp. xa 21.)2xa 393
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prior to a ruling of segregation de jure, but at
the remedy stage the Court is in the position of
seeking guidance in implementing a decision
that has already been made. Experts .then are
asked to weigh benefits vs. costs, but may not
consider whether there arc, in fact, any
benefits. The feasibility of a desegregation
remedy involves, among other factors, an
estimation of future residuntial behavior.
(Ironically, such a consideration may be
defined as a constitutional violation if it
restrains the integration efforts of a school..
board.) But the area to be desegregated has
already been determined by court decision and
ii experts were to testily that the most likely
consequence of a busing order was the ac-
celeration of racial changejudicial response to
this prediction would appear to be limited to
making the order as modest as is legally per-
missible. Thus the involvement of "social
science" at the remedy stage is either somewhat
spurious, or is limited to technical expertise,
administrative wisdom or the development of
community sentiment and the formulation of
various rationalizations to support the remedy
mandated by the courts. In Detroit at present
the most compelling of these has heen the need
to obey the law.

Drastic changes in the presentation of social
science materials that would virtually remove
such testimony from adversary proceedings
would be required to overcome most of the
problems discussed in this paper. This would
mcan an altogether different role for social
science in judicial decision-making, in these
cases. The fundamental conflict beStween
science and judicial authority is not thereby
resolved, but this is one case where if you are
unequal it is better to be separate.

What would have happened, in the Detroit
case, if Judge Roth had been presented with a
more complete range or first-class social
science materials on the nature of the problems
involved and the effectiveness or the remedy
within the power of the courts to command? I
think it quite likely that there would have been
a different ruling. Whether this outcome would
make you more or less unhappy depends on
your appraisals from social science knowledge,
value-priorities and estimates of alternative
strategies to achieve more equality in both
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schools and society. My own conclusion is that
when there is so large a component of doubt
concerning the adequacy of constitutional
grounds5.39 the benefits of involuntary disper-
sion and the. feasibility of the busing remedy, it
is better for a court to limit its power of com-
pulsion to requiring an end to whatever racial
discrimination was found to exist and provid-
ing the dispersion-alternative to students who
wish it.

If government actions were really the chief
cause of racially-concentrated schools, or if
public opposition to busing were based entirely
on irrational fears, racism and unrenlistic esti-
mates of self-interest, the remedy would have a
substantial assurance of success built into it.

But the program appeals neither to self-interest
in any immediate sense nor to the sense of
justice that was in some measure available as a
source of support, albeit often grudging, for
Brown and its more easily-recognized progeny.

The boldness of the courts in this field of
social policy is made possible by their ability to
act without public consent but for outcomes
that require the participation of hundreds of
thousands of people this freedom is an illusion.
I do not refer to the problems of violence or
overt protest; these are poor indicators of ac-
ceptance. Nor do I speak of -flight." Residen-
tial mobility, especially of homeowners, is far
too complex and too tied to housing market
factors to be adequately conveyed by this term.
But as long as people ean avoid or withdraw
from systems under busing orders by one
means or another, a considerable amount of
public acceptance is necessary, or the gradual
processes of attrition within those metropolitan
areas where the masses of poor black children
live will continue with at least as much inten-
sity as they noW have.

The justification usually advanced for these
court actions where so many regard the con-
stitutional basis as doubtful, the "legislative
facts" changeful and the consequences so un-
certain is that there is no alternative. The
courts can press this lever and produce a bus-
ing order, while they apparently cannot, for ex-
ample, compel a distribution of educational
resources on a basis of need. Nor can they com-
iiel other more powerful societal reforms of a

redistributive nature. It often happens,
however, that the strategy that claims "prac-
ticality" as its chief virtue turns out to be quite
impractical. Our experience with busing orders
may teach the courts and the rest of us more
than could be learned from the best of social
science testimony. But there is a considerable
risk that this course of action that has so
divided old allies will impair our capacity,
never strong enough, to strive in other ways for
a more just and humane society.
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